Spring Color

Where to find it
How to use it

The linen closet you love to open
People really live with...

Beautiful Holmes
CARPETS

The carpet to buy in the first place... elegance woven deep and close for timeless beauty, steeped in jewel-colors that will glimmer brightly for years to come. So, in the long run, Beautiful Holmes are truly economic carpets to buy... in choicest virgin wool, or an amazing blend of 70% wool with 30% Dupont Carpet Nylon for added durability, and all guaranteed mothproof. The few pennies more per week are miniscule... the joy of ownership is boundless. By the square yard, 9.95 to 24.95.

Write for name of nearest Beautiful Holmes dealer.

NOW IN OUR SECOND CENTURY OF FINE CARPET WEAVING Archibald Holmes & Son PHILADELPHIA 24, PA.
The fairest sterling in the land
Rose Cascade by Reed & Barton

6 piece place setting $36.75 F. & I. • Sterling is for NOW and for YOU.

For nearest store, and booklet on this and 14 other great Reed & Barton solid silver patterns, write Reed & Barton silversmiths, Dept. HG-39, Taunton, Mass.

MARCH, 1959
OTTAVIA beckons spring through the door, the window

White Swiss tambour flowers embroidered on sheer white muslin—our breezy tab top curtains. Each side 42 inches wide: 30 inches long, the pair, 10.00; 36 inches, 11.00; 42 inches, 12.00; 48 inches, 13.50; 54 inches, 15.00; 72-inch valances, each 5.00 Lord & Taylor—New York, Westchester, Millburn, West Hartford, Bala-Cynwyd, Garden City.
On the cover

Room with a sunny disposition—the result of mixing H&G’s fruit golds, one of the three spring color combinations beginning on page 54. Sunflowers on cotton twill set the theme. They climb a fabric panel set out from windows curtained in Lemon Peel cotton. A 36” square of the same print is boxed in orange on the ottoman cushion. Walls painted Pastel Citron seem to reflect the sun even when there is none. Above the fireplace French porcelain birds add more flicks of yellow. Deeper yellows and oranges overlap in the rug. Sunflower fabric by Howard & Schaffer. Sofa, ottoman, commode made by Tomlinson, available at Vanleigh Furniture Co. Table. American House, Rug designed by Bittan Valberg for Cabin in Crafts. Pastel Citron paint by Martin-Senour. Accessories, Bonwit Teller. Shopping data, p. 117.
Now! Year-Round Comfort with Gas Air-Conditioning!

The SUN VALLEY All-Year®
heats and cools with one unit!

The Arkla-Servel Sun Valley® can do all this:

- **Heats and Cool**, automatically with a single unit. Circulate and Ventilate springlike weather, and Filter and Clean to provide dust and pollen-free air for every room. Dehumidify...a must in humid areas. Comes in sizes suitable for every home.

Only because it's Gas can it assure you all this:

- Trouble-free operation and long life. No moving parts in the cooling cycle. No need for fuel storage, either. Gas is piped right into your home. Gas air-conditioning is practical, too, because versatile Gas is your most economic fuel. AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

**ONLY GAS** does so much more...for so much less!

GIVEN TO YOU
• • • BY THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
IF YOU JOIN NOW AND AGREE TO BUY SIX BOOKS DURING THE NEXT YEAR

These Two Books
RETAIL PRICES TOTAL $20

THEY ARE GIVEN IN ADVANCE TO DEMONSTRATE THE VALUABLE BOOKS MEMBERS RECEIVE REGULARLY UNDER THE CLUB’S BOOK-DIVIDEND SYSTEM (see below)

GOOD SENSE: A TRIAL MEMBERSHIP

There are at least three benefits of membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club that are beyond question. First, you get the books you want to read instead of missing them through overbusyness or procrastination—books such as those listed in the coupon. Second, you pay an average of 20% less for them than otherwise. Third, you share in more than $13,000,000 worth of free books (retail value) now distributed annually as Book-Dividends. This offer really represents “advanced” Book-Dividends earned by the purchase of the books you engage to buy later.

* The books you agree to buy later can be chosen from at least 200 Club Selections and Alternates made available during the year.

* Each month you receive a full and careful report about the next Book-of-the-Month. If you judge it is a book you would not enjoy, you may send back a form (always provided) specifying some other book. Or you may simply say, “Send me nothing.”

* If you continue after this trial, you will receive a Book-Dividend, averaging almost $6 in retail value, with every second book you buy.

* Immediate acceptance is advisable if you are interested.
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All the wonderful warmth of wood... forever yours in redwood.

People in H&G

H&G's Antiques, Questions & Answers is now being edited by Thomas H. Ormsbee, an antiques writer with a syndicated newspaper column and 11 books to his credit. A twelfth, English China and Its Marks, will be published this year. Though Brooklyn born and reared, Mr. Ormsbee is a Vermonter by descent. We are happy to welcome him to H&G's columns.

Eugene Tarnawa created The Linen Closet You Love to Open, pages 60-63. This is a graphic example of his firm's versatility, for he is active also in product design, commercial interiors, color consultation, and exhibits. Mr. Tarnawa comes from Cleveland, Ohio and was educated at Ohio State University, the Institute of Design, Chicago, Ill.

The colorful Caribbean pictures, pages 94-97, were taken by Nick de Morgoli, a man of many cultural cross-currents. Italian in name only, he was born at The Hague, of Russian parents in the Russian Embassy. He was educated in France, saw military service in World War II with both the French and Americans. In the U. S. since 1948, he now does photography for H&G, Vogue, Glamour.

Stephen Mallory and James Tillis operate a firm logically called Stephen Mallory James Tillis Interiors, Inc. They designed the refreshing room on page 54, with its happy combination of greens with blue. Mr. Mallory, a New Englander and graduate of Parsons School of Design, was formerly associated with John Gerald and Melanie Kahane. Mr. Tillis, from Florida, also studied at Parsons. Both belong to the American Institute of Decorators.
Enjoy livability like this with Andersen windows

America's most beautiful windows...fashioned in wood to give your next home natural warmth unmatched by any other material!

Beauty runs deep in Andersen Windowalls. It's in their clean design that blends with any architecture; in precise engineering that mills these windows to incredibly fine tolerances. Andersen Windows operate with velvet smoothness. Close with a satisfying "kerchunk!" Fit glove-tight to keep you draft-free, save your heating and air conditioning dollars over the years. And they bring you wood's charm and natural insulation; plus complete freedom from rust and corrosion.

To learn what good windows can mean to you, send for Andersen's FREE "32 Window Ideas" booklet today.

MAIL FOR FREE WINDOW IDEAS
Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota
Get 36-page booklet of window beauty photos and ideas...20-page booklet of window facts and information.
Please check ( ) I plan to build ( ) I plan to remodel
Name: ___________________________
Address: _________________________
City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: _______
Heirloom Crafted in Solid Cherry

Picture these friendly colonial treasures, from the Old Salem Collection, in your home creating an inviting, relaxing dining room... or adding a warm charm to your bedroom.

Enjoy the richness of solid cherry crafted with more than a century-old skill perfected through generations of working in solid woods.

Available through exclusive dealers coast to coast, in open stock correlated bedroom and dining room groups in solid cherry and solid mahogany.

NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS

BY DIANA BRYAN

Next time I'm invited to dinner and I can't accept immediately—out-of-town guests maybe, arriving on an unspecified date—I shall be strong-minded enough to say no. Nothing is more maddening than planning a party around guests who won't let you know whether they're coming or not. Most of them genuinely hate to keep you dangling, and do let you know as soon as they can but that doesn't always help. You're very apt to end up with twice as many couples as you wanted, just trying to avoid having only two out of five show up.

Paula Hart's dinners are always the small, elegant kind—"because," she explained to me, "they're the most relaxing." After a rather busy round of February parties I know what she means. Big informal get-togethers are fun but you don't talk to people, you bump into them, and you don't sit down, you perch. But at Paula's there are always a few friends who appreciate good conversation, superb food and a table setting to equal both.

Perfect accompaniment to a veal casserole: green noodles tossed with lots of melted butter and freshly grated Italian hard cheese. Irene Davis served them to a hungry group of parents who'd skipped dinner in order to hustle off a mailing for the P. T. A.'s theatre benefit.

Since Irene does all her own cooking, serving and cleaning up afterwards, I wondered about her stainless steel flatware. It had smooth round handles that looked like ebony, and I've always heard dishwashers are unkind to wood handles. Not to the-ee. It turns out. They're plastic, molded to the steel in such a way that hot water and hard use can't tear them asunder. The handles give the pieces a heavy solid feel that makes them pleasant to hold than some of the very lightweight stainless steel. Irene says she came across them in Macy's the last time she was in New York.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BORDERED CHINA

At her latest party the china was white, bordered in a rich gold chrysanthemum design— formal but somehow lighter and more graceful than classic white and gold patterns usually are. All through dinner I kept wondering about the china; was it English, French, native stock? Then when I noticed the octagonal saucers, and a covered serving dish that suggested a Japanese lacquer bowl and lid, I remembered Paula's enthusiasm about her visit to the new Japanese store in New York, Takashimaya. Turned out my guess was right. The china is from the Narumi kilns in Nagoya, the pattern is called Kiku, and it's exclusive with Takashimaya.

It was a surprise, at first, to see tumblers rather than goblets on a formal table, but Paula's were so elegant that they needed no apologies. They were heavy and round, with several sharp indentations at the base. Above each indentation oval cut lines extended upwards for about an inch and a half. The pattern is called...
Take a lovely lady—place her at the wheel of a new Cadillac car—and you have a delightful picture indeed. In fact, what finer compliment could there be to her person or her personality than to be viewed in the company of the “car of cars”? To begin with, she looks so wonderful—framed in the beauty and elegance and enchantment of a Cadillac. She is so supremely comfortable and so perfectly at ease—surrounded by its marvelous Fleetwood luxury and in full command of its brilliant performance. And how serene she is—secure in the knowledge of her car’s great soundness and safety. Have you yet to be seen in the driver’s seat of a 1959 Cadillac? If so, we suggest you visit your dealer soon. It’s an experience you ought not to forego.
Fashion Achievement in Home Decoration

entertainment by RCA VICTOR • relaxation by globe

Home entertainment and home relaxation are synonymous! Shown here are several ways to mix or match superb furniture by famous Globe with the finest in home entertainment by RCA Victor. See how RCA Victor styling fits in so perfectly with the finely executed Globe designs. Here are smart home combinations to make your home a fashion achievement! Remember too that RCA Victor means quality and top performance in TV, Radio and Stereo-Orthophonic "Victrolas".

For over 50 years, Globe has made fine living room furniture. Send 25¢ in coin for booklet illustrating sofas and chairs in a wide assortment to fit any decorating plan. Write Globe Furniture Co., Dept. HG359, High Point, N.C.

RCA Victor's "Add-on" concept! Start with a Stereo-Orthophonic "Victrola"—the Mark IX plays new stereo plus all regular records. Add matching bench and record cabinet. For complete home entertainment add TV—the Achievement Series Burton from RCA Victor's 10 million TV line! Globe's Debonaire group in contemporary design is mellowed with traditional beauty. This refreshing living room shows No. 376 Sofa, No. 338 Sectional Sofa, No. 354 Chair, No. 348 Cocktail Table. In dining area: Conversational Table No. 335 with No. 347 Chairs. (© RCA trademark for record players.)
"VEGETABLE GARDENS" — Vincent Van Gogh

To complement Van Gogh's countryside scene, we suggest, as a suitable wall paint color, Colorizer 7B 35 Nomad. The other 4 paint colors at the right are popular current colors available in Colorizer Paints.

Colorizer 7B 35 Nomad  Colorizer 3E 45 Cedar Red
Colorizer 6D 19 Marigold  Colorizer 20B 34 Slate
Colorizer 5D 25 Apricot

A NEW SERVICE BY YOUR Colorizer PAINT DEALER

ART REPRODUCTIONS AVAILABLE: For a limited time, your purchase of Colorizer Paints entitles you to remarkable savings on superb, large reproductions of these Rockwell-selected paintings for your home. Visit your Colorizer Paint dealer—learn how to get the art reproduction of your choice, and the wall paints to enhance it.

Decorate a room around the colors in a fine painting

selected for you by

Norman Rockwell

Every color scheme needs a "central element" to tie all the colors together. The use of a fine painting as this central element is good decorating, as it "borrows" the artist's skilfully chosen colors for a room scheme in perfect harmony. Norman Rockwell, revered American artist, has selected for you 12 paintings which he thinks lend themselves to home decoration—traditional or contemporary. One sample color scheme is shown at left. All 12 paintings, with recommended wall paint colors, are illustrated in a decorating guide "Picture Rooms For Your Home," available at your Colorizer Paint Dealer's or by use of the coupon below. Only a paint line with the very widest choice of color could provide the paint colors you need to complement any picture. Mr. Rockwell saw, in Colorizer Paints and its choice of 1,322 colors, this broad color range.

Paints That Go With Anything in Your Home

This handsome album of 1,322 Colorizer paint colors lets you choose paints to go with anything in your home. Color Harmony Selector (left-hand page) lets you "dialed your color scheme" in minutes! See it at your Colorizer paint dealer's—and ask him about odorless 1-coat Colorizer wall paints and trim enamels to make the job quick and easy!

COLORIZER ASSOCIATES
349 North Western Ave • Chicago 12, Illinois

I enclose 25 cents. Please send "Picture Rooms For Your Home," illustrating 12 fine paintings selected by Norman Rockwell, with room color schemes to match.

Name
Address
City
State
Look North... South... East or West... you won't see smarter towels at any price! Dundee's new decorator tones are deep and rich as the terry they dramatize... Dundee's new pastels are exquisitely soft... Dundee's new stripes and reversible patterns are enchanting. At good stores everywhere.
The trend in decoration is to cosmopolitanism, a mouthful that means you'd be wise to mix pieces of diverse cultural influence. Norman MacGregor's furniture is modern, obviously, but Chinese, too, and even Byzantine. In that order: the bolsters and chairs, the stone-pedestal tables.

VALLEY UPHOLSTERY CORPORATION • 428 WEST 14th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
WHY SHOULDN'T JOHNNY WRITE ON THE WALL?

No reason at all if you give him a surface you can wipe off as easily as a slate. Here's how to provide one

Walls to write on have been confined to the schoolhouse primarily because of cost. The high price of slate and the added reinforcement needed to carry its great weight have made it too expensive for most home builders. But now you can get new paints and surfacing materials that make an erasable writing wall feasible almost anywhere and the cost is only a few dollars more than conventional construction.

The best and least expensive way to give the children a wall on which they can scribble to their hearts' content is to build it into the house during construction. But you can also install one in your present house for comparatively little expense and effort.

For the house abuilding

If you're building a new house, consult with your architect during the planning stages to determine the best locations for major writing walls. This will save money and allow the special wall to become an integral part of the house design.

Installation procedures are simple and the extra material costs are almost nil. But, just in case your contractor or designer doesn't know how to go about preparing them, these are the basic steps. The desired writing areas should be indicated in advance to the plastering contractor so that he may finish them with a very high-strength plaster such as Structo-gage. These areas should also be finished with power trowels to achieve a hardness and smoothness impossible by conventional hand methods. The finished wall should look like polished white marble.

The next step is the application of a primer-sealer coat of paint, followed by a coat of special chalkboard paint which will give the surface the desired low light reflection and "tooth" to take the chalk. The final result is a wall that is easy to write on with chalk and just as easy to erase as the ones used in the schools.

In your present house

Adding a writing wall to an existing house is really a simple job for the do-it-yourselfer. The preferred system is to fasten tempered hardboard or plywood panels of the desired size and shape to the existing wall. If the edges of the panels fall on the framing members, use screws for fastening. If not, use Molly fasteners, toggle bolts or butterfly bolts.

Once in place, the panels should be painted in exactly the same manner as the plaster wall described before.

What about color?

Standard chalkboard paints are available at most large paint stores. They normally come in three basic colors: black, green and red. Continued on page 47.
Luxuriously soft...yet

gently plumps itself up!

Try it yourself—fine furniture filled with "Dacron" polyester fiberfill. It gives you a true feeling of luxury! You'll sink into its invitingly soft comfort. When you stand up, you'll see how the cushioning gently comes back into shape...no sudden bounce-back. "Dacron" Fiberfill is the only furniture filling with this new lasting comfort, new kind of gentle resiliency...new self-plumping feature. Ask your furniture salesman or decorator to show you furniture filled with "Dacron" Fiberfill.

Du Pont's Better Living Fibers Give You So Much More

"Dacron" is Du Pont's trademark for its polyester fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, does not make the fabric or furniture shown.
A symphony in style

Perfectly reproduced from a charming Victorian piece, this small lyre table with marble top can be used singly, or in pairs to flank a sofa. 27½" h. x 10" w. x 34½" d., it is made of Honduras mahogany, in four finishes: walnut, fruitwood, mahogany or antique white and gold. $39.50 each. No C.O.D. Exp. coll. Jones, HG3, Box 246, Pine Level, N. C.

Sized to fit

Custom-made spreads and coverlets come for any size bed, from the narrowest French couch to an enormous king-size bed. Costs are modest ($33.95 for an antique satin king-size coverlet), fabrics are myriad: polished cotton, taffeta, corduroy. Send 10¢ for swatches and 15¢ for catalogue. Order from Colten’s, HG3, 1340 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.

On the mat

Focal point for the entrance hall: this half-moon hand-hooked rug with the word "Welcome" in black letters is made of thick sturdy cotton. The colorful design of red and olive green flowers is set against a beige background. Generous in size (18" x 34") it will give years of service. $6.50 postpaid. Seth & Jed, Dept. HG3, New Marlborough, Mass.
**AROUND**

with Ann McLaughlin

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

---

**Mexican tote**

For all paraphernalia from groceries to firewood, these gaily striped woven sisal carryalls are indispensable. Fitted with double handles, they fold flat when not in use, come in two sizes: 15½" x 18" x 6", $1.98; 17½" x 22" x 8", $2.98. Ppd. Lightweight, they air travel beautifully. Order from Hobi, Department HG3, Flushing 52, N. Y.

---

**Table savers**

Protect table tops and add a note of hospitality to the refreshment hour with a set of coasters made of absorbent paper. Marked in 8". $2.98. Ppd. Lightweifihi.

---

**Beauty treatment**

Wrap yourself in glamour, from spring through summer, with a natural blue foxstail stole. The soft gray color is a flattering accent on black, white or colors; the style is easy to wear. Lined with gray crepe, it has two pockets, is about easy to wear. Lined with gray color is a flattering accent on gray color is a flattering accent on spring through summer, with a grey.

---

**Farewell to winter**

Clean up the hearth and arrange it for the warm days ahead with a handsome fireplace fan. Important in size (opens to 39"; height 19½"), it is made of heavy cardboard and laminated paper. One side is antique white and gold, the other all gold. Use with or without andirons. $5.75 postpaid. Order from Landin Co., HG3, 14-16 150th St., Whitestone, New York.

---

**SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL**

Shesham Wood Trivets from India

Rich, dark brown Shesham wood comes from the remote Vale of Kashmir in northern India. The intricate lattice-work of these trivets is hand carved with Shesham leaf designs. They bring a touch of the East to your walls, and serve as well their more practical use of raising a vase or hot dish from the table. 6½" diameter. $3.85 pair, ppd.

---

**Shesham Wood Trivets from India**

Send 25¢ for Catalog HG 189. 65 Court St., White Plains, N. Y.

---

**Candlestick Cornucopias**

Our ceramic cornucopias display a charming arrangement of delicately fashioned flowers surrounding a single candle to make interesting companion pieces to your dining pleasures. Made of finely glazed imported white porcelain, in the form of a tri-legged cornucopia straight from Greek mythology, they stand 8½" high. Sent postpaid for only $2.95 a pair.

Send for free catalog

EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER

But 2875 Merchandise Mart Plaza

Dept. HG-20

Chicago 11, Ill.
Stop hiding the beautiful covers of your favorite albums! Decorate your den, living room or recreation area with them. FI-RACK consists of slotted aluminum bands which fasten easily to the wall, holds 30 albums deep. The picture shows 80 records stored decoratively and easily with "drop-in, "lift-out" feature. Saves space—convenient too! Satin gold or black finish (adjusts for 7" albums too ... 12 deep).

Stop hiding the beautiful covers of your favorite albums! Decorate your den, living room or recreation area with them. FI-RACK consists of slotted aluminum bands which fasten easily to the wall, holds 30 albums deep. The picture shows 80 records stored decoratively and easily with "drop-in, "lift-out" feature. Saves space—convenient too! Satin gold or black finish (adjusts for 7" albums too ... 12 deep).

Corking idea
Good-looking protection for table tops and kitchen counters, this flexible cork mat is imported from Spain. Diamond shape, it measures 8 1/2" x 8", a perfect size to use under a large plate, a casserole, or a coffee server. Easy to clean and store. $1.49 postpaid for one; $4.25 for three. Order from Downs & Company, Department HG3, Evanston, Illinois.

Keep it in sight
Display a piece of needlepoint, petit point or a sampler on this Queen Anne fire screen. Made of solid mahogany, and beautifully proportioned, it has a tripod base, hand-turned post and narrow frame finished in light brown. Overall height: 56" x 17". $74.50. Exp. coll. Newcomb's Reproductions, HG3, Box 1249, Durham, N. C.

Antique-ing?
To learn the just price to pay for Early American pictures, glass, china, furniture, metal and pewterware, patchwork quilts and other treasures, use the antique dealers' handbook. Profusely illustrated, it contains 336 pages of sound information which will help you buy with intelligence and profit. $4.95 ppd. Madison House, HG3, 305 Madison Ave., New York.

Tricks of the trade
For professional results in flower arrangement try using this kit which contains four clear plastic cups which attach to a standard or chubby pillar size candle. Flowers, buds or leaves can be arranged in cups, will keep fresh for hours. $1.50 the set, complete with rings and prongs. Postpaid. Elron, Inc., Dept. HG3, 352 West Ontario St., Chicago 10, Ill.

Italian urn
For garden wall, terrace steps or indoor plant room, this cast aluminum urn will show off blooms to great advantage. About 12" high x 6" in diameter, it can be removed from the sturdy square base. In a choice of two finishes: chalk white or antique copper green. $22.50 ea.; $39.50 for two. Exp. coll. Antique Iron, 2500 27th Ave., No. Birmingham, Ala.
TREND FORECAST

DANISH TEAKWOOD COFFEE TABLES of golden, magnificently-grained Siamese teak, durable as time itself! Hand-rubbed, rich in natural resins, each set has a low 15 inches. For coffee-ing, cocktail-ing, snacking, in 4-versible sizes.

- 14" square: 5.99
- 20" square: 7.99
- 31" square: 11.99
- 42" circle: 18.99

ITALIAN HANGING LAMPS, color fused to glass for striking decorative illumination! Old-world simplicity reach individually crafted globe, easy to wire, on its trim 14" wrought-iron chain. Transparent green, blue, amber or amethyst.

- 12" long: 6.99
- 16" long: 8.99

TEAK MONKEYS, practically indestructible pets of Burmese teakwood, from Hong Kong. 8" tall, with arms and legs that swing on springs. Gay monkey business over the bar, in the den, in the nursery!

- 3 for 2.00

ITALIAN CHIARA CHAIRS, masterpieces of Italian workmanship. Seat in golden fibre rush, frame and legs of alpine hardwood, lacquered in black! Crafted to endure for years, to enhance every decor!

- a) ladder back: 10.99
- b) rush back: 11.99

HONG KONG CHAIRS, fashioned in the British Crown Colony. An exquisite duo in white rattan, sitting beautifully in today's bedroom, sitting room, today's bedroom, sitting room.

- An exquisite duo in white rattan... ( Continue below )

WHITE RATTAN HEAD-BOARDS from Hong Kong add elegance to decor of your bedroom, guest room. White rattan and white peel, 48" high, you may tint or leave natural. Single (a) 16.99 b. 23.99

- 39" wide; double (b) 54" wide.
- SENT POSTPAID. Seen at $35.

- a. 16.99 b. 23.99

SAFARI CHAIR, a new low sitter from Hong Kong! All in glowing rattan, a cool cane back, luxurious indoors or out. Add the companion ottoman—a superb extra!

- CHAIR 10.99
- OTTOMAN 4.99

FIBERGLASS PLANTERS add contemporary color to nature's greenery! Bowl 15" wide in spirited red, chartreuse, coral, black, grey, white, turquoise. In wrought iron stand 24" high or 18" low. The low price: exclusively ours!

- Bowl and stand 24" or 18" high: 4.99

SOUTH PACIFIC CHAIRS, surround an informal table or sit invitingly in den or patio. Sunny rattan plus ebony wrought iron ... an exciting tropic combination!

- SIDE CHAIR 5.99
- ARM CHAIR 7.99

WHITE RATTAN HEAD-BOARDS from Hong Kong add elegance to decor of your bedroom, guest room. White rattan and white peel, 48" high, you may tint or leave natural. Single (a) 39" wide; double (b) 54" wide.

- SENT POSTPAID. Seen at $35.

- a. 16.99 b. 23.99

BAMBOO STAINLESS, gleaming Japanese creations with handles of everlasting wenge-root bamboo! Four 4-pc. place settings for indoor-outdoor dining: 4 knives, 4 forks, 4 teaspoons, 4 soup spoons.

- 16 PCS: 3.99

EBONY-HANDLED STAINLESS, an Ernst Meier design, has handles of hard Burmese ebony wood and is the finest stainless steel, 18.8. The contour is new as tomorrow, perfect complement to your table! Knife, fork, teaspoon, soup spoon.

- 4-PC. SETTING: 3.99

SIAM BRONZEWARE, a magnificent place setting! Mirror-finished bronze, handles of polished buffer horn—the look and feel of black ivory! The handle-tip: a carved Thai goddess. Knife, fork, teaspoon, soup spoon.

- ELSEWHERE: $9

- OTHERWISE: $7.99

FIBERGLASS SHOJI PANELS from Japan add new sophistication as dividers, screens, shutters, shades! Maple leaves, bamboo leaves, butterfly flies pressed in translucent fiberglass. Hand-fashioned, timeproof, each is 27" x 60". Seen in Kyoto at $15.

- pattern a or b: 3.99

SWIVEL BAR STOOLS, of rattan-on-wrought-iron get you comfortably high! Seats soar 29" off the ground and they swivel (you don't miss a thing)! Backed or backless. Low-topped, too!

- a. 8.99 b. 6.99

MANDARIN CHAIR (a) stately sitter (back: 36" high, seat: 12" low) in caramel rattan on wrought iron.

- 10.99

NASSAU CHAIR (b) combines unique design with unusual comfort! Caramel rattan and wrought iron.

- 9.99

OTTOMAN (c) doubles as serving table!

- 3.99

MOVABLE SHUTTERS, beautifully grained imported hardwoods with movable louver. Easily painted, stained, set up. Measure inside dimensions of area to be shuttered; use 2 sizes to fit odd-size windows.

- 69c and up

SEA GRASS MATTING achieves your casual feeling underfoot! Handwoven of durable Formosan sea grass, 1/2" thick, natural beige in color. Cleans with vacuum or soap & water. In 12" squares, pre-sewn into rolls 12 ft. wide. Squares can be easily added, detached. Send room dimensions in feet. Example, if room is 9' x 12' you would need 108 squares at 19c each...

- total of $20.52.

SIZES PRICES

- 5" x 12" .99
- 7" x 20" 1.29
- 9" x 30" 1.59
- 12" x 30" 1.89
- 15" x 30" 2.19
- 18" x 30" 2.39
- 21" x 30" 2.59

THE AKRON CATALOGUE: additional suggestions for contemporary living...yours for the asking!

TO ORDER: Send check or money order. All items (except headboards) sent freight collect. C.O.D. send 1/3 deposit or more. Calif. resid. add 4 1/2 state tax. 10-day money-back guarantee applies to everything.

THE AKRON CATALOGUE: additional suggestions for contemporary living...yours for the asking!

- 3477 SUNSET BOULEVARD
- LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.
"America's most becoming car"
(and it's just right for you...in every way!)

Like a bit of flattery? Flattery is what you'll get in your new Ford Thunderbird. This jewel of a car has an unmistakable éclat that sets it—and you—quite apart. And, joy of joys, it's just right for you... in every way. It's your size! It seats four people in the most elegant comfort, yet it handles and parks with far greater ease than other luxury cars. Thunderbird is, in fact, the only luxury car a woman can really call her own. And it costs far less than other luxury cars. See the new Thunderbird at your Ford dealer's. And be sure to drive it, too.

SO MUCH EASIER TO GET IN AND OUT
Because the Thunderbird's doors are extraordinarily wide—and the front seat folds all the way down. Getting in and out is as easy as going from one room to another!

SO MUCH EASIER TO HANDLE AND PARK
Naturally—the Thunderbird is so beautifully compact, you're completely at ease in it. You never felt so much in command, so comfortable, so much at home in any car before!

AND IT MAKES YOU LOOK—
OH! SO GLAMOROUS!
All eyes are on you in your new Ford Thunderbird—"America's most becoming car"—the car every woman would love to own!
Gemfire fixtures make your home come alive with warmth and beauty. Rich, vivid colors and fiery, jewel-faceted textures—executed on fresh new forms—are sheer decorating magic. And the glarefree white light provides a flood of overall illumination for any room. On view, now, at distributors selected **BY LIGHTOLIER**

*Write to LIGHTOLIER, Dept. HG-29, Jersey City 5, N.J. for free Gemfire brochure.*
It can fill a room with sunshine, soften with sleepy shadows... or be as cooling as a breeze. It can be quaint, gay or whatever you want to say. Color is Martin Senour Paint—the wake-up-and-live of decorating. You choose from unlimited stylist-created colors presented for effortless selection as striking solos or in harmonious Colormate combinations. Your own special color will be mixed in minutes by your talented Martin Senour Dealer. And when the pleasant painting is done—you look with pride and pleasure on a room full of spirit and style. Martin Senour Colors say Good Morning... and a thousand other things... beautifully, enthusiastically, enduringly. Outside, inside, all through the house—costs so little more—always a shade more elegant.
The upholstery that makes sense in every way... it's **Masland Duran**

vinyl upholstery with elastic fabric back

---

**Take cleaning for instance. Wiping with a damp cloth is all Masland Duran requires... making even the lightest colors practical in your home. Wear? You won't find anything to surpass this pliant, durable vinyl for everyday family living. As for colors and patterns... they're in a class by themselves... and sure to inspire your decorative flair. Be sure to see Masland Duran with elastic fabric back. It's on all types of furniture in fabric-like textures or rich leather effects. Write for free folder with sample.**


---

*Chromcrafts*®
Continental Line by CHROMCRAFT CORPORATION
St. Louis, Mo.
SHOPPING AROUND

Make believe
Add the garden look of spring to your breakfast table with sprays of bright flowers attached to clear color polyethylene napkin bands. Sturdy and easy to clean, they can be used on fabric or paper napkins. Assorted flowers only, $2.95 postpaid for four bands with flower sprays. Cortley Gifts, HG3, 453 E. 88th St., New York.

Hats off!
For closet or informal entrance hall, this accordion hat rack is made of hardwood finished in maple. Ten sturdy pegs hold hats, caps or children's outdoor wraps. It's a quaint accessory, too, for a country guest room. 10" high it opens to 25" wide. $2.98 postpaid. Order from Taylor Gifts, Department HG3, Spread Eagle Inn, Wayne 3, Pennsylvania.

Paired to please
For writing desk or table, these hand-carved cedar bookends depict a pair of studious monks. Executed with fine detail they make a strong support for a row of books. Each monk is mounted on a wooden base resembling a choir stall. 10'/4". Imported from Mexico, they are priced at $8.95 ppd. American Trader, 2 Grand St., White Plains, N. Y.

Put it on record
Send a negative (or a clear positive) of a cherished photograph, and have it permanently reproduced on a gold-trimmed photograph tray. Done in sepia, the reproduction makes handsome decoration. The 18" x 14" tray is finished with clear lacquer for added protection $5.50 ea.; $20 for four. Holiday House, HG3, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

A smooth grip
With a king-size sterling silver paper clip on the office desk an executive can keep one or a dozen letters under control. Chastely ornamented with a three-letter monogram, it is 4'/2" long x 5'/8" wide, and heavy enough to serve as a paperweight. $5.50 ppd. Tax incl. Thomas Young, HG63, 30 West Lockwood Avenue, Webster Groves, Missouri.

WAREHOUSE SALE

SCULPTURE
MASTERPIECES IN REPLICA
This finest quality workmanship has never been offered before at THESE LOW, LOW PRICES.

Add incomparable beauty and depth to your home from WYNN's gallery of GREAT sculpture.

SAVE UP TO 63%


C-3135. "QUEEN NEFERTITE," Egyptian, 1400-1450 B.C. As this head alone in exquisite detail, Queen Nefertite was the most beautiful woman of her time. Original of sandstone in Cairo, Egypt. Height 20 1/2". Marble finish. Only $18.49 (Shipping Express Collect)


L-203, L-204. "CHINESE FIGURES," Mathematics and Stenographer, (Ming Dynasty 1368-1644). Originals in bronze. The Louvre. Finely detailed replicas that can be used as bookends and other interesting decoration. Antique bronze finish, Height 8". Makes a beautiful set of book ends, $30 value. The Pair, Only $12.95 (Shipping Express Collect)

M-27. "CROUCHING FIGURE" by Michelangelo. An anatomical study of great power in a green bronze finish, Height 10". $20 value. Only $8.49 (Shipping & Packing. $1.75)


P-302. "STATUETTE GAT," Egyptian. 600-300 B.C. Antique bronze finish, Height 9", $20 value. Only $9.95 (Shipping & Packing. $1.75)


F-807. "DAVID" by Michelangelo, 1504. Original in Florence, Italy. Green bronze finish, Height 9 1/2", $20 value.Only $6.95 (Shipping & Packing. $1.75)


F-809. "ROMAN ATHLETE" Famous sculpture of the Victorian Athlete, relaxed and self-confident, who looks forward to fresh conquests. Beautifully detailed work of art. Height 15 1/2", antiqued green bronze finish, $30 value. Only $9.98 (Shipping & Packing. $2.00)

B-500. "HEAD OF BEETHOVEN," 1770. 1827. Antiqued Ivory finish, black base. Height 10 1/2", $30 value. Only $9.95 (Shipping & Packing. $2.00)


A carefully annotated historical description included with each piece.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

WYNN'S WAREHOUSE
329 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, N. Y.

For replies, indefinite below. Please send payment pre-paid. (Add mailing label for replies.) If not satisfied, will return replicas in good condition within 30 days and get money will be refunded immediately. Claims items detailed above.

R-304. L-203, L-204 M-404 M-406
B-315 B-316
C-3135
F-807
P-411
L-203, L-204, P-302, P-411
R-804
B-414
120

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE

SAVE UP TO 63%
AROUND

Copy cat
Bar stool reproduced from an antique found in Mystic, Connecticut makes a perfect kitchen sitter (26" high) or a comfortable seat for the home bar (30"). Top is contour half-moon pine, sturdy legs are hardwood. Mellow brown antique finish complements a provincial setting. Either is $19.95 each. Exp. coll. Lennox Shop, Hewlett, N. Y.

Tiny treasure box
Designed to hold one or two pieces of favorite jewelry, this clear glass case has a gold-finished frame and rests on graceful legs. A treasure in itself, the ornamental box adds a feminine touch to dressing table or chest of drawers. Velvet cushion inside protects valuables. 3 1/4" square. $10.95 ppd. R.M.S. Interiors, HG3, 214 West Ontario, Chicago 10, Ill.

Follow the swallow
For graceful wall decoration you can't improve on a drift of swallows. Each exquisitely carved bird is handmade from one piece of fine-grained black ebony. Carved and hand polished by natives of Tanganyika, Africa, the three birds fly in the same direction. Each is 7" long. $1.95 ppd. the set. Shopping International, HG3, 66 Court, White Plains, N. Y.

Victorian revival
Create a dramatic focal point on the terrace, in the sun room or in a feminine bedroom with an exotic rattan peacock chair. Handmade of white rattan and white peel, it is comfortable and decorative. Overall height: 47"; seat: 19". $10.99 exp. coll. Order from the Akron, HG3, 4402 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

GIANT CRYSTAL STORAGE BOX
Keep lingerie, cashmeres, men's shirts, linens clean and dust-free! Of vivid, strong, polycarbonate plastic. Crystal clear (you can thread a picture right on top). 12 X 12 x 12" holds 12 blouses, slips, linens, etc. Ideal for off-season storage, too.

NATIONAL'S sensational NEW PLASTIC SHOE BOX for women's shoes
- lets you select shoes at a glance
- protects shoes from dust, scuffing, mildew
- No C.O.D.'s or Stamps, please
NATIONAL HANGER COMPANY, INC., Dept. G3, 15 West 18th St., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

Need New Drapes or Curtains?
SAVE UP TO 1/3
NO IRON Fiberglas YARD GOODS

- NEVER NEED IRONING!
- NEVER NEED DRY CLEANING!
- WASH AND HANG IN 7 MINUTES!

Tremendous savings on Fiberglas curtain and drapery Yard Goods that you can wash and hang in just 7 minutes! It's the perfect decorator fabric, never needs ironing or dry cleaning.

Choose from the world's largest assortment of styles, colors and textures...in prints and solids. Add new luxury and beauty to your home while you save money. Create your own decorating techniques with confidence.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Bargain priced as low as 96¢ a yard!

FREE SAMPLES
Send now for color swatches and "How to Sew Fiberglas" booklet plus Sample Curtain and Drapery Kit. No obligation. Mail the coupon now.

LOFT'S Candy Corp., Dept. 6-3
Long Island City, New York

Collectors' Mint Dish, graceful, imported footed dish, mother-of-pearl with golden embossing, handles, trim, approximately 4" x 4"; ribbon-fied to a package of LOFT's delectable chocolate-covered thin mint. China collectors will love this, and it's so reasonably-priced...

TUB-SEAL KIT
Not a putty or cement, but a beautiful strip of porcelain white vinyl plastic. Forms a neat, water-proof seal around bathtub; eliminates ugly cracks and crevices. Easy to apply in one continuous strip won't chip or crack. Applies to any wall, tile, plaster, etc. Excellent around wash bowl, toilet bowl, shower stall, sink, laundry tub, etc. Kit Contains 15 ft of Tub Seal, generous tube of Cement, easy directions. Approved by Good Housekeeping. $1.69 (plus 15¢ delivery)

WALL STUD FINDER
Don't damage your walls when hanging pictures, etc. Find the stud fast with this magnetic instrument that points out the place to drive nail or hook. Locates nails in tires, too. Easy to use.

ELRON INC.
SOLDIER the Shop
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PHOME FASHIONS • HOME FASHIONS
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SHORT SKIRT

for every sport

wool flannel in

soft green, light

blue, grey.

sizes 8-18

$17.75 p.pd.

G. CURTIS

P. O. Box 545

Fairfield, Conn.

NITE CADDY FOR MEN

For evening transfer from trouser and pocket jackets to dresser top. Designed to hold watch, change, wallet, keys, pen, eyeglasses, everything a man ordinarily carries in his pockets. Crafted of black walnut wood and appointed with highly polishes alu-

New MARBLE STAIN REMOVER and POLISH KIT

Removes Ugly Stains, Dirt, Ring Marks From Your Marble Furniture Amazing new "Marble Stain Remover & Polish Kit" when every marble table, vase mark, dirt "in a second." Keeps your Marble intact shining like new. Use the Stain Remover to remove stains that you have found impossible to remove. Restore original beauty. Use the POLISH KIT Marble Polish to give your marble tables now you can have a lasting shine. This extra special kit is worth every dollar. Your new Marble Polish will look like new and last longer. Stain Remover and the Marble Polish are completely safe (will not deface marble) and easy to use. Complete Kit Only $5.90

Scott Mitchell House, Dept. 3K-HG, 415 S. Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

NEW EDITION OF FREE FASHION GUIDE Reveals Secret of FASHION WITHOUT FUSS!

"I was the world's worst man," says Mrs. Bondurant of Turner Falls, Massachusetts—because I couldn't bear to wear clothes that I had once dressed my own children in. Wedeave and published. "Because" we were the world's worst man—because we were the world's worst man—we were the world's worst man. As we were the world's worst man, we were the world's worst man. As we were the world's worst man, we were the world's worst man. As we were the world's worst man, we were the world's worst man.
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Fable tree
Add a charming effect to buffet or table with a beautifully modeled tree made with cast iron base and tote leaves. Deck it with lemons, limes or tangerines from the fruit market to add color to the setting.

Finished in foliage green, it is equally decorative used on its own. 11 ½" wide x 9½" high. $16. Ppd. Chalmar, Dept. HG3, Split Rock Road, Syosset, N. Y.

Children’s favorites
Fairy tale characters to hang on the nursery wall are imported from Germany. The three-dimensional plaques are molded of hard plastic and finished in exciting multicolor. Each is 3" x 4". Hansel and Gretel, Snow White, Red Riding Hood or Cinderella. $1.75 for two. Set of four, $3 ppd.

Schatzlein’s, 2343 Locust, So. Greenburg, Pa.

In a lather
Stimulate circulation and enjoy a brisk massage with the terry cloth “Back Scrub.” Fitted on one side with a pocket for a cake of soap, it is comfortable to use and as easy to care for as a washcloth. A sturdy loop at each end makes it easy to grip. White terry cloth only, 44" long. $1 postpaid. Order from Scintilla, Dept. HG3, 1209 W. Bal­morals, Chicago 40, Ill.

Now... DRIVE REFRESHED
without Fatigue or Backache!

New... after years of research—BACK-AIDE—perfect backrest for driving comfort. Adjusts for firm, scientific back support, for proper height and vision; and for individual comfort. Makes warm weather driving a breeze. A must for long trips, back sufferers, salesmen, expectant mothers, drivers under 5’6” and all daily car users.

Lifetime construction of alloy steel with Fiberglas mesh and Saran. Accepted for advertising by the American Medical Assn. $12.95 plus 90c postage. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DEER HILL CO.
Dept. G39, Box 312, Flushing 52, New York

Dustproof-Zippered PLATE CASE
Your finest plates will be ready to use at a moment’s notice. Protect them from dust and chipping by storing in lovely satin-finish, washable quilted plastic. Each case with zippered closure holds 12 plates. Three sizes to set: 11½”, 9”, 9½” dia. as pink, turquoise, or yellow. Set, $2.95 plus 35¢ for mailing. Add $1.00 per set for single initial in either charcoal or navy. Set of 32 protective dividers (1¢ ea. for same 3 sizes), $2.50. An ideal bride’s prize, shower, or wedding gift.

Write for free gift catalog
RMS Interiors
214 West Ontario
Chicago 10, Ill.

MODERN WAY TO STORE YOUR SHOES
Now—no more closets filled with scattered shoes. Your shoes stand straight in THE SHOE DOOR.

The ultimate in shoe racks. Only $16.00 for 6 pairs, 10 pairs from $19.00. In various colors. Use your shoe rack to keep your shoes arranged at your fingertips. At 46 inches high in pink, turquoise, or yellow.

Form, Charm, Elegance. Not Sold in Stores. BACK GUARANTEED.

FREE SHOE DOOR CATALOG
Reedhouse
1919 Indiana Avenue
Anderson, Indiana

Imported Paper Lace Napkins
If you want to serve any happy hulla-balooing at your next dessert, bridge, tea or cocktail party—just have these adorning the table!

The daintiest napkins we’ve seen and the only ones that look like real lace! Beautiful floral pattern with delicate lace edging. You may have 36 Luncheon Napkins, 13½“ open size or 40 Cocktail, 11½” open size. Order 6750-6, Luncheon Napkins or 6751-6, Cocktail, 1 box $1.25 by mail; postpaid.

Write for New Free Gift Catalog!

Miles Kimball
58 Bond St. Oshkosh, Wisconsin

"I'm just *** about Abacus Jewelry!""**English translation: "Wild". Shipped from Hong Kong these unusual Sterling Silver Items... and at such an unreasonably reasonable prices! Only 2,600 yen for a pair of the cuff links. ($5.00 American.) The handsome tie-clips is only 1,600 yen, and each pair of the lovely earrings costs you the same! (That's only $2.50 American.) If you don't happen to have any spare yen around the house just send your good old American check or money order (no c.o.d.s) to:

ORIENT TRADERS, 153 East 54th Street—B, New York 22, N. Y.

YOUR ADDRESS LABELS, 1000—$1
ANY MESSAGE UP TO 4 LINES neatly printed in black on white, gift edged gummed paper 1½” in. long. Packed with 25 in. purse or elastic box and padded in books. (We tell you our sizes!) Use on checks, envelopes, letters, books, etc., 1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more orders, 80¢ ea.; any 10, 75¢ ea.; any 25 or more, 60¢ each. Great for gifts. Add 25¢ per 1000 for airmail. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Bruce Roland, 10 Roland Blvd., Macraose 45, California. Thank you kindly!
This Shell Fountain

Beautifully carved from Italian Stone, it provides a charming bird bath and garden ornaments, terrace or patio... 40" high, with the bathing shell 36" x 34". $325. F.O.B. N.Y. In our Catalog (10 cents please for mailing)! With many other lovely garden ornaments, some priced at only a few dollars, or see them in our galleries.

Erkins Studios
38 West 40th St. New York 18, N. Y.

BUILD YOUR OWN from proved home plans

Finest Plans Money Can Buy

Protect Plants from Dog Damage

Keeps dogs, cats, rabbits and other animals where they belong! Don't take chances—get Sudbury Chaperone, extra potent, nationally famous. Harmless, humane, invisible—a little goes a long way, lasts a long time. Prevent burning evergreens, ruined flowers, trunks and branches continue to thicken until they have an appearance of great age.

$2.95
2 Kits, complete. Ppd. $5.50
Order by Mail. No C.O.D.'s, Please

GLASSCRAFT

Traditional Weather Vanes
at NEW LOW PRICE
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY $9.75
You'll be proud to own or to give one of these new weather vanes...
- The Crowing Rooster (at right)
- The Prancing Horse
- The Majestic Stallion

SPECIFICATIONS
All aluminum construction. Arrow: 181/4" long. Overall height: 26 inches Baked All Black Finish. Adjustable direction letters 3½ high. New clutch-cone base can be attached to any surface; flat, pitched, horizontal, cupola or slope roof top.
SEND CHECK OR M.O.
Shipped Prepaid Anywhere in U.S.A.
 Satisfaction Guaranteed

SPORTSMAN'S
HOME-DECOR SPECIALTY CO.
P.O. Box 41 Little Silver, New Jersey

Tilt top table
Töle tray table adds a decorative and useful note in a traditional room. The tray top (24" x 19") has multi-color flowers hand-painted on a black background, with gold highlights outlining the graceful scrolled edge. Stands on a sturdy metal tripod base, 35" h. when folded; 24" h. opened as a table. $19.95 exp. coll. Order from Edith Chapman, Nyaok, N. Y.

Under the big top

Delight a child with circus cut-outs that are important in size (each is 18" high) and easy to apply to the nursery wall with tape or paste. Set contains five beautifully colored animals, one clown, one ringmaster, scalliped and striped borders. $3.95 post-paid. Order from Anje Studios, Department HG3, Box 27648, Los Angeles 27, California.

Game room bonanza

You can't lose, if your next poker game is played with Confederate money as your ante. These bills, in several denominations, have been reproduced from old Confederate plates and provide good fun for adults and children, alike. You can buy one million dollars worth of this once-real currency for only $2.98 ppd. Best Values, P. O. Box 90, Newark, New Jersey.

SUDBURY LABORATORY, Box 66N, Sudbury, Mass.
AROUND

Sleek favorite
For sporting events or lounging at home, this trim pair of pants made by a man's tailor will give a lean and lithesome look. Fabric of rayon and nylon gabardine takes kindly to hand washing. Black, turquoise, tan, white, gold, sea green, royal, red. Sizes 22 to 32 waist in odd and even sizes. $7.95 ppd. Beckwith's, Dept. HG3, 37 Essex St., Boston, Mass.

Baby doll
Instead of an Easter Bunny, give your favorite junior miss this delightful vinyl doll dressed in a flower sprigged nylon outfit. The 19" tall doll, in a bow bedecked wicker basket, has pretty blonde hair and beautiful blue eyes which open and close. $4.50 complete in a charming gift box. Ppd. Gina & Selma, HG3, 1048 Lexington Ave., New York.

Temple jar
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SHOPPING AROUND

You name it
Durable denim, in red, pink, navy, faded or dark blue, green, brown or charcoal with white trim, or tan with brown trim, is made up into an attractive and serviceable spread suitable for children's rooms. For youth and twin beds, $6.95; for super twin (83" x 112"), $8.95; ppd. Name is $3.50 extra. May Schaffer, HG3, Box 7102, Elkins Park, Pa.

On the bench
Serving a dual purpose, the slat bench performs, too, as an ideal base for TV or hi-fi. And use it under a picture window to display plants or ornaments. Strongly made of hardwood, it has tapered legs finished with brass ferrules. Ebony or walnut finish. 48" x 18" x 15". $19.95. Express collect. Meadowbrook, HG3, 120 East Sunrise, Merrick, New York.

Old into new
Wear a small flattering fur with spring suits and dresses. If you send your old fur coat to L. R. Fox, it will be rejuvenated into a neat cape-stole which will be a joy to wear throughout the cool weather season. $22.95 is the modest cost for this metamorphosis. Send for catalogue of other styles. I. R. Fox, Dept. HG3, 146 W. 29th St., New York, N. Y.

On display
Show off your favorite piece of porcelain or a carved figurine on this molded plastic wall bracket finished in gold. The slotted shelf, designed to hold either a plate or saucer, is 3" deep x 6" wide. Classic scrolled leaves form the base. $22.95 is the modest cost for this foundation. Send for this model. I. R. Fox, Dept. HG3, 146 W. 29th St., New York, N. Y.

<original document text>
It's heavenly to feel sure...

sure of beauty, sure of wear...with those heavenly carpets by LEES®

So very pleasingly yours, the Lees that gladdens your heart with hue and texture...that fondles your footsteps with deep, thick pile. To any room, to every room, a Lees brings special charm, and beauty that's loomed-in to last.

For richness, resiliency, resistance to wear and soil, Lees blends the choicest yarns, weaves them with care and skill. Lees are in durable colors, easy to clean, mothproofed for the carpet's life. Whichever you feel you'll be happiest with, wool, rayon, nylon, acrylics, or a combination, you'll find in a heavenly carpet by Lees, and at a sensible price. From $5.95 to $25.95 a square yard. Monthly budget payments, if you wish...at your authorized Lees dealer. See his wide selection.

James Lees and Sons Company, Bridgeport, Pa.
CREATE A "NEW VICTORIAN" LOOK... with paint! But buy the best. The job is too important and your time's too valuable to risk on "bargain" paints. Insist on Du Pont. Your dealer is listed in the Yellow Pages.

Buy the paint that's worth the work... the beauty lasts!

Better Things for Better Living...through Chemistry
For sun worshipers
Have a glorious tan way ahead of the crowd this summer by using a
"Sun-Flector" at home right now. This three-sided device is made of
sturdy paperboard, lined on the inside with a laminated metal sur-
face that reflects the sun. Outside is covered with red and white pa-
per, 5' x 2 1/2' open; 18' x 30' closed. $4.98 p/d. Jeff Elliot, Dept.
HG3, Flashing 52, N. Y.

Garden on the move
Make a garden in your window with shelves so cleverly designed
that you can move them from room to room. Hung on brass-finished
steel brackets that clip over the window ledge, the shelves are 22',
26', 30' or 34' wide. One set of brackets is 12' long, the other is
22'. Write for complete price list.
Meyer, Department HG3, 205
South 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cowhide carry-all
handbag is easy to handle, excep-
tionally secure with double grips.
A polished cowhide handbag, sad-
dle stitched in white, is a good
accent for all tweeds. Two hold-
bras in initials and a firm base
are included. Available in either Italian tan or black, 9 1/2" x
10 1/2". $3.95 plus 25c postage.
Vernon, HG3, 156 Fourth Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Paper cut ups
Kitchen aid for any number of
chores, this 3-way dispenser made
of wax-finished pine to hold three
rolls of paper (wax, foil, towels).
This remarkable chair is solid hardwood
throughout, with handwoven fibre rush seat
and curved backrest 30" high. Seat is 18" x
15" x 18" high. Special conformation (back-
point) for lasting sturdiness. Unfinished
(ash) $8.95; Natural finish (blonde) $10.95;
Maple, Walnut, Cherry, Pine or Mahogany
finish (three) $12.95. Minimum order is two,
10% discount or $15.
SHIPPED DIRECT TO YOU FROM OUR WORKSHOP.
Quick check or money order accompanies order.

delivered.

COFFEE CAGES

Free catalog on request

“Greatest
design bargain
in chairs today!”

23 Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

MARCH, 1959


**YOURS OLD FUR COAT INTO NEW CAPE, STOLE.**

FREE...SEND FOR FREE STYLE BOOK—25 NEW STYLES FOR FREE!...

R. Fox, 146 W. 29th St., Dept. H-8, N.Y.

**YOUR OLD FUR CAN BE MADE NEW AGAIN TO ORDER.**

Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on this offer. You must be satisfied with first result or return original for money back. Save $2.25 which includes tax and we pay postage. Name guaranteed perfect satisfaction.

MITCHELL COMPANY
Dept. 6-C, PARIS, TENN.

(Canada $2.25 50c Pape Ave., Toronto 6, Ont.)

---

**STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION**

SIX WEEKS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE SUMMER SESSION

Resident Day Classes

Start July 6th. Send for Catalog S

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals, Faculty of N. Y. designers & decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Courses

Starts of August. Send for Catalog C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and interestingly.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
21 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.
Easy reach
For electric lights in closets or powder room which operate by pull cords, the captain's helmet or a cluster of rosebuds is a decorative necessity. Helmet comes in red, green or blue with gold silk tassel or in gold with white, $5.20. Rosebuds are pink, gold, blue or white with matching tassel. $4.20. Ppd. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., N. Y.

Stitch in time
Good grooming aid: a four drawer sewing cabinet to stand on a dressing table or bureau. Made of hard-wood finished in lacquer, it is fitted with a permanent pin cushion and spindles to hold spools of thread. Drawers will hold ample supplies of buttons, snaps, pins and needles. 8 1/2" x 5 3/4". $2.98 postpaid. Harrison, HG3, Box 201, Bethpage, N. Y.

Wax caddy
Protect candlesticks, table linen and furniture with sparkling crystal bobeches. Exquisitely made in Europe, they reflect the flicker and glow of candlelight, turn nondescript candlesticks into distinguished ornaments. Set of four for your choice of color combinations. $5.20. Rosebuds are pink, gold, blue or white with matching tassel. Exquisitely made in Europe, they reflect the flicker and glow of candlelight, turn nondescript candlesticks into distinguished ornaments. Set of four for your choice of color combinations. Gold-Dec-It

IMPORTED gold lace paper borders and ornaments for decorating Valentines and Xmas gifts plus other projects. Used by designers, church and hospital battas, Catalogues contain such items as plastic, and paper-mache EGGs. Small cardboard three-drawer chest, plastic and wooden boxes, jewels, matches; other decorative items and SOBO adhesive. No C.O.D.'s. Please. Small Sample of Ornaments $1.00 pp. Write For Information on New Book Decoupage

DOROTHY HARROW
Dent. HG3 • 34 East 10th St. • N. Y. C. 3

FOR YOUR FAVORITE CHAIR
HORSE BRASS ASHTRAYS

Imported from England, solid brass reproductions of medieval horse brasses on a fine leather strap . . . a highly original ashtray to place over his most comfortable chair or to decorate a table. Each is 18" long, 3" wide . . . magnificent trappings borrowed from the Age of Chivalry guaranteed to please the modern man! each, post. Write for free gift catalogue. Harris, no. C.O.D.'s. Visit our Gift Shop near the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge.

THE LANDING COMPANY
Dept. 0-5
14-16 100th St. • Whitestone 37, N. Y.

2 pads $1.00
BRILLO: FLOOR PADS
Clean polish in one step!
Now dirt lifts off, floors buff to new high shine at the same time! Metal fiber Brillo Floor Pads snap on any make twin-brush machine. Reinforced! Reversibles! Last for years! Brillo Manufacturing Co. 66 John St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Send 2 Brillo Floor Pads postpaid. $1 refunded.

Name ____________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ Zone ______ State ______

Make of Machine ________________________________

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

CHLORINE FREE
drain cleaning service
NO EXPRESS COLLECT.
MARCH, 1959
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1 Cvcar Brilliant White Diamond
Lady's or Man's Ring
$395

1 Carat Brilliant White Diamond
Lady's or Man's Ring
$395

Unusual Sugar Scoop Is The
SWITCH PLATE COVER
This New Unusual Sugar Scoop Is The SWITCH PLATE COVER
Replace your regular switch plate cover with this precious hand-finished Idaho sugar pine planter made from a real old-fashioned sugar scoop. Inside it, resting below the switch, a box to hold ivy or phillodendron. Inside it, resting below the switch, a box to hold ivy or phillodendron. Imported from England, solid brass reproductions of medieval horse brasses on a fine leather strap . . . a highly original ashtray to place over his most comfortable chair or to decorate a table. Each is 18" long, 3" wide . . . magnificent trappings borrowed from the Age of Chivalry guaranteed to please the modern man! each, post. Write for free gift catalogue. Harris, no. C.O.D.'s. Visit our Gift Shop near the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge.

THE LANDING COMPANY
Dept. 0-5
14-16 100th St. • Whitestone 37, N. Y.

for his favorite chair . . . HORSE BRASS ASHTRAYS

Imported from England, solid brass reproductions of medieval horse brasses on a fine leather strap . . . a highly original ashtray to place over his most comfortable chair or to decorate a table. Each is 18" long, 3" wide . . . magnificent trappings borrowed from the Age of Chivalry guaranteed to please the modern man! each, post. Write for free gift catalogue. Harris, no. C.O.D.'s. Visit our Gift Shop near the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge.

THE LANDING COMPANY
Dept. 0-5
14-16 100th St. • Whitestone 37, N. Y.

brass plated space saving Phone Jockey

Variety and fashion are combined in this charming telephone stand. The top shelf in diamond perforated metal is large enough to accommodate a telephone and notebook. Bottom rack conveniently holds books, magazines, directories. An ornamental brass floral motif tops the vertical post. Wide padded legs are tipped with black plastic non-marking caps. Truly a conversation piece. Overall height, 34".

Express Collect No C.O.D.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.

A DIAMOND IS AN INVESTMENT IF BOUGHT RIGHT
CHARMED CIRCLE
HAND MADE OF STERLING INLAID WITH HEAVENLY-BLUE TURQUOISE

This stunning silver and turquoise horseshoe is the essence of ornamental favors. Each piece is individually handcrafted of natural and beautiful as a wedding favor or gift. The horseshoe is made of sterling silver and cunningly inlaid with turquoise in an old masters technique. At Oscar's gift. In all men's and women's sizes. Send actual ring size. Postpaid with Fed. tax included.

In Sterling Silver $9.95
In Solid 14kt Gold $35.00

"Send us for FREE new view catalog" Miller's

THOROUGHRID HORSE RUG
Old-established favorite to win the decorative race in any room. Imported from Belgium, this rare beauty is made of two choice woolen yarns in an exclusive Wilton Jacquard weave. The wash-in wool is a handwashable, glistening

tieded standing proudly on a background of brilliant colors and designs. The characteristic durability of all Wilton 100% wool makes this rug wear after wear. New in all men's and women's sizes. Return in 10 days if not delighted. $17.95 and up. Postpaid.

Jenifer House
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO NEW CAPE—$22.95

MORTON'S remodels your old, worn, out-of-style fur coat, jacket or cape into a glamorous new fur fashion for only $22.50. Includes restyling, new lining, interlining, monogramming, cleaning, glazing.


MORTON'S Dept. G-2 Washington 4, D. C.

DECORATE KITCHEN CANISTERS
WITH THESE AUTHENTICS DECAL

Artistic shaded gold and black decal labels transform glass or metal canisters into a useful and decorative set of kitchen containers. Decals apply easily with just water (instructions included) washable and color-fast. Set of 12 pieces assorted includes cookies, canary, flour, coffee, tea, sugar, salt, nutmeg, rice, cinnamon—all for $1.75 (ppd. in U.S.—no C.O.D.).

THE PROVEN WAY TO PLAN A HOME

Religious medals
Imported from Italy—a set of religious medals each fitted with an Alnico magnet. With them comes a silver chain and bracket into which a medal can be fitted. For anyone who wants a wardrobe of beautiful enamel medals. Miraculous Mother, Sacred Heart, Saints Christopher, Anthony and Joseph. $3.95 ppd. Lynn Denis, HG3, 230 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

To Banbury Cross
When you ride a cock horse or take a long walk in the country, these are the boots to wear. The tan cowhide uppers never need polish or care. Soles are Neoprene fitted with steel spring arch supports. Available in women's shoe sizes and widths, $14.95 postpaid. Order from Norm Thompson, Dept. HG3, 1311 N. W. 21st Street, Portland, Oregon.

Famous paintings
Now available at reasonable cost—excellent reproductions of works of art processed on canvas. Brush strokes and highlights are added by trained artists. Choose from modern or classic schools, Van Gogh, Rembrandts. Each canvas comes in an appropriate frame. Send 50c for catalogue. Van Dyke, Department HG5, 26 West 56th Street, New York.
When the wind blows
Be prepared for weather changes with a handsome vane posted on barn, garage or tool house. A cast aluminum horse finished in weather-resistant black paint tops matching arrow. Directional letters and vertical rod are iron finished in black. Overall size is 18" x 24". $9.95 postpaid. Cape Cod Cupola Company, Dept. HG3, North Dartmouth, Mass.

From the lone prairie
No cowboy ever used a feed bag like this reverse Verona cowhide hand embroidered with multicolor silk, appliqued with gold kid and studded with brilliant stones. A beautiful accessory to carry with cashmere and tweeds. Colors: red, gold or black. 8" high x 6" in diameter. $24.75 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s please.

Clear cut crescents
Crystal clear plates curved like crescents are heavy and handsome, come with hand-cut three-letter monogram. Excellent for individual salads, for tempting desserts, or as bone dishes, they look lovely the delight of any bride. $8.95 for four; $16.95 for eight. Ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Dept. HG3, Northport, N. Y.

KASHMIR
WOOL RUG
Indian Floor Show
The brilliant mountain flowers of the Himalayas inspired the colorful designs seen by hand in this Kashmir wool rug. Place it in a bedroom or foyer, in front of the frank or room. Over ten glowing colors form the pattern embroidered on the double back. 7'5" x 6 ft by 4 feet.

AMERICAN TRADER
Dept. 24, 2 Grand St., White Plains, N. Y.
BATH BEAUTIFUL

Custom MONOGRAMMED SHOWER CURTAINS with heavy Eaton's taffeta with contracting 14"-strip initial. Choose curtain and monogram color from grey, pink, black, peach, maline, rose, royal blue, white, aqua, light and maroon. White with gold, black with white, maroon with gold, and champagne or turquoise.

Monogrammed Curtains 6' x 9' $7.95 with initial monogram...$5.95
Window Curtains to match (monogrammed) 54" x 90" $5.95 60" x 90" $7.95
Curtain Liner $2.00
Decorated Liner slings to tub, $3.00
Curtain Rings -- $0.50 for postage
No C.O.D.'s

(undeline principal initial which will be centered)

For color samples send 10c.
& self addressed stamped envelope
May Schaffer
Elkins Park 17, Pa.

Most Brilliant Gem on Earth!

More sparkle! More fire! A miracle of modern science.
Looks exactly like a fine $1,000 African mined gem expertly cut in 58 faces. Easiest of EASY PAYMENTS -- stylish, sparkling men's and ladies' rings as little as $6 down.

Write for Free Booklet
Send no money — just write today for the FREE Booklet that tells you all about these man-made dazzling white Kenya gems and shows you a wide selection of stylish rings.

KENYA GEM CORPORATION
Department 133, Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Spice and Herb Guide
$2.00 postage paid

Fennel was on Charlemagne's list of favorite herbs — and it's just one of 55 fascinating herbs and spices shown on this guide to livelier cooking. The exquisite full color illustrations were done by a Japanese artist. The directions for using are complete and authoritative. Size 15" x 18" ready for framing. Wonderfully useful and decorative — for your own kitchen or as a gift. Just 20c postage paid. Ohio residents add 6c sales tax. Money refunded if not satisfied. No C.O.D.'s. Bernice Gifts, Box 88, Toledo, Ohio.
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Most Brilliant Gem on Earth!

More sparkle! More fire! A miracle of modern science.
Looks exactly like a fine $1,000 African mined gem expertly cut in 58 faces. Easiest of EASY PAYMENTS -- stylish, sparkling men's and ladies' rings as little as $6 down.

Write for Free Booklet
Send no money — just write today for the FREE Booklet that tells you all about these man-made dazzling white Kenya gems and shows you a wide selection of stylish rings.
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Spice and Herb Guide
$2.00 postage paid

Fennel was on Charlemagne's list of favorite herbs — and it's just one of 55 fascinating herbs and spices shown on this guide to livelier cooking. The exquisite full color illustrations were done by a Japanese artist. The directions for using are complete and authoritative. Size 15" x 18" ready for framing. Wonderfully useful and decorative — for your own kitchen or as a gift. Just 20c postage paid. Ohio residents add 6c sales tax. Money refunded if not satisfied. No C.O.D.'s. Bernice Gifts, Box 88, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR THE GROOM

As a reward for good behavior, and an aid to good grooming give each member of the family one of these colorful leather-like cases which hold comb and file. Marked with three initials or a first name, they make neat grooming kits for pocket or purse. 50c each; $1.00 for two; $5.00 a dozen. Handy Gifts. Dept. HG3, Jasperson Building, Culver City, Cal.

FROM OLD MOLDS


HANDSPAN WAIST

Team a good leather belt with separates or a straight tweed dress. 1 1/2" is a good width and cowhide is an excellent leather. Fitted with a gold finished brass buckle engraved with two or three initials, the belt comes in six excellent shades: black, red, navy, tan, gray and beige. 22 to 32. $1.95 plus 20c. Old Pueblo, Box 4035, HG3, Tucson, Arizona.

OPEN AND SHUT CASE

Covered bowl to hold mending, knitting or a piece of needlepoint is beautifully made and finished of hard maple, has tripod legs, a hinged cover. 13" in diameter x 5". $1.95 plus 20c. Old Pueblo, Box 4035, HG3, Tucson, Arizona.

With the famous Mahler Hair Removal Epilator, you can remove unwanted hair from face, arms, legs — PERMANENTLY! Thousands of women have found new beauty, new peace of mind ... by following our instructions, you too can learn to use the Mahler Hair Removal Epilator. Order From Deborah Company, Department HG3, 7 Market Street, Paterson, New Jersey.

SHUV THE HAIR ROOT!

KILL THE HAIR ROOT!

$1.95 postpaid. Order from De-
By lantern light
Add a romantic touch to gatepost, terrace or porch with a Spanish candle lantern. Handmade of wrought iron, it has a hammered finish and delicate Filigree ornamentation. Light panels are beaded amber glass. All metal parts finished in weather resistant black or bronze paint. 14" h. x 8" w. $5 complete with bracket. Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, N. M.

Good head
For studio and Hollywood beds: the wrought iron headboard emblazoned with scrolls and curlicues. A young girl’s room or the guest room will come alive with this finished in pink, turquoise, black, white or gold. Easy to install, it is 48” wide x 26” high. Send for catalogue of other designs. Express collect. Hagerstrom Metalcraft, Wheeling, Ill.

Hold fast
Keep a cardigan from slipping off shoulders with a sweater guard marked with monogram or initial. Made of sterling silver or gold-filled metal, it consists of two clips (round, oval or square) attached to a 5” chain. Be sure to specify your choice of Old English or block letters. $4 for either metal. Pd. Tax incl. Wayne, HG3, 546 So. E’way, Lenkens, N. Y.

Identification tags
Mark bottles, jars, and canisters with old-fashioned labels to identify their contents. Edged with gold and marked with black letters, 27 (2½” x 1½”) white tags are marked with the names of standard spices and groceries and there are 27 additional blank tags. Adhere to any dry surface. $1.50 ppd. for 54. Party Bazaar, 411 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

IMPRESS YOUR GUESTS
When You Entertain
Monogrammed. Either soft napkins that when initialed yet save you work and worry because you know they will not soil when you’re through. Softest cottonlike material“inked” with special ink and look like finest damask. Million sold every year by distributors. Old-fashioned cloth napkins—real softness. Wipe-in or wipe-out style, available in assorted colors. See our new booklet. $2.88 per dozen. 120 Athens Street, Jackson, Ohio.

EARLY LIGHTING FIXTURES
An adaptation of an extremely rare Shaker lighting fixture, circa 1840. Although traditional in design concept, its simple, clean lines permit integration with contemporary backgrounds. Base is sugar pine, finished in a hand-dyed tobacco brown. Remaining parts, including shade—solid wood, natural finish wood, anacolored. Candelabra sockets 6 ½, 20 or 40 watt bulbs. Completely wired, with one foot suspension chain and concealed “live” terminal. $25.95. H. Shipped prepaid.

Model 1225
$25.95

WHITING FINE LIGHTING
AUTHENTIC DESIGNS
130 C E 33.5 ft. N. Y., 16, N. Y.

MAGAZINE RACKS
These large, handsome racks will vastly increase your magazines. Will rest any table or counter, in bedroom, parlor, study, with many weights for evenness of construction. Manicure nail, hand-stained and delivered in style of your choice. Handsome oak, or oak, maple and olive finish. OR IN KITS for easy, home assembly. Precision cut, drilled, milled, etc., with simple instructions. For 50 magazines, $27.95; for 75, $37.95. For 55 magazines, $32.95; for 75, $47.95.

Page & Biddle
21 Steffen Road, Haverford Hg3, Pa.

HOME INDUSTRIES
WEATHERVANES and Cupolas

The LITTLE MORE of Bronzing is more of quality and distinction. Our Weathervanes embody these desirable attributes. Designed to harmonize with your home and garden, these weather vanes are made with a choice of strong weather resistant colors. The style and finish is your choice: gold or silver, and the metal is the finest available. $32.50 and up.

HOME INDUSTRIES
330 Athens Street, Jackson, Ohio

Satin Bedsheets & Pillowcases
OUR 9th ANNIVERSARY OFFER!

New Special Price

To Celebrate Our 8th Anniversary, we offer you this special savings on our favorite Satin Bedsheets & Pillowcases. Made of superb Celanese satin. Guaranteed washable—they last for years. In our regular popular shades: Blue, White, Pink, Gold, Black, Crimson, Turquoise, or Silver Grey. Prepaid.

Model 219

$9.99

N EASY HOME KITS

AUTHENTIC DESIGNS
130 C E 33.5 ft. N. Y., 16, N. Y.

SCINTILLA
1201 S. Clairemont Ave., San Diego, Calif.
What makes it sparkle so?

PARFAIT GLASS BY WEIL

...nothing but new instant calgonite® in your automatic dishwasher

No need to polish and polish lovely glassware to jewel-like brilliance. Give it NEW INSTANT CALGONITE care. New Calgonite, the special detergent for electric dishwashers, keeps all your glassware, silverware and china sparkling-bright—without spots, without streaks or film.

Give the finest care to every knife, fork, spoon, glass, plate, cup, saucer you wash. Pots 'n pans, too. Notice how New Calgonite keeps your dishwasher clean, without a whiff of chlorine odor. (Calgonite is made by the makers of Calgon®, the water conditioner that renews your clothes while you wash them.)

New Instant Calgonite is recommended by the makers of the TRACY-AMERICAN Rollomatic Portable Dishwasher Dryer. Fits big-home, or tiny apartment kitchens. Holds up to nine full place-settings. Rolls anywhere, to save steps.

CALGON COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA

HOW TO BUY A DOG

You don't have to insist on a pedigree
but you should know
the signs of a good disposition and good health

BY FRANCES EMILE

There are many ways of acquiring a dog, as you may have found out for yourself. The youngsters may give a pup to Mother for her birthday—or a doting uncle may give one to them. Dad may decide that a good hunting dog is exactly the companion junior needs. Or a sad-eyed little stray may win everybody's heart and a home with a wagging tail and licking tongue. But, assuming you have some choice in the matter of a canine addition to your family, what kind will you look for?

There is no "best" breed as a pet either for children or for adults. The best dog for you—like the best house—depends mostly upon the size of your family, where you live, the kind of life you lead. If an apartment is home to you, then a Boston Terrier would clearly be a better choice than a St. Bernard, even if the landlord would permit the latter. Nevertheless, many large dogs are excellent apartment dwellers, provided their owners are willing to exercise them two or three times a day. Those frequent walks are usually as good for the owner's waistline as the dog's!

But if you have a large yard (preferably fenced), or live in the country, you may well consider one of the larger breeds—Collie, Boxer, Dalmatian, German Shepherd are just a few. The various hunting dogs also make excellent pets as well as performing their special mission.

As a pet for children, a medium or larger dog will be better able to hold its own than a small one. But more important than breed or size is the disposition of the puppy's mother and father. Most pups will take a great deal of romping good-naturedly but they may grow up to be cantankerous and snappy if either mother or dad was a sour-pooch.

If you have to make a choice between Miss Pedigree and Mr. Mongrel, remember that "mixed" dog will make just as faithful and intelligent a pet as one with a long line of impressive ancestors. The chief drawback is that it's hard to predict how big the little guy will be when he's full grown. Of course by that time you'll probably have become so attached to him you'll overlook the fact that his father apparently was Basset-size instead of Beagle.

The question of Mr. or Miss is another one you'll have to decide. Again it's a matter of personal choice. Both are equally affectionate and loyal. The male may be more inclined to roam, more likely to get you in bad with the neighbors by saluting their shrubbery. But in other respects he is apt to be less trouble.

Continued on page 45
The "Collector's Group" of Cabin Crafts rugs

It isn't surprising to hang Cabin Crafts rugs on the wall, as though they were museum pieces. The coloring is that extraordinary. Generally, of course, they are bought for the floor. And often bought first, so that whole rooms can be designed around their colors. One thing is sure. They have the flavor of custom designs. Individuality. They look frightfully expensive, but are really quite reasonable. Bottom row, l. to r., cotton "Sahara" 3' x 6' 6", $29.95, cotton "Fiesta" 3' x 5', $19.95, Acrilan® "Area Bands" 3' 6" x 6' 6", $49.95. Top, Acrilan "New Horizons" 4' x 4', $33.95, Spunvis "Algeria" 3' x 5', $19.95, Spunvis and cotton "Marimba" 4' x 4', $19.95. Write for Room Service book on how to decorate with Needletuft Rugs and Carpets. Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dept HG-8, Dalton, Ga.

A better idea in rugs and carpets...Needletuft by Cabin Crafts
WINDOW-WIDENING effects are easy—without marring the walls—when you use the "EXTEND-O" type of smooth-operating KIRSCH SUPERFINE. It mounts on window casing, can be extended beyond at each side.

UNCOMPARABLE KIRSCH SUPERFINE is the finest, most versatile traverse ever available as adjustable (packaged) rods. Each type can be mounted to the ceiling, if desired, or full-height effects... All have "endless" cords, with convenient tension pulley at no extra cost. Adjustable lengths, to eighteen feet!

Decorating opportunity knocks at every window. Nowhere else can you get so much "beauty mileage" from every moment of thought, every dollar of investment. KIRSCH makes it easy for you to work wonders with your windows. Plan first, using the dozens of smart, adaptable, "exclusive" window styling ideas in "Window Decorating Made Easy—by KIRSCH". Then select the beautiful and dependable KIRSCH rods you need, to carry out the window treatment. Above, for example, the incomparable KIRSCH SUPERFINE in DOUBLE type, for draw draperies over sheer draw curtains. In selecting traverse equipment for any window, rely on KIRSCH... always ask for it by name!

Get this book of window style ideas! In "Window Decorating Made Easy" you'll find styles galore; hints on fabrics, fixtures and making-your-own... and a fabulous color-kit for general decorating use. Only 30s.

Kirsch Co., 632 Prospect, Sturgis, Michigan

window decorating is FUN with Kirsch!

KIRSCH

can help you

WORK WONDERS with

WINDOWS

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping
If you choose a female, it is wise to have her spayed unless you want to breed her. Otherwise you must protect her twice a year while she is in season. This can be quite a nuisance at home and quite an expense at a boarding kennel. Contrary to popular belief, spaying will not make her fat and listless unless you overfeed her, in which case she would be fat, listless, spayed or not spayed. By having her spayed you will later avoid serious complications which often arise in older female dogs, frequently leading to emergency surgery. A younger dog can obviously "take" an operation much more easily.

Consider the grooming

In choosing between a long or short-haired breed, it is a good idea to consider whether you or someone else in the family will have time for grooming. A short-haired dog requires comparatively little. A long-haired must be brushed daily, and many require clipping. Poodles probably demand the most beauty care but it can be fun to do it yourself if you have the time and patience. Or you may rely on a professional.

When you've finally decided on the best breed for you, hunt up a reliable breeder or a reputable pet shop. In selecting the specific pup that is to rule the next ten years or so of your life, don't succumb too quickly to the pitiful fellow with the pleading eyes, sitting alone in the corner. You may be letting yourself in for a lot of trouble. Choose a peppy, healthy one and it will be relatively easy to keep him that way with preventive medicine.

Here are a few warnings:

Avoid a listless pup with eyes and nose that are dischargeing, or one that is coughing, vomiting, or has diarrhea. The dog may have distemper. Insist on having his temperature taken and look at the thermometer yourself. If it is higher than 102°, pass him by.

Check the pup's teeth. They should be white, with gums pink and firm. Discoloration might be the result of a former illness. Test his hearing by standing behind him and snapping your fingers, or making some other noise to attract his attention. Make sure he is free of skin disease by looking for bare patches on his coat or a rash on his skin.

After you've convinced yourself that your selection is a healthy specimen of dogdom, have this verified as soon as possible by a competent veterinarian.

Be sure to take along a sample of the puppy's stool and have it checked for worms, even though the person from whom you bought the dog assures you that he has been wormed. More than one worming is often necessary to free a pup from troublesome parasites.

If the pup is free from worms and in good health, he is ready for his permanent inoculations against those dread puppy diseases—distemper and infectious hepatitis. There is a difference of opinion as to the best age for these inoculations, but many progressive veterinarians are giving them with great success when pups are as young as 7 or 8 weeks. Temporary protection with serum is advisable until the permanent vaccinations are given.

These inoculations are wise preventive measures, and may save you many dollars later on, not to mention untold heartaches (your own, as well as the children's). If you've ever seen a dog with one of these diseases, you'll understand that "sick as a dog" is not just a figure of speech.

Another disease which may be prevented by inoculation is leptospirosis. In many areas this is considered a "luxury" vaccination, but in some localities, where the disease is spreading, it is now a "must," along with the inoculations against distemper and infectious hepatitis.

After you've protected your pup's health in this manner, his chances for leading a long and happy dog's life are very good (barring encounters with automobiles, power mowers, and bigger dogs—catastrophes which you can help to avoid by training him well).

What's in store for you

There will be times when you'd like to choke him, as he literally grins at you over the shreds of your new Easter hat. There will be times when you'd like to kiss the top of his shaggy head (and maybe you will), when he alone seems to understand, with sympathetic eyes and wagging tail, why you're in tears over something the rest of the family is laughing at.

To be completely realistic—this four-footed little ball of fur you've just selected to share your life will soon be running it. Most dogs figure that's what people are for—and most people really don't object!
Letters to the Editor

January declaration

Sir:
I was particularly interested in your declaration of intentions for 1959, in your January 1959 issue. They were stated clearly and are sensible goals which I'm sure all your readers can endorse. I wish that other magazines would be as forthright about their editorial policy.

My sincere good wishes to you and your excellent staff and I'll be eager each month to find how well you have carried out your intentions.

N.M.—San Francisco, Calif.

Q&A footnote

Sir:
May I offer a comment on Antiques, Questions & Answers in your issue for January, 1959?
The answer to L.C.W.—Kermit. Texas, on page 32, is scarcely as informative as might be wished. The item illustrated is a full-sized reproduction of the spoon used at the Coronation for holding the consecrated oil in the ceremony of the Anointing. Such reproductions, in various sizes, have been sold at all coronations from that of Edward VII to that of her present majesty.
The spoon (and, possibly, the Ampulla—the vessel that contains the oil) is the only item of the Regalia that can be positively stated to have survived the patriotic vandalism of the Commonwealth, when all the remaining items were broken up and sold. It is generally considered to be 13th century work.

G.R.I.P.—Ottawa, Canada

We appreciate your supplementary comments on the coronation spoon and regret that we did not have the space in our January Q&A to explain it as fully as you have done. ED.

The real McCoy

Sir:
The shopping information on page 154 of your December issue to accompany the art objects placed on the hi-fi and storage cabinets on page 121, center-right, was downright false. After listing the large Pre-Columbian head (Vera Cruz), bowl in form of seal (North West coast of America), red owl (Peru), and Peruvian wooden mummy mask, you credit them as "all made by Frances Pratt, Inc." These are all authentic pieces and may be purchased at Frances Pratt, Inc.

F.P., INC.—New York, N. Y.

We are indeed sorry for this error but trust that most of our readers scanning the picture and reading the listing would not be led too far astray. ED.

Hallmark House No. 3

Sir:
Your February issue was looked forward to eagerly by this reader, for I was anxious to know what sort of house H&G's Hallmark House No. 3 would be.

Although I have a few reservations, I'm not disappointed, for on the whole this is a most exciting house. I liked the lighting, the fireplace wall in the master-bedroom, the many-colored carpet in the children's playroom, and best of all that wonderful storage wall in the living room which is really a work of art.

I would like to have been able to see at least one of the bathroom, say in the master's suite.

My other reservation is on the conversation pool built into the living room. Maybe I'm old fashioned, but the view on pages 61-62 reminded me of a jazzed up Roman bath. But I do realize this is a new idea in living room seating and like all such concepts takes a little getting used to by us older folks. It looks mighty comfortable but it isn't flexible. I'm afraid it would frustrate me, for I'm one of those housewives who really enjoy rearranging the living room now and then for a change of scene.

Congratulations on your Hallmark House No. 3; if it was not at all controversial, it would not be any good.

T.L.C.—Cleveland, Ohio

Wrong General

Sir:
Re your January issue, we believe that on page 59, lower right hand corner, you show the picture of our refrigerator—General Air Conditioning Corporation—not of General Electric, as you mention in the description.

W.H.L.—Los Angeles, Calif.

You are right, thank you for the correction. ED.
and blue. But, if you would rather have another color to complement the rest of the room, you can either blend your own or have your paint dealer do it for you.

All you have to do is select the color you want (ask your dealer for one with less than 15 percent light reflection) in an alkyl flat enamel and mix it with varnish. The ratio should be two parts enamel to one part varnish.

You'll find numerous uses

Giving grade schoolers a chance to express themselves is not the only reason for installing a writing wall. Older children will find it a help in doing their homework: diagramming complex and compound sentences, solving the chance to express themselves is endless.

For practical and educational reasons, the entire family may enjoy a writing wall in the kitchen. Here the children may post announcements, recipes, children's drawings, and so on. In the dining room, ideas for entertaining might be posted, and a family computer center for the entire family. In the living room, a where springtime lends its enchantment to both countryside and seashore—famous nearby gardens are a glory of color. The Cavalier's two championship golf courses like green velvet, the weather fine for sailing, tennis, riding, fishing and day trips to Williamsburg. Virginia's most famous Resort Club, Yacht and Country Club, Beach and Cabbage Club. Under direction of Banks.

WILLIAMSBURG

The Cavalier

Mountain View House

Dignified informality personifies the "living" that is yours at Mountain View House, widely known as one of New England's finest vacation addresses. Here is modern luxury with a back­drop of old New England charm. Golf, tennis, swimming, beach, historical and touristic attractions make an interesting play-time schedule. Cocktail lounge. June through October, 817 to 822 AP. Phone 7-2011. Frank S. Dodge, Jr., Mgr.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY


Marlborough-Blenheim. At the edge of the sand and sea, Ocean-front suites, parlors, and salons. Evening entertainment. Fresh and salt water bathing.

PRINCETON

Princeton Inn. Charming inn, Early American atmosphere, inviting accommodations, delicious food, 100 rooms. Adjacent Princeton campus.

COMING!

The New Spring/Summer Edition of
House & Garden's Book of Building

30 Houses & Plans

plus a wealth of practical information

on design, building, remodeling and

maintenance.

At your favorite newspapers.

On sale: March 24th

$1.25 a copy

Beruuda

PACET

Elbow Beach Surf Club, Bermuda's only Ocean-side Hotel. See travel agent or Rep. B. F. Warner, N.Y. Box, Chi., Wash., Toronto & London.

PENMBROOK

Residen, Bermuda's most gracious small hotel. Air conditioned, Centrally located. Lovely patios. Swimming pool. Write Rosedon, near Hamilton.

SOMERSET BRIDGE

Lantana Colony Club

Newest in Bermudian Vacation luxury at the Island's greenest, most sophisticated waterfront Colony. Every cottage completely air conditioned . . . your private patio for breakfast. Poolside lounge on the Continental plan . . . gourmet dining, dancing at the Clubhouse, Chris Greenland, Mgr. Color folder from Travel Agents or Leonard Hicks Jr. & Assoc., 40 W. 54th St., N.Y. 19. Also Chicago, Detroit, Washington, D. C.

TUCKER'S TOWN

The Castle Harbour

Hotel . . . Golf, Beach and Yacht Club. Exciting waterfront sports. Come and see the Governor's Palace, taverns and the Motor House. Excellent food & service. Tour direct to Mary Thompson or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, Telephone Circle 6-2800.

BERMUDA

NEW YORK

NEW YORK CITY


The Westbury, Madison Ave. at 69th St. Distinct­

 hinges. Sleep-conditioned rooms & suites. For­

Bar, Lounge and Restaurant. A Knott Hotel.

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

ST. PETERSBURG

The Huntington. A resort hotel of merit on an estate of 600 acres, Follu social schedule. Summer Cuisine. Fol­

low rates; write Paul Barone, Pass.

COLOrado

WINTER PARK 8A

Beaver's S-V Guest Ranch. Western fun for all . . . unlimited riding, heated pool, fishing. famous food. 848 who up. Pictures free.

ST. SIMONS ISLAND


GEORGIA

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND

NEW HAMPSHIRE

FRANCONIA

Mittersill Inn, 2,000 feet high on Cannon Moun­


WHITEFIELD

Mountain View House

WYOMING

COLORFUL CALIFORNIA

A year-round vacation mecca, California boasts unmatched beauty and a wealth of entertainment possibilities. If you travel there for the scenic wonders, you will find snow-capped moun­
tains; a hot desert, the tallest, oldest trees; magnificent cities; vast forests; acres and acres of citrus groves and vineyards.

Arizona

PATAgonIA


ARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK


Bermuda

PACET

Elbow Beach Surf Club, Bermuda's only Ocean-side Hotel. See travel agent or Rep. B. F. Warner, N.Y. Box, Chi., Wash., Toronto & London.

PENMBROOK

Residen, Bermuda's most gracious small hotel. Air conditioned, Centrally located. Lovely patios. Swimming pool. Write Rosedon, near Hamilton.

SOMERSET BRIDGE

Lantana Colony Club

Newest in Bermudian Vacation luxury at the Island's greenest, most sophisticated waterfront Colony. Every cottage completely air conditioned . . . your private patio for breakfast. Poolside lounge on the Continental plan . . . gourmet dining, dancing at the Clubhouse, Chris Greenland, Mgr. Color folder from Travel Agents or Leonard Hicks Jr. & Assoc., 40 W. 54th St., N.Y. 19. Also Chicago, Detroit, Washington, D. C.
General Electric

ALL-PURPOSE
Floor Polisher...

waxes...polishes

scrubs...even cleans rugs

It's a snap doing floors with the new General Electric All-Purpose Floor Polisher. You'll love the easy way it handles. It's powerful...yet it's lightweight. Gets right up to baseboards, deep into corners, thanks to new contour design.

Exclusive wax applicating pads snap on easily—apply wax on wood, vinyl, linoleum, tile floors. Snap-on brushes for polishing, scrubbing—even cleaning rugs—save you time and money.

Optional accessories include: steel wool pads, lamb's wool pads, wax applicating pads, and rug-cleaning brushes. Vacuum Cleaner Department, General Electric Co., Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

To hasten spring in your kitchen, grow your own parsley with a Punch 'n Grow kit. Even if you don't boast a green thumb parsley will thrive mightily. You punch holes in the top of container holding fertilized "soil" and seeds, add water, remove lid in about 10 days when shoots appear. Northrup, King & Co., 1500 Jackson St., N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minn.

• Look for innovations among packaged foods: meats in a disposable frying pan, prepared cake frosting in a package that doubles as frosting gun, more main dishes in boilable pouches.

• The stainlessness of steel is wedded to the quick-heat property of aluminum in a new automatic fry pan by McGraw-Edison. Alcoa's engineers get the credit for the new process which joins the two metals. Bonus features of pan: removable heat control, longer heating element. Toastmaster Division, McGraw-Edison Company, Elgin, Illinois.

• Latest brainwave of Robertshaw's Burner with a Brain gas range control brings good news for pretty pots and pans. Side scorching is eliminated by an extra feature called Flame Set which harnesses gas and adjusts the length of the flame (even at full heat strength) to fit different sized bases. Similar to an oven control, it can also be set for desired degrees of heat. Robertshaw Thermostat Division, Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co., Youngwood, Pennsylvania.

A two-in-one mop cuts floor washing time in half by combining two types of synthetic Du Pont sponge. A sponge of cellulose picks up water and loose dirt, a strip of plastic sponge made of tough abrasive urethane foam dislodges stubborn spots. A new finger-tip-touch squeezer on the handle rinses out the mop. Model #99. O-Cedar, 2246 W. 49th St., Chicago, Ill.
You won't have to echo Winnie the Pooh's pitiful cry, "Nobody knows how cold my toes are growing," if you tuck an electrically heated mat under your feet. Radiant Products, Inc., Monroe, N. C.

- A fascinating exhibition entitled "British Artist-Craftsmen" will be touring the States in 1959 and 1960 under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution. Moore, Epstein, Piper will be among artists represented. For itinerary write to the Institution's Traveling Exhibition Service, Washington 25, D. C.

- "Dinner For Two" is the title of a little cookbook compiled by Betty Crocker. Crammed with delicious recipes and meal ideas for that so-hard-to-cook-for family of two, it's on sale at bookstores for $1. Published by Simon & Schuster.

- Headboards can now be hung on a wall like a painting instead of having to be attached permanently and clumsily to a bed. Reproductions in Syrocowood of hand-carved originals are available in many styles and finishes. Syracuse Ornamental Co., Syracuse, N.Y.

- You never have to polish Conso Evergold curtain rods to keep them sparkling. They're made of anodized aluminum with a brass finish and are much lighter than other brass finished rods. Two styles available—café curtain rod, Conso Traverse Rod. Consolidated Trimming Corp., 27 W. 23 St., N. Y. 10.

- In time to help out in the feverish yearly upheaval of spring cleaning and polishing is Bissell's new Upholstery Shampoo and plastic tank-handled applicator. Freshens the winter-drab faces of all colorfast fabrics, leather and vinyl covered furniture, and car seats. Bissell Carpet Sweeper Company, Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

- If you're at a loss when it comes to solving plumbing problems, there's a new 16-page booklet called "What You Should Know About Plumbing", which may help to straighten you out. Write to the Plumbing—Heating—Cooling Information Bureau, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill., enclosing 10 cents.


For further information, write to the manufacturer.

First dishwasher detergent with germ-removing Purisol! Not even hand-polishing gets glassware, dishes and silver more spotless than new Dishwasher all (now with Purisol added to safeguard family health). It's recommended by dishwasher manufacturers. Satisfaction is guaranteed by Lever Brothers or your money back.

MARCH, 1959
QUESTIONS &

This column is devoted to questions about old things. Letters will be answered on this page or by mail. No attempts at evaluating antiques will be made. One question to a letter, please.

---

Can you tell me anything about the painter of this portrait of a young girl? His name is N. Marschall and the picture was painted in 1868. I believe the subject lived in New Orleans.

H.H.—Tulsa, Oklahoma

Nicola Marschall (1829-1927) was born in Germany, came to the United States in 1848 and settled in Mobile, Alabama, where he also taught art and modern languages. On secession of the Confederate States in 1861, he designed the flag of the Confederacy and the uniforms of its army, with which he served. In 1878 he moved to Louisville, Kentucky. He died there in 1927 at the age of ninety-eight.

This bust has the number 783 scratched near the marble. Tiffany & Co. It appears to be silver with a marble base. Who is it, when was it made and what is the material?

W.P.—Buffalo, New York

It is a bust of Queen Elizabeth I of England from a young portrait, made of silver bronze. Cast about 1880, the "783" indicates the inventory number of the Paris branch of Tiffany & Co., long since closed, where decorative accessories like this bust as well as jewels were sold.

I will greatly appreciate any information on my Worcester pitcher which has been in the family since about 1865.

G.B.—Virginia, Minnesota

Your Worcester pitcher was made between 1850 and 1862. At that time W. H. Kerr & Co., who also used the mark "Kerr & Binns," were the chief producers of porcelains at Worcester. In 1862 the present Worcester Royal Porcelain Company was organized.
ANSWERS BY THOMAS H. ORMSBEE

Would you help me determine the name of the Imari pattern on my Derby porcelain covered urn?

Dr. R.L.G.—San Mateo, Calif.

Imari is the name for the decoration on Japanese porcelains exported from Hizen Province in the first half of the 18th century by Dutch traders located at Imari. Silk brocade inspired the design, later copied by English porcelain factories. Authorities list no special pattern names.

Can you identify and tell the origin of this brass instrument, brought here 40 years ago from Archangel, Russia?

J.H.T.—Kalamazoo, Michigan

You have an astrolabe, dating from the late 17th or early 18th century, produced by some European instrument maker. The astrolabe was used by astronomers and mariners before the invention of the sextant in 1731.

Is this a Federal desk? The brasses are not original. Are they suitable for this piece?

M.G.S.—Troy, New York

Your desk is American of the Hepplewhite period, 1790-1800. Since it is ornamented with an inlaid eagle, it could be called Federal. Drawer handles with bails and rosettes might have been used originally.

The enclosed mark is on a large porcelain basket twined with roses. Where was it made and approximately how old is it?


The mark is of C. G. Scheierholz & Son, Plauen-on-Havel, Thuringia, Germany, whose factory was founded in 1817 and is still operating. Your piece dates about 1865.

I would appreciate information about this cradle which swings on cast iron brackets. The wood, I believe, is oak.

E.R.—Metuchen, New Jersey

Your cradle is an example of American Victorian furniture. The mechanical arrangement of the iron brackets indicates that it was made about 1870-1880.

What can you tell me about my pier table that has been in the family home since it was built in 1840? The top and columns are marble, the curved lyre is gilded, with a mirror at the back.

P.S.H.—Bridgehampton, N. Y.

It is an example of the elaborate work done by New York cabinetmakers, such as Charles Honore Lannuier, early in the American Empire period. It dates c. 1820.

Zenith—world’s finest high fidelity—creates living sound from stereophonic records

Nowhere is the Zenith 40-year-old policy of quality more effectively shown than in the craftsmanship of Zenith’s new high fidelity instruments for the stereophonic age. Components are carefully matched and balanced. Each step in engineering must meet Zenith’s exacting standard of quality. As a result you hear matchless sound reproduction from the new stereophonic records and all your present records. Choose magnificent fine-furniture cabinets from the Decorator Group in provincial, traditional or modern—all exquisitely crafted in fine veneers and hardwood solids. Illustrated is the Zenith Classic, Model SF2580, a deluxe full stereophonic high fidelity instrument self-contained in a single console with FM/AM radio, $800.00*. Stereophonic equipped instruments with companion remote speaker systems, which may be added now or later, are also a valuable priced from $159.95*.
Years ahead
...for 70 Years!

Schumacher's

Keeping pace... and ahead... of the fast changing trends in decorating is an enormous challenge, but one that Schumacher's has been performing without peer, for almost three quarters of a century.

If you are seeking distinctive decorative fabrics, carpets or wallpapers... you can be sure there's a world of difference... except in price... when it's from Schumacher's. A visit to your decorator or decorating department of any fine store will prove the point.

F. SCHUMACHER & CO.
60 WEST 40th STREET • NEW YORK 16
• Fabrics
• Carpets
• Wallpapers
• Waverly Fabrics

Licensed Manufacturers for these famous collections

Sleepy Hollow
Raymond Loewy
Farmer's Museum
Mystic Seaport
Williamsburg Restoration, Inc.
Frank Lloyd Wright
Henry Ford Museum
This month H&G holds the mirror up to nature and brings you three fresh sets of colors to brighten your rooms all year. Taken from our 1959 color palette introduced last September, they have been combined in new ways. New, that is, indoors but not outdoors. For nature is a great mixer. All you have to do is look around you during the weeks when nature puts on her new season’s show.

Look for fern greens—
the greens that range from H&G’s muted Bronze Green to medium Green Olive to bright, sunny Bitter Green. Put them together inside your house as you see them outdoors silhouetted against a patch of blue sky. We picked the truest blue, H&G’s Larkspur, to combine with them in a reverse version of the blue-plus-green we highlighted last fall.

Look for flower pinks and mauves—
the pinks and mauves that sprout first along your garden path, in rock gardens and spring borders. These range from H&G’s delicate Crystal Pink, through Carnation and Periwinkle to deep Hyacinth and bold Siamese Pink. New in home furnishings, they can be used daringly rather than sparingly with lots of white to bring out their true quality.

Look for fruit golds—
the yellows and oranges you see in a bowl of lemons, kumquats, tangeloes and grapefruit. Pick the soft tones of H&G’s Citron, Pastel Citron and Marigold, the sun-ripened shades of Lemon Peel and Tangerine. Let either yellow or orange predominate, and use the other as a sparkling accent. You’ll see them all on the pages coming up—spring color by the roomful.
Look for fern greens

COOL COLORS of a woodland dell bring life and freshness to a room. If you live in the country, they echo the outdoors. If you live in the city, they stand for greenery. Take yards and yards of one of the fern prints at the right—either the sheer or the linen—and make a garden mural of your window wall. Or "slip-cover" your walls with the Bronze Green cotton print—its bold stylized pattern looks best stretched on a flat surface. You'll come upon the greens plus blue in all kinds of fabrics, not only leafy prints but tapestry weaves and textured stripes to upholster sofas and armchairs. You might buy a yard or so of Larkspur linen for sofa pillows, but think twice because it's so beautiful you may want enough to cover the chaise longue in your bedroom. You might even do a whole room in plain fabrics (cords, silk, linen, strié textures) and play hopscotch with greens and blue. Or how about taking the slim Green Olive cotton stripe, pleating it into a skirt for your bed and hanging it high, wide and handsome as a canopy? You'll find swatches identified on page 114.

MIX YOUR GREENS with a carefree hand—using them in different materials with varying textures. You might start with fabric such as the damask-like print on the sofa in the room opposite, then switch to painted pine paneling as a frame for the windows. Here, panels painted Bitter Green flank blinds of pleated white duck that take the place of curtains. A touch of matching green brings out the design of the white painted chairs, and the same shade is combined with Green Olive to marbleize the table tops and console shelf. These many greens look all the greener for the spot of Larkspur provided by the sofa pillows and for the blue accent rug.

The room was designed for Mrs. Sylvia Edwin by Mallory-Tillis Interiors Inc. Sofa fabric by Eaglesham Prints, Inc. Bitter Green paint on the wood paneling by Martin-Senour Company.

H&S COLORS ON THESE PAGES: GREEN OLIVE, BRONZE GREEN, BITTER GREEN AND LARKSPUR
Look for flower pinks and mauves

ROMANTIC COLORS of an early blooming border bring a room a soft glow that flatters everyone who walks into it. You'll find a wide choice of washable prints that you can splurge on for both curtains and slip covers. Some of these prints look, at first glance, like perishable silks and damasks. Others might have come right from an artist's easel. With these it would be wise to use carpeting in a subdued Carnation or Hyacinth. For big windows or a window wall you might have ceiling-to-floor curtains of a chenille stripe. You might veil the windows in your bedroom with two sets of sheers, one plain Crystal Pink, the other a Siamese Pink-and-white print. Or combine sheer curtains with a Crystal Pink bead curtain. Any of the plain Periwinkles would be charming for throw pillows in a room where pinks predominate. And don't forget that you can accent one wall with a coat of paint or a roll of wallpaper like the tea chest pattern in Periwinkle. Turn to page 114 for identification.

BE BOLD ABOUT PINK. Weigh its pastel tints with its deeper shades, add a shadow of mauve and you'll have a palette substantial enough even for a living room. A good starting point would be a print like the polished cotton opposite. Since it combines all the flower pinks, you could match any two in your plain materials. Siamese Pink, now a standard color in carpets, makes a practical, medium tone for underfoot. Hyacinth in the love seat cushions, the curtain trim and the wall opposite the love seat gives as much cool relief as you need. All fabrics in room by Everfast, Rug by Gulistan. Furniture from John Stuart. Hyacinth paint, Martin-Senour Co.
Look for fruit golds

SUNNY COLORS from a ripening citrus crop flood a dark room with light, make dark woods seem mellower. And what they do for your spirit is sheer magic—witness the room on our cover. How about dressing a whole window wall with curtains made of the linen below printed with lemon halves? Or you might stretch it on panels to slide across the wall. This print would bear repeating at the other end of the room on a pair of open-arm chairs or a sectional sofa. If you want to change a room without reupholstering, then slip-cover all the furniture in either Lemon Peel cotton or the white and Marigold butterfly print. Hang curtains of the butterfly print, too. Or take your colors from a two-color print like the sheer near the bottom of the page that looks like a beaded curtain. Its vertical lines would add height if your ceilings are low. The diminutive floral stripe that comes in matching wallpaper and fabric you might use all the way round in a small bedroom. Or use it for the bedroom curtains, and paper the adjoining hall to match. If you are planning to buy a new carpet, why not go all out and make it Marigold? You'll find the key to all these materials on page 115.

USE YELLOWS SWEEPINGLY in large areas like the walls, ceiling-to-floor curtains, or big upholstered furniture. You'll find H&G's yellows are strong enough to hold their own even in plain materials. Take your lead from the room opposite and paint one of your walls Marigold as a backdrop for a sofa upholstered in a combination of yellow velvet and yellow silk. With a rug as boldly patterned as this one, it would be wiser to use solid colors at the windows—sheer curtains, perhaps, in alternating panels of Marigold, Citron and white. And to punctuate the broad glow of color, try accessories in sharp black and white. The furniture here is by Charek. Edward Fields rug designed by Marion V. Dorn. Marigold wall paint by Martin-Senour Company.

H&G COLORS ON THESE PAGES:
CITRON, LEMON PEEL,
PASTEL CITRON,
MARIGOLD, TANGERINE

For stores co-operating in H&G's color program, please turn to page 117.
Few of your household effects can look so pretty or smell so sweet as the contents of your linen closet. But there are few linen closets where sheets, towels, bathroom supplies and general impedimenta are not stirred up in a forlorn jumble. If yours is chronically in that state, you may plead lack of space. But what keeps things in hand is not space so much as organization—and accessibility. To prove it, H&G decided to grapple with the arithmetic of the matter. With Fieldcrest Mills we listed everything you’d want on hand for one double bed, two singles and two bathrooms. We charted careful measurements of each item with the linens folded as they come from the laundry. Based on these figures, Eugene Tarnawa Associates designed the closet opposite. It is finished in H&G colors—Pastel Green Olive, Green Olive and Siamese Pink—and stocked with Fieldcrest linens in Carnation, Green Olive and Siamese Pink. The whole unit measures only 3' wide, 2' deep and 8½' tall, the size of an average closet.

It’s the partitioning that makes every cubic inch of this space pay off. The closet is divided horizontally into three sections and each of these is divided both ways into compartments earmarked for specific items. All the shelves pull out so there are no cavernous pigeonholes to grope about in, and there is a separate pull-out shelf for loading and sorting.

You can fit the whole linen closet as a unit into an existing closet, build it into a new house, or set it up by itself wherever you have room. In that case you might want to cut its height to 7½' by omitting the top shelf. For diagrams and instructions on how to make it, prepared by Douglas Fir Plywood Association, write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Door panels marbleized with "Con-Tact" or paint, right, and good-looking brass pulls make decorative exterior. Division into three sections, above, minimizes height. Top is for spares and once-in-a-while changes; center for everyday linens; bottom for bulky things, bath supplies.

Easiest-to-reach center section has pull-out shelves that slide smoothly on U-channeled metal runners fastened to the sides of the closet with screws. Some are deep enough to accommodate a second stack of linens which become readily accessible when you pull out the shelf.

Compartment interiors are lined with adhesive-backed "Con-Tact"—an easy way to dress up the insides. Pretty calico pattern is printed in blue, green and rose-pink on white. Directly below the sliding shelves for towels is the master loader, another sliding shelf that you can pull out without opening any doors. It gives you a place to park things while you sort them for storage.

Upper section for less frequently used items includes special compartment on bottom shelf for bath salts and jumbo jars of cream. The shelf above them where bath rugs are stored is set back to allow plenty of room for the tall bottles.
Lower section of closet holds bulky bedding like blankets, pillows and mattress pads. An automatic electric blanket with its controls fits comfortably into one of the deep plastic drawers which have rounded edges and no grooves or rough spots to catch on fabrics. The whole tier is recessed to leave room for the folding step ladder that hangs on the back of the door at the left. Above lower section is pull-out master loader.

Inside fittings you can adapt to suit your own requirements

A six-months supply of soap, cleansing tissue and other bathroom basics is stored on narrow tier of adjustable shelves at right of bedding drawers. Right: Overall size of linen closet was calculated to fit existing closets of average dimension (with door removed). To save space and avoid accidents, section doors fold back flat against adjacent walls and upper doors fold in half.
Black and white are as essential in decorating as pepper and salt in cooking. Whatever the colors of your room, deft seasoning with black and white will sharpen them, make them glow. Black does the trick by contrast, because it absorbs all color, reflects none—white, by emphasis, because it reflects every color in the spectrum. Both are happier choices for accessories than colors that match your predominant theme and thereby tend to get lost in the whole. Black alone is particularly good with clear, sunny hues like H & G’s fruit and flower colors (see pages 54–59).

Consider the accessories below, all of them priced under $30. **Back row, left to right:** Classic pottery urn, mat glaze, 13” high, $11.50, Bonwit Teller. Victorian vanity mirror with cast metal frame, 12¾” high, 15” wide, $6.95, Altman’s. Two of a trio of black lacquered wastebaskets, 10”, 8” and 5½” tall, $8.95 the set, R. P. Kenner. Venetian glass decanter with swirling black and white stripes, 13¼” tall, $12.50, Bloomingdale’s. **Front row:** Black leather humidor, its top inset with white tile adorned with a brass crest, $25; and a set of six black-and-white striped porcelain coasters by Fornasetti, $5—both at Bloomingdale’s. Irish coffee cup of porcelain, 4½” high, with wooden saucer, $2.50, R. P. Kenner. Black plastic tray inlaid with gold, silver and copper coins, $10, Lord & Taylor. Burmese bowl of black lacquer trimmed with gold, $12, and matching plate, $12, Georg Jensen.

For store addresses, see page 119

**Accessories under $30**

**The Magic of Black**
White can supply the sparkle and warmth of sunshine or the coolness of ice depending on what you use it with. When your colors are deep, your wood tones dark, a few white accessories can make all the difference between stodgy monotony and lively elegance. Little pools of white will brighten a black lacquer coffee table, spotlight a dark mahogany buffet, draw attention to shelves of books. Pair white accessories with black or use them alone as light relief. You will find them in a host of materials—glass, porcelain, leather, alabaster, painted wrought iron—and in designs that vary from the clear cut to the elaborately ornamental. Look at the selection below:

**Back row, left to right:** Wrought iron candelabra decked with white leaves and flowers, 11" high, $25, Bonwit Teller. Opaline lamp for a shadowy corner, $27.90, Georg Jensen. Earthenware tureen that holds 4 quarts, can take oven heat, comes with its own tray, $25, East House. Decanter from Denmark of translucent white glass with oiled walnut stopper, $7.98, Bloomingdale's. Pottery obelisk, 24 ½" tall, with removable base that can double as a flower container, $25, Lord & Taylor.

**Front row:** Oval milk glass bowl with openwork border, $5.98, Bloomingdale's. Ceramic fruit from Italy, $3 each, Lord & Taylor. Cosmetic jar of mat-glazed porcelain with raised design, 2 ½" high, $11.50, Neiman-Marcus. Gilt-edged Italian alabaster box, $12.98, Bloomingdale's. Milk glass jar with cover, $5.50, Altman's.

& White
• In the 50 years, more or less, that mark the lifetime of a family, the one unchanging factor is change. You can count on it. The world changes and the family changes and the house that was perfect when the children were small is no longer so when they are growing up or when parents have turned into grandparents. True, many families in earlier years used to grow up and die in the houses where they were born. But the lifelong homestead was none too convenient for the busy young mother and none too comfortable for the couple whose primary job as parents was over.

Today our fast-growing population is on the move and the percentage of young couples already in their second house is high. This is a healthy state. Fifty-five per cent of American families own their own homes now and have learned more about what makes a house satisfactory. What was good enough for their parents is not good enough for them.

Continual improvements—exciting kitchens, additional bathrooms, outdoor living, automatic heating and cooling, easier upkeep, special provisions for children—make an appealing invitation to sell the old house and buy a new one (or make a trade, see page 82). Since today’s couples are starting their families earlier, having bigger families, and living longer after their children are grown, they are more apt to need two or three houses in the course of a lifetime.

Does this mean that houses, like cars, should be turned in every five years? Certainly not if you put the same value on roots that we do. Family life is not a game of musical chairs. But happy living requires backgrounds designed to provide freedom from friction at the various stages of family life. The trend to change houses as the family moves from one stage to the next has become very real. It is undoubtedly the pattern of the future.

To define these stages in terms of human needs we called upon an eminent team of sociologists, authorities on marriage and child development. Their commentary on the three stages of family life begins at the right. Our own capsule descriptions are on the opposite page. And on the next 12 pages you will find three houses, each planned for the present stage of the family who lives in it.

3 wonderful stages of family life

By Dr. James H. S. Bossard and Eleanor Stoker Boll

EDITOR’S NOTE: Dr. Bossard is Professor of Sociology and William T. Carter Professor of Child Development at the University of Pennsylvania, where Dr. Boll is Assistant Professor of Sociology and Child Development, and Research Associate for the William T. Carter Foundation. Together they have written half a dozen books including Why Marriages Go Wrong, published a few months ago.

Families do not stay put, any more than the weather, the stock market, or the flower bed outside your window. They take form, change and unfold as life moves on—progressing through a recognizable cycle. From the time the first child is conceived the average family goes through three phases, each of which brings a new pattern of living and calls for a different type of home. These are the child-bearing or budding stage, the growing-up or blossoming stage and the later stage of independence. The differences between them are often so marked, it is hard to realize that the same set of human beings is involved.

The prelude to these three stages is the childless period of the newlyweds—a brief but colorful time, marked by a passage from the romantic glow of courtship and honeymoon to the realities of daily living. It is a time of experiment—in the couple’s relations with each other and in their relations as a pair to other people; a time to be by themselves to learn gradually that marriage boils down to a matter of getting along together day by day. Where and how they live is incidental, as long as they can be alone and on their own.
The Budding Stage begins as a rule during the second year of marriage—440 days after the wedding, according to the statisticians' average. It includes the expectant, infant-care and pre-school periods and lasts from five to 10 years, depending on how many children come along. And it brings up two kinds of problems: those of child care, and those of parental adjustment to its requirements and responsibilities. Both are vital—the first to the best development of the child; the other, to the peace and happiness of the parents.

When children come, they should have a place of their own—a place to be active, to cry and to sleep. Most anyone can learn ultimately to sleep in a boiler factory, but if one tenth of what psychologists and advertising experts tell us about what goes on during our sleep is true, one can hardly recommend a blaring radio or television set as an accompaniment for the baby's sleep. Today the problem of quiet sleep for the young child is complicated by the inventions modern technology has given us to lighten the burdens of housekeeping and increase our enjoyment of home. Some of them can be decidedly noisy—a fact some parents forget until they, too, want to sleep.

On the other hand, a certain amount of infant wailing has a therapeutic value. It should be possible to let it go unchecked without lacerating parents' raw nerves or bringing down the wrath of the neighbors.

But the rights and problems are not all on the children's side. Parents need protection, too. For the coming of the first child is like the advent of a new sun in the solar system and, according to recent studies, it creates a crisis in family relations no matter how much the child is wanted. Established patterns of living are disrupted. Husband and wife are transformed into father and mother and both change their activities and interests.

For father, home life begins to be complicated. He tends to become the outsider in the family triangle. Mother is likely to be very much occupied despite whatever help he can give her. He should at least have the companionship of radio or television. Can he listen to the fights or the late, late show without disturbing the baby? Or without disturbing mother, who must be up again with the baby at the crack of dawn? Bedroom arrangements are very important now, for father, for mother, for the children—each for different reasons. We might add, by the way, that it is at this stage that family desertion by fathers is most prevalent, particularly at lower and lower-middle-class levels. And those who do not desert are very likely to be heard complaining that their wives no longer love them.

It is not merely fathers' and mothers' needs as individuals that have to be considered at this stage. They also have needs as a couple, as a founding family. These call for social contacts with other people—definitely necessary for some couples and desirable for all. Their jobs might demand a certain amount of entertaining. — (Cont'd on page 110)
Peacefully isolated in his studio, Wayne Miller studies photographic prints. By itself on second floor, studio is above the family gallery.

A HOUSE FOR THE BUDDING YEARS

When the world is young—and growing

A close-knit family life with youngsters calls for lots of space within a mother's benevolent view

The early years of marriage is the time for forming a rich pattern to last a lifetime. A child is born. Then, in an age of expanding aspirations, several more children may follow. A family takes shape, and a great adventure begins. It is the building stage of family life, the years of tenderness and care, of sudden change and toddling strides toward independence. Throughout these years it is the home that sheds a "warm circle of light."

Since it was built, this house has been the warm circle of light for Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Miller and their four children. Wayne Miller is a creative photographer who has enjoyed wide acclaim for his recent book titled The World Is Young, an eloquent pictorial study of childhood. He is also a devoted father who prefers to stay near his family, spending much of his time in the studio which is an integral part of the house.

In his book he defines the family's environment: "We live in the unincorporated town of Orinda, California—pop. 15,000—which sits among rolling hills eighteen miles east of San Francisco. It is a new community without tra-
In the living room—"the quiet room"—Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Miller like to share TV with the children.

The young ones in the Miller household are equally divided by sex, two of each. The oldest is Jeanette, then come David and a younger girl, Dana. Peter, the youngest, rejoices in the distinction that his bedroom, actually one end of the 45' long gallery, is "the biggest of all."

The Millers and their architect approached the planning of this house with one predominant idea in mind—an idea all young house-building families would do well to consider. It must be a house, they felt, that would provide a maximum amount of space to be shared by everyone, without depriving anyone of a retreat he could call his own. They succeeded extremely well. There are no areas strictly forbidden to the children, although a child who wanders into the studio may be shooed out—or put to work. (Continued on next page)
Command post for Mrs. Miller is her kitchen. Centered between gallery and living room, it is the key of a house plan that answers the problem of every young mother—how to keep house and be with the children at the same time. Back of kitchen is windowless, skylighted laundry-utility room that screens kitchen from main entrance and parents’ bedroom from living room. Gallery plus three bedrooms give children an expansive domain.

For a busy mother, the kitchen is strategically placed.

Each of the Miller children has a small room, including Peter’s claim on one end of the gallery. Long, broad, glass walled and airy, the gallery is the outstanding feature of the house. Here is the natural family gathering place, where the children sprawl on the floor to play games, read or draw. This great space, like the other rooms, has tough but attractive surfaces—redwood walls and a colored concrete floor. Even with four children running in and out all day, upkeep is a small problem.

At one end of the gallery—almost a part of it—is the kitchen, actually the core of the entire house. From there, Mrs. Miller can oversee the gallery in one direction and, in the opposite, down two steps, the living room. Since the kitchen is not only large but pleasantly open, the Millers eat their meals there. Below countertop-to-ceiling windows, Mrs. Miller has a room-long working surface with the sink and surface burners built into it. From this countertop she can turn about to a large dining table which also gives her additional work space between meals. Behind a kitchen storage wall is the utility room where she has her freezer, washer and dryer, and a clever row of compartmented shelves. Each pigeonhole is for a certain kind of laundry, and all the children are trained to toss their soiled clothing into the right ones. (Cont’d on page 73)
Action in the gallery, the children's domain: coloring, pillow fighting and, for Peter, sleeping.

It's fun to eat in the kitchen with its warm redwood walls, a crackling fire on one side, a broad view of trees on the other. Corner fireplace is designed to be savored from kitchen or in the gallery—during busy daylight hours or in the evening's quiet after the children are in bed.
For lively youngsters, the house is ringed with play areas

Long silhouette of house seems to rise from the land itself. Wayne Miller and family dog are standing on roof which overhangs gallery windows and controls sun. Outside the gallery is the family’s main outdoor play area, the patio-terrace above.
Secluded living room at one end was planned as parents' retreat. But the children tend to infiltrate.

The children's rooms are all in a row off the gallery, so by stepping through a door, they may have total privacy or complete sociability. They share a bath with double lavatories (essential for the before-school rush) built into a long countertop.

The outdoor areas were planned just as carefully to meet the needs of young, energetic children. Because the surrounding neighborhood is prohibitively hilly for young cyclists, the Millers saw to it that the house was encircled by a ring of asphalt terraces and walks. But one section of the plot was left overgrown, a delightful preserve where the children can climb, crawl and respond to the call of the wild. The call often reaches Wayne Miller as he gazes through the glass walls of his studio. "There's always the big temptation," he says, "to drop my work and go join the kids."

In arriving at their conception of what a house for a young family should be, the Millers have been guided by the conviction that the best house is the one that allows children the most freedom. When the studio was incorporated in the second story area above the bedroom section, Wayne Miller was making sure that he'd be around for the fun. "I wanted the feeling of leaving home to go to work," he says, "but without really doing it."

Double-purpose driveway at front can be turned into a basketball court on family impulse. The carport is linked to the house by a covered walk and a small greenhouse, where Mrs. Miller starts seedlings, house plants.
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A HOUSE FOR THE BLOSSOMING YEARS

When teenagers keep things popping

Flexibility is the key to harmony in a household buzzing with personalities

It is teen-age time that tests the mettle of a house most severely. Children are individualists now and their acquisitions, activities, the space they need for entertaining a dozen friends plus their new need on occasion for absolute privacy strain a house to the seams. At the same time their parents are at the most gregarious period of their lives and ask much more of their homes than in earlier years. Each generation has different views on work and play, noise and quiet, order and disorder. What must a house have to meet such demands?

The answer architect Burton Romberger found for his own home and family was flexibility. He planned his house at Newport Beach, Cal., with a suite for his wife and himself at the back, his daughters' rooms and study, at the front. In between are a living-dining room and two patios which can be used so elastically that parents' and children's activities can overlap, be separated or joined. Kathie, 16, and Anne, 19, can have their own crowd in the study playing records and buzzing (Continued on page 76)

Privacy for both parents and teenagers is built into the H-shaped plan. Two courts and the living room separate special domains of two generations. Built on a plot only 60' wide, 87' long, the house is uncramped because it covers the whole lot and all but one room open to a court.
Large enough for any party (it has held more than 75), the 21' x 33' living room can be doubled in size by opening the sliding windows to the north and south courts.

An elaborate sound system is built in for an organ, hi fi and movies. Above: buffet supper is set up on north court. Right: Kathie pops corn for the crowd.
In this wisely planned house two generations live together and love it.

Anne and Kathie entertain their friends in the study, right, which is conveniently located near the front door and across the hall from the girls' bedrooms. The study has a built-in record player; it is easy to serve cokes from the pass-through to kitchen on the other side of the patio. Noise won't disturb parents in bedroom at opposite corner of house. The study has its own bathroom, and can also be used as guest room.

over matters of moment while their parents, at the other end of the house, remain undisturbed. The girls can concentrate on homework in their bedrooms while Mr. and Mrs. Romberger use the rest of the house for a grown-up party. Or both generations can entertain at the same time. They can have buffet dinners, movies, hi fi, or dancing in patios and living room without disrupting card games and conversation in the study. In this house, neither generation "takes over."

The girls' separate bedrooms (each is 19\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 13') and bathrooms give both of them complete privacy and a chance to try their wings at decoration. Kathie's, with yellow walls, turquoise rug and a blue-green bedspread, has a tailored look. Anne's is blue, pink and frilly. Their cabinets and closets are generous, for the girls have collected records, dolls, shells, flowers, stamps and, not surprisingly, they have a considerable interest in clothes. (Also dramatics, singing, painting, swimming, crafts and long telephone conversations.) Each room is big enough to accommodate a guest overnight (a convenience likely to be much in demand in any teen-age household).

Mr. and Mrs. Romberger's own bedroom doubles as a sitting room. It is ideally located to give them comfort-
able seclusion when Anne and Kathie are giving parties and conveniently opens wide to the south court. Clothing storage is confined to the two big, adjoining dressing rooms with lavatories. There is also plenty of storage for knitting and sewing supplies and countertops for cutting fabrics since Mrs. Romberger does a good deal of dressmaking for her daughters and herself.

Television too is sensibly located in this room. It is built in, as is the entire system of sight and sound equipment which is Mr. Romberger's special interest. In the living room he has installed a hi-fi and organ system that has seven speakers, chimes, and is also connected with a sound movie projector located in a sound-proof closet off the bedroom hall. The projector window is hidden by a movable picture on the wall and the screen pulls down behind the dining room buffet.

All these details, joined as they are to a flexible plan, contribute to a smooth running household during the years when family interests are most diverse.

**Mother and Father can retreat to the attractive bed-sitting room above if the youngsters' rock and roll records get too noisy. Bedroom patio, right, shared with daughter Anne's room, is usable more than half of the year. (North patio, radiantly heated, is used all year.) TV, built into wall cabinet, can be viewed lying in bed since mirror on underside of lid reflects images on TV screen.**

Above right: Mr. R. takes his ease.
A HOUSE FOR YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE

When two are good company

Freedom to enjoy leisure comes with simple upkeep, ample comfort

After the children marry and go off to homes of their own, father and mother have won their independence. Once more there are just two of them. This can be a time of new freedom, leisure and fresh horizons. It proved so with the Irving Zions. When both their children had married and Mr. Zion, an attorney, had rounded out 12 years as Mayor of Lawrence, Long Island, he and Mrs. Zion gave up their big, old house and built a compact new one in the same community. Originally they intended to spend winters in New York. But the house did so much to pamper them and free them from care that they are now busy with local activities all year round. It has proved to be a house, not for retirement from life, but one that continually renews their interests. Many such houses are going up today in numbers rivaling those built for young marrieds.

The Zions' former house was boxy and closed in and demanded endless upkeep. The new one, in contrast, takes care of them instead of calling for ceaseless care itself. All on one level, it has no stairs to climb and consists of just four, easily managed rooms. Walnut plywood walls need no repainting, dust-catching trim is eliminated, a stone floor wants only occasional mopping. Dust circulation is discouraged by radiant heat in floor and ceiling which provides draftless warmth at an even temperature. (Cont'd on page 80)
Three-in-one living-dining room and study is 25' x 40'. The Zions feel less cramped here than in their former, closed-in house because of the ceiling-high glass on three sides which expands the room as far as the eye can see, and the roof overhangs and terraces outside which also seem to extend the room beyond its actual physical dimensions. Upkeep is easy and entertaining, uncomplicated.
On the south and east sides of the house, glass walls invite solar heat, too, so that on sunny winter days the furnace shuts off from 10 A.M. until 4 P.M., greatly reducing fuel bills. The house is equally comfortable in summer. Roof overhangs keep out the sun and indoor temperatures can be lowered 10° to 15° in less than half an hour by faucets which flood the roof with cold water.

To save steps, there are telephone jacks throughout the house, speakers for music indoors and out, pass-through storage between kitchen and dining area and a radio controlled garage door.

Best of all, according to the Zions, is their closeness to outdoors. Glass walls at the rear of the house look out on two landscaped golf courses and beyond them the boats sailing on the Reynolds Channel. The pleasures of bird watching, sunrise and sunset, a dramatic snowfall or rainstorm, changes of season can all be enjoyed from the snug comfort of the living room. On the two acres surrounding the house, paved terraces, ground cover and gravel paths eliminate all grass cutting, while evergreens and flowering trees do away with the "manicuring" of flower beds. But thousands of spring and fall bulbs, tubs of geraniums and chrysanthemums give Mrs. Zion, a long time gardener, the flowers she loves. Now she has the leisure to enjoy them.

Upkeep is as easy outdoors as indoors.
Adept planning has added living space to the house.

The house is expanded for parties by screened pavilion at left and terraces off living and dining rooms. These outdoor rooms at the back of house have complete privacy.

Ground cover which eliminates grass cutting includes ivy, pachysandra, vinca.

Daffodils scattered through it bloom yearly, require no care.
Free form paths meander delightfully through ground cover. Gravel matches sand traps of neighboring golf course, gives illusion that course is part of property.

Walled court, right, visually doubles size of master bedroom. Spring bulbs, a pool, grapevine on a blue wall (color discourages insects) make cheerful outlook.

You walk to the front door, above, through an inviting evergreen garden. Only the trim on plywood and brick walls of house needs occasional painting.

Unity of house and site plans, left, is key to exceptional spaciousness of four-room interior. Every room has a complementary outdoor living area.

OWNERS: Mr. and Mrs. Irving Zion
ARCHITECTS: William N. Breger and Stanley Salzman
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS: Robert Zion-Harold Breen
LOCATION: Lawrence, Long Island, New York
SIZE: 2,200 square feet

Additional Photographs page 124
How to buy a better house without cash

New twists in the age-old practice of bartering

can help you trade the house you have for the one you need

When your family reaches a new stage in life, there is no need to feel you are tied to the house you own today even if it represents the bulk of your financial assets. You can simply trade it in for one better suited to the kind of life you are living now. Trade-ins offer a sound solution to the problem of the growing or diminishing family, and they have become almost as common in real estate as in buying automobiles or TV sets. For instance:

- A Buick station wagon was accepted recently as the down payment for a one-family house in Illinois.
- A 1200-acre ranch near San Diego was traded for 17 four-plexes in Pittsburgh.
- Two duplexes in Texas were traded for two small houses.
- A Milwaukee man traded houses eleven times in the past ten years. When last heard from, he had built a small equity into a substantial down payment on two duplexes.

These swaps from the files of the National Association of Real Estate Boards are only a few of the more bizarre examples of the increasingly popular practice of house trading. From the varied assortment of dickerings, swaps and contractual agreements that have been known to take place, three methods for trading up or trading down have emerged as accepted procedures.

1. The straight trade

Although this is trading in its simplest form, it is the least used of the three common techniques. Here is how it works: you and the realtor or builder agree on a price for your present house and subtract any debt remaining on it (see chart opposite). The balance you use as the down payment on the house you want to buy. You acquire a new house (meaning either different or recently built) and a new mortgage. The builder or realtor takes over the title and encumbrances on your old house which he must sell before he can realize his profit or commission on your new one.

There is one risk for you in this form of trading. To enjoy its wonderful convenience, you may not realize the highest possible price on your present house because it is not sold on the open market. The best way to avoid this pitfall is to deal with a recognized member of the National Association of Real Estate Boards who must operate within a code of ethics to maintain his good standing.

2. The time-limit trade

This procedure is really not a trade at all but a safeguard for the homeowner who wants to rid himself of one property before acquiring another. The realtor or builder agrees to sell you the particular house you want contingent upon the sale of your present house within a stipulated period of time. You are not obligated to buy the new house until your old one is sold at a price wholly satisfactory to you.

This system, of course, gives all parties a psychological motive for successfully completing the agreement. If you have “gone” for a new house to the extent that you will enter into such an understanding, odds are you will try doubly hard to sell the one you are living in. And the builder or realtor will probably pitch in to help you make the sale, in his eagerness to realize his return from the house you want to buy.

Among the advantages of this system is its lack of risk: you do not have to sell until you have received your own asking price. You will also get professional assistance from the
brother who can advise you on making certain minor changes or improvements to increase the price or encourage the sale of your present house.

3. The trade-in guarantee

This is the method that is growing fastest in terms of popularity. It combines some features of both the straight trade and the time-limit trade. In essence it provides that the broker will buy your home for an agreed price if you have not been able to sell it within a specified time—usually 30 to 120 days. The guaranteed price offered by the broker normally ranges from 80 per cent to 95 per cent of the appraised valuation.

The simplicity of this arrangement is one of its good features. Only two documents are required. The first is a contract covering the purchase of your new house with provisions crediting your existing equity as the cash payment. The second contract supplements the first. In it the broker promises to buy your old house at a stated price under conditions previously specified including your promise to sell. This latter provision makes it possible to effect the sale on the open market before termination of the guarantee period.

The major drawback to this form of trading is that you may not realize the fully appraised value of your present house. For instance, on an 80 per cent guarantee you would lose 20 per cent—which is roughly equivalent to the amount you would have reduced the principal on a five per cent 30-year mortgage during 10 years of payments. But this sum is not all profit for the broker. He must make the payments on your existing mortgage, be responsible for maintenance of your old house, make repairs needed for the sale and also run the risk of having to sell the property for less than he paid for it. Despite this danger, most brokers will undertake a trade-in guarantee in order to realize the profit they will make from selling you the new house.

Simple precautions

Regardless of which arrangement you choose in order to acquire a house that fits your family’s needs, there are several precautions you should take for your own protection. Have your property appraised by the FHA or an independent appraiser. The fee will be a very inexpensive form of insurance that you will get the price you should.

Deal only with businessmen who are recognized in their communities for their honesty.

Consult with your attorney before involving yourself in formal legal agreements.

And do not overlook the capital gains tax. You have nothing to worry about even if you sell your house at a profit as long as you buy another within a year at a higher price than you get for your present house. But if you buy one at a lower price, any profit you make in selling your present house will be subject to the 25 per cent tax.

Unpaid Balances* per $1000 Principal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>15-year mortgages after</th>
<th>20-year mortgages after</th>
<th>25-year mortgages after</th>
<th>30-year mortgages after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yrs.</td>
<td>yrs.</td>
<td>yrs.</td>
<td>yrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2%</td>
<td>670.</td>
<td>401.</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>779.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2%</td>
<td>674.</td>
<td>405.</td>
<td>252.</td>
<td>782.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2%</td>
<td>678.</td>
<td>410.</td>
<td>257.</td>
<td>787.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 3/4%</td>
<td>682.</td>
<td>416.</td>
<td>250.</td>
<td>791.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>686.</td>
<td>419.</td>
<td>254.</td>
<td>796.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2%</td>
<td>694.</td>
<td>426.</td>
<td>260.</td>
<td>805.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To nearest dollar

Don’t think the equity you have in your present home is the amount you have reduced your mortgage. Rising land and construction costs have probably increased its value. To determine what real equity you have to trade, figure out how much you have left to pay. Subtract this from the appraised price. The remainder may be used as your down payment on another house. The table will serve as an easy key for these calculations. This is how it works. Suppose you bought an $18,000 home 10 years ago with the aid of a $15,000 mortgage to be carried for 25 years at a rate of 4 1/2 per cent. The chart shows you would have paid off $536 of each thousand borrowed, leaving $8,040 still to be paid. An appraisal of your home indicates it is now worth $23,000. Subtracting your $8,040 debt leaves you with approximately $15,000 to be used as payment on another house.
Stimulating new patterns in

Needlepoint
to give your furniture a custom crafted look

Hand-carving, hand-woven upholstery and hand-rubbed finishes built up coat after coat after coat are all among those precious rarities available today to precious few. But you can still give a chair the one-of-a-kind look that comes from handwork by the simple ruse of bedecking it with a piece of your own needlepoint. Before you point out that you have no tapestry-upholstered antiques, look at the chairs and ottomans opposite and the needlepoint patterns that grace them—a brand new series in H&G colors created by Bucilla. These are patterns designed to spice contemporary furniture as well as traditional and they give to both the distinctive quality of the custom-made. You don’t have to worry about the intricacies of the motifs since the canvases come with the designs completed. All you have to do is stitch in the background. And price is an object since the most expensive pattern costs no more than $13 for all the materials, including yarn, canvas with completed motif and extra canvas for boxing cushions. For the needlepoint neophyte there are also instructions for doing the basic stitches. Each design comes in three color combinations and we found H&G’s Antique White the most successful background for all of them but you can take your pick from over 60 moth-proofed tapestry wools.

Each of the new patterns comes in three sizes, three color combinations. Seashell (1) in H&G’s Cerulean Blue embellishes the tie-on cushion of the black lacquered armchair, opposite, by Grand Ledge Chair Co. Fleur de Lis (2) in Larkspur tops the wrought-iron bench by Gallo. Snowflake (3) in Tangerine dresses up the wood framed ottoman by Schoonbeck Co. (Cabinet behind it is from Harvey Probber.) Ruban Rose (4) in Canary, Marigold, and Tangerine covers the French Provincial chair by Dixon-Powdermaker. For a list of stores carrying the needlepoint kits, please write to H&G Reader Service.
How to build your private parking space

H&G has devised an inviting plan to bring your guests' cars off the street into your own domain

Our ideal parking lot . . .

Space alone is not enough. Nor is it necessary to settle for mere accessibility. The ideal home parking lot combines adequate space, thoughtful planning, good construction, the colors and textures of well chosen plants. H&G's ideal did not exist so we designed and built one. usable night and day, the year round. Opposite is a close-up; below, a diagram of the whole. Planting by Hicks Nursery; cars, Chapman Chevrolet, both Westbury, N. Y.

and 10 reasons why it works

1. Asphalt paved area is graded to slope away from curb to insure dry-shod passenger access.
2. Cobblestones are laid on edge, flush with paving, to mark minimum 7-foot parking lanes and space between cars in which to open doors for entrance and exit.
3. Cobblestones (often called Belgian blocks) also form 4-inch curb to provide barrier for wheels.
4. Areas beneath overhang of cars (4 feet minimum width) are planted with evergreen pachysandra, durable, shade tolerant, unaffected by ice and snow. (Alternates: vinca, English ivy.)
5. Cut blue-stone flagging (or slate) continues the center space strip between cars from curb line to . . .
6. Transverse flagged walk beyond bumper reach that connects access strips. This walk, in turn, leads to . . .
7. Flagged curb alongside parking space for first car. This insures easiest access to most used part of parking lot.
8. Efficient walk lights (we used Steber cast aluminum lights with Fresnel lenses) shed shadowproof illumination on all walks and access lanes. Wiring is underground and permanent.
9. Hedge represents screen planting that may be desirable.
10. Wide flagged walk, illuminated, leads to house.

The parking problem, more often than not, begins at home. On summer weekends in front yards and driveways throughout the land traffic congestion reaches a density that even Times Square or the Los Angeles Freeway cannot match. One reason for this is the growing congestion in all streets and the sensible conclusion of many suburban authorities that a residential avenue is no place for hordes of parked cars. Another reason is that the average home driveway was not planned for the practical parking of even one car, let alone pasturing a whole flock of guest vehicles. Still worse, with more and more families owning two cars and leaving both in the driveway, parking even for a few minutes is often difficult. Overnight parking is now generally outlawed on most suburban streets. In some areas (notably stretches along Sheridan Road on Chicago's north shore) parking is generally forbidden at any time. And where it isn't, chances are it ought to be. At all events, the choke-up of the country's front yards is notable and on the increase. Here and on the next four pages is H&G's answer: planned home parking. This means not just providing space, but arranging what space you have to accommodate, singly or in quantity, with maximum convenience, accessibility and attractiveness, that essential to your mobility—the automobile.
PLAN YOUR LOT FOR LIFE ON WHEELS

DESIGNED BY JAMES TANNING, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
DRAWINGS BY TEASDALE BARNEY
The full life outdoors, even more than that within, is today a neighborly life. There is little doubt that the automobile is largely responsible for much of this neighborliness. So why not give a little special attention to providing for the ready use and easy mobility of your friends' automobiles within your own hospitable boundaries? The drawing below shows how H&G's basic parking plan (see preceding page) serves, and is served by, a completely developed site. Numbers mark the three elements responsible.

1 The parking area itself. The primary and usually most obvious purpose of the motor entrance to a modern home is to speed arrivals and deliveries to the front and service doors of the house. A driveway alone may be sufficient for both cars and pedestrians, or separate walkways may supplement it. A continuation of the driveway may lead to the garage or carport. Which of these elements you provide depends in part on the size of your grounds and in part on the thoroughness with which you plan your whole site for fullest use and enjoyment. On a site of moderate size with not less than a 40-foot setback between street line and house, the adaptation of H&G's ideal parking lot at left would fit—snugly but pleasantly. To understand the way it is constructed and why, check the 10 points on page 87. The drawing here shows the area on a sunny spring afternoon while it is enjoying maximum normal use. Three cars are being parked in front of the house. The delivery van stands ready to depart. Two family cars remain sensibly in the garage. What appears to be a jalopy is being tuned up in the strip beside the garage.

2 Main route to the grounds. Secondary use for a good home parking lot is to provide convenient and direct outdoor access—without making a thoroughfare of the dwelling itself—to areas specifically planned for recreation and entertainment. In H&G's Living Landscape (outlined in February) all outdoor areas may be reached directly and pleasantly from the reception and parking area. At the far left, stepping stones in the lawn lead from the motor entrance and front door down the slope, below the open-end porch and around to the pool and recreation center. Visually, this is the "scenic" route, bypassing entirely the service and working garden areas. Along this way the visitor finds some of the most colorful planting (to be detailed next month) and, for those who cannot wait to get into the pool, the dressing rooms that lie beneath the porch.

3 Service and delivery entrance. Just as important as hospitality to the full enjoyment of your landscape is entrance for family cars (to garage), for service vehicles (to service door, garage storage center, utility area and service portions of the garden), and for fellow garden aficionados. The efficient coordination of all the service facilities is due partly to the planning of the house and partly to integrated provision for motor vehicles of one sort or another by the landscape architect. How all these areas are related to the main entrance and parking spaces, as well as the minimum dimensions you need to plan your own facilities, will be found on page 132.

For other parking schemes, see next page ▶
PATTERNS FOR GOOD PARKING

well planned space is easy to enter, convenient to use

Since the automobile came out of the barn people have been trying to park it where it would be out of the way but accessible. Only in recent years, and where home owners had the practical good sense to accept the car as a member of society in good standing, has any real effort been made to make parking both convenient and attractive. Here are five good examples of vehicle areas that serve widely varying conditions. Beginning on page 132 are several more examples, from coast to coast. They illustrate a growing awareness of the desirability of doing well by the automobile so that it, in turn, may do even better by the people who use it — evidence perhaps that a machine-age version of the Golden Rule can make your landscape more livable.

1. **Usable space is the measure** of a good parking lot—not dimensions alone. What counts is the room you give a moving or a stationary motor car and the ease with which the average run-of-the-road driver can maneuver in it. In the example above (see diagram, right), entrance, driveway, parking space, carport approach are all one. Logs form wheel barrier. Crushed stone paving lends informality. Big sugar maple is protected by brick-edged bed.

2. **Plenty of space takes plenty of planning** to be attractive, even though the actual disposal of vehicles offers no great problem. And curves present the designer with the greatest challenge of all. Least formalized of all these parking areas, this one uses center island of turf in main circle and direction and tightness of curves to direct traffic, both front and rear. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Shumacher, New Canaan, Conn. James Fanning, Landscape Architect.

3. **You can park all over the front yard** if the area is provided with a durable paving and if the requirements of pleasing landscape design are satisfied. Here well proportioned and well placed strips of stone paving imbedded in blacktop break up paved expanse (whole lot is only a few feet wider than H-shaped house), provide direction lines for drivers, have conspicuous decorative value in their own right. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Jules Epstein, Winnetka, Ill.

4. **Step plan permits easy diagonal parking** where parking space is limited in width and where backing out of set-backs offers neither great difficulty nor exceptional hazards. One virtue of step plan is comparative ease of access to cars when parked. Wide band of white blocks serves as visual barrier to prevent running over paved area into groundcover. Mrs. Gertrude E. Kuh, L. A. designed this and preceding plan. Owner: Mrs. Louise Stein, Winnetka, Ill.

5. **Simple division of space for guests and service** is provided by making a fork in the driveway and, more subtly, by using curves to grace the guest entrance and straight lines to put service vehicles in best position to make deliveries. While ample space enhances the effect opposite, the principle needs but little space to be effectively applied, as shown by H&G's paved by-pass area beside garage (see 3 on preceding page). James Fanning, Landscape Architect.

For additional parking lots, see page 132
You don't need acres of space to enjoy the luxury of a wine cellar

Wine is extremely sturdy stuff and can take all sorts of abuse, but if you are an experienced wine drinker you know that proper care and storage definitely enhance its savor. It is always advisable to lay down a bottle of wine for a few days before serving—preferably a week or two—to let the wine recompose itself. On the other hand, half the delight of wine drinking is spontaneity—being able to have exactly the kind you want whenever you happen to feel like it. Since your taste and timing may be difficult to predict in advance, the only way around the dilemma is to keep a varied stock on hand all the time.

If “stock of wine” calls up in your mind a cooled and cavernous cellar lined with row after row of dust-covered cases, disabuse yourself of the notion right away. Three or four cases would take care of the average family nicely for several months. (A man who has room for a dozen cases is living like a lord.) And since the contents of a case take up only a few feet of space and do not have to be as readily accessible as staple groceries, it should not be too difficult to find room for a miniature—but satisfying—“wine cellar.” A small cabinet will hold an enormous amount of wine—likewise the dead storage space at the top of any closet. And a rack of wine bottles has a certain decorative quality, so you don’t necessarily have to keep it hidden from view.

But wherever you store your wine, there are two things you would do well to provide: freedom from vibration and an equable temperature. If vibration seems a problem, you can cut down on it considerably by lining your racks or shelves with pads of sponge rubber. The ideal temperature is said to be 55°F, but one that is 10° or 15° higher is just about as good as long as it stays that way constantly. Any closet that is not opened a dozen times a day, does not have heating pipes running through it, and is not likely to drop several degrees in temperature at night is a good bet. A base cabinet in the kitchen is not, since there is likely to be too much heat from cooking and too much vibration from dishwashers or washing machines.

The proper way to store a bottle of wine is on its side as you doubtless know. The purpose is to keep the cork wet. If it dries out it will shrink and let air into the bottle, which is not  

(Continued on page 116)
Pamper your wines by storing bottles in space-saving racks or even an up-ended whiskey box with partitions. On shelf: James Beard 12-bottle wood and metal rack, $4.95 if you buy a case of wine, from Sherry Wine and Spirits, or $9.95, postpaid, Alanberry Company. On floor left to right: 12-bottle wire rack, $5.50, Bloomingdale's; 36-bottle green steel rack, $18, Lehmann Etcetera Shop; 61-bottle galvanized iron honeycomb rack, $31.95, Bloomingdale's. Carry bottles to dinner table in willow steward basket, $6, Basket Bazaar. All other accessories from Sherry's.

Traditional diamond-shaped wooden racks hold wine stock in small cellar closet in Dr. and Mrs. Hans Zimser's house. Air vent up to patio keeps temperature cool. Compartments are labeled to show different grades of wines.

James Beard keeps his wine in a handy rack next to dinner table. Room temperature is no problem since he prefers to keep heat turned off. Custodian of cellar: 18th century terracotta statue from a Burgundian château.

Mural decorates attractive upstairs wine closet that opens off dining room in the Louis Benoist's apartment, San Francisco. Imported wines and those from their Almadén Vineyards are on opposite sides. Mural by Fabres.

For store addresses see page 119.
H & G visited 8 ports and near ports, brought back a host of fresh ideas to add zest to your life.

If half the fun of traveling is coming home, then half the fun of coming home is opening cases and hampers and displaying what you brought back. We brought back more than bulging hampers—and there were plenty of those—from a 12-day cruise on the Grace Line’s new Santa Paula. Our notebook was crammed with ideas to enliven menus and table decorations, change color schemes, wake up the garden and transform the terrace. The ports in this land of perpetual summer—Curacao, Caracas, Aruba, Kingston and Nassau—are full of sights to stimulate the imagination as well as of things to buy and baskets to put them in.

The Santa Paula itself offers a store of ideas but at first you are more inclined to absorb the attractiveness of the atmosphere without stopping to analyze it. After the bustle and excitement of sailing we found ourselves happily and mindlessly enjoying the comforts of good food and interesting company, sun on deck and individually controlled air-conditioning in the cabins, perfect service and smooth seas. If Nature doesn’t cooperate on the last, and she usually does, you can depend upon the Santa Paula’s gyrofin stabilizers to plane out 90 per cent of the roll.

(Continued on page 97)

For late breakfast or luncheon, a buffet table in the eye-opening colors of a tropical sunrise brings together assortment of finds from the Caribbean. Coconut-shell goblets and cedar bowl come from Kingston markets. The main course, escabeche de pescado (fish sautéed and marinated in a sauce of oil, vinegar and peppers) is found all over the Caribbean. We copied the bowl of fruit-on-ice from a Jamaican hotel, the columns of oranges from vendors in the Jamaican countryside, using raffia to tie the oranges to dowels set in wood. Reed & Barton “Tara” sterling; Spode “Red Colonel” china. (Another Caribbean party table on page 101.)

Shopping finds—tangible trophies of our cruise

Only a sampling of the wares offered in the cruise ports we visited, this entire collection cost $100. Everything is from Jamaica unless another port is indicated.

From our scrapbook of sights to see, ideas to borrow

White enamel flowers pattern beige Micarta walls of a bedroom on the S.S. Santa Paula.

Purple foliage banks steps in Caracas garden by Burle-Marx.

Ornamental arrangements of fruit garnish the roadside in Jamaica.

Curaçao: vividly painted houses are frosted with wood filigree.

Left:
For your exotic party repertoire: A selection from the classic dishes of the Indonesian rijsttafel (rice table) brought to the Caribbean by the Dutch. Soft lights and a batik cloth will help recreate romantic atmosphere of houseboat restaurant in Aruba.

Below:
Kitchen in the Caracas house of Dr. and Mrs. Carlos Vogeler Rincones glows with a concentration of strong sun color. Decorative splashboard of orange mosaic tile bands entire working area. Designed by Emile Vestuti of Guinand and Benaceraff.

To recast the look of a garden room: a screen of Jamaican beads, multi-colored foliage.

Green shade of trees tranquillizes Jamaican scene.

A blaze of yellow canna lights blue hills, Jamaica
Adapt our discoveries
to your own uses

After a couple of days of getting used to luxury we began to notice individual highlights of the decoration and to see more and more ideas we could adapt to our own uses. For instance: behind the dance floor and along the windows in the ship’s Club Tropicana are crisp white metal screens with gay cut-out butterflies and trees that you could adapt in half a dozen different ways. Similar designs cut in panels of white paper would be a wonderfully simple device to transform a living room or a ballroom for a dance. White openwork sliding doors backed with bright fabric could make a closet wall the decorative star of a bedroom or lacy white rattan screens pulled across a long window wall could break up the often monotonous expanse of closed curtains in the evening.

The handsome and easy-to-clean wall surfaces in the ship’s staterooms we found, on asking, to be Micarta, long familiar as a stain and scratch-resistant table topping. Here it was in a new role lifted above the purely practical by the imaginative ways in which the ship’s decorators, Smyth, Urquhart, Marckwald, had used it. In some rooms, Micarta walls in soft colors were studded with white enameled flowers or shells—a very pretty effect. In white, studded with brass stars, it would give great style to an entrance hall, we decided. And the white, board-and-batten type we saw in another room would make a trim interior for a weekend house. In the Stuyvesant Suite we were fascinated by still another wall treatment: drawings of grasses and flowers photostatically and used like wallpaper. It made such an impression on us that we spent the rest of the trip looking for patterns of leaves and flowers, grilles and textures to photograph and use as the basis for murals of our own.

We started to find our patterns—almost too many to choose from—in the first port we stopped at, Willemstad, Curaçao. We also found a whole new world of color—rich, varied and striking. Man and nature seem to be in competition on these islands to see which can produce the more brilliant effect. We were introduced to this rivalry before we even set foot on shore: Nature produced a kaleidoscopic sunrise to entertain us as we paused outside the harbor waiting for the pontoon bridge linking the two halves of Willemstad to open and let us sail through the center of town. (Continued on page 125)
Electricity in one form or another can do almost anything there is to be done in your kitchen today—from opening a can to freezing a side of beef. But if all these tasks are to be accomplished at top efficiency, you'll need more than a battery of appliances. You'll need a generous and well planned supply of power—for without it your most-up-to-date piece of equipment will be like a fish out of water, gasping for enough current.

If you are building a new house you'll find that power planning is simple, but it deserves the same attention you would give to the placement of the appliances themselves. If you want to add to the equipment in your present kitchen, investigate your wiring first. It may well be inadequate even for the appliances you have now, and will certainly need revamping to meet the needs of new ones. Ten years ago the average kitchen was wired to feed what would be considered today the bare minimum: a refrigerator, range, clock, toaster, and perhaps a waffle iron or food mixer. It's a safe bet that you now use—or plan to buy—many times that amount of equipment. (Continued on page 100)
Branch circuits in three different sizes carry enough electric current to assure that all the Frigidaire appliances in this remodeled kitchen work at their best. Large red arrows represent 50-ampere wires—one for electric range, the other a spare for future equipment. Small red arrows represent 20-ampere wires for (left to right) air conditioner, small-appliance outlet, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator-freezer. Blue arrows represent 15-ampere circuits for range fan, fluorescent lights. On plan at right large red triangles mark 50-amp circuits, and small red triangles, 20-amp circuits. Gray triangles mark 15-amp circuits used for lighting over island-counter and planning desk, and for electric clock in storage wall (see next page). Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Saidenberg. Wiring by R. Anderson & Son.
Power planning

Even if you have managed to get by and operate all your appliances on the wiring you have, that does not mean they are operating at peak performance. Unless they are, you are paying for more electricity than you should.

Whether you are planning the power for a new house or rewiring your present kitchen, there are three points to consider. The first is the size of the service entrance through which electricity comes into your house. It must be large enough to deliver a total of electrical pressure (voltage) that will satisfy all your electrical needs. When you plan the service entrance think of the future as well as the present. Some day you may want more laundry equipment, another oven, or some marvelous new appliance which has yet to be invented. So think big, and when the time comes to fulfill your electronic dreams, you won’t have the further expense of expanding the service entrance.

Once in the house, electrical pressure is distributed through the branch circuits that spread out from the central fuse box or circuit breaker panel. The second point of good power planning is to have enough branch circuits so that too many lights or appliances will not be dependent on any one. Heavy-duty equipment, like ranges, requires individual circuits. You should also allow for spares to take care of additional equipment you may want later.

The third point is to be sure your branch circuits vary in capacity since different appliances require widely varying amounts of current (calculated in watts). Most kitchens, like the one on the preceding page, need three different sizes of branch circuits: heavy-duty, small-appliance, and general-purpose. Cooking appliances such as those at the left should operate on small-appliance circuits for top efficiency, while general-purpose circuits should be reserved for the electric clock, exhaust fan and lights. If you like to make waffles at the dining table or serve after-dinner coffee from an electric pot in the living room, be sure those rooms, too, have small-appliance circuits. They can also be used for air conditioners.

If you need help in your power planning you can get it from your local utilities company. And your telephone company will give you advice on the wiring for that instrument which should be carefully placed in the kitchen to save steps.

Set a buffet in a tropical mood

Seafood is king in the Caribbean, where you are very likely to see an enticing spread like this, which you can duplicate at home for a really festive occasion. Vivid color is the keynote, with the pretty pinks and reds of fish and flowers set off against a rich blue tablecloth. Guest stars at the buffet are a trio of cold seafood delicacies: Lobster in aspic takes the center of the stage and Filet de Sole Eventail the foreground. The extravagant “shrimp bush” is created by hanging the shrimp on the edges of three baskets of different sizes. What more decoration do you need when the food itself is so pretty?

Gorham sterling platter, server; Royal Crown Derby china from Black, Starr & Gorham; Colorado carnations.
HOUSE & GARDEN'S Seafood Cook Book
To be loved forever...Rosenthal china

Designed with love, for people in love! That is the tradition of fine Rosenthal porcelain China, hand-crafted in Germany. Its delicacy and translucency are illustrated here in the new textured Rose Damask pattern. Five-piece place setting, $10.95. Other Continental patterns from $6.95. For illustrated color brochures of all patterns, send 10c to Department N55, The Rosenthal-Block China Corp., 21 East 26th St., New York, N.Y.
Seafood Cook Book

By Dione Lucas

If you are stumped for a different way to serve fish apart from plain broiling and frying, consider this excellent French maxim, "C'est la sauce qui fait manger le poisson"—the sauce makes the fish. Many a fish-scorner has been converted by the artful subtleties of French fish cookery, a melting sole Marguery or those light-as-air pike dumplings, quenelles de brochet (the Guide Michelin, stern watchdog of France's culinary reputation, rates restaurants on the delicacy of their quenelles). Yet even the most superb sauce cannot transform fish that is less-than-fresh or overcooked. Always buy fish with firm skin and scales and bright eyes. Buy bivalves closed tight as the proverbial clam (if they gape before cooking, discard them for they are dead). It pays to master the technique of killing lobster (see page 104) as even the short delay between market and pot can spoil the meat. Undercook fish rather than overcook. Poach for the minimum time, and broil at a distance from the flame, basting constantly. Treat fish with due reverence for its flavor and delicacy and you will be rewarded.

How to judge the age of oysters and how to open them

Here and on the following pages Dione Lucas demonstrates the techniques of seafood preparation. She also prepared the dishes shown on the cook book cover.

Clam and Oyster Chowder

6 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon oil
1 tablespoon mixed scallion, garlic and onion, chopped
1 dozen raw oysters, cut up
1 dozen raw clams, cut up
3 cups light cream
Salt, cayenne pepper
1/4 cup chopped parsley

Heat in a pan 2 tablespoons butter and the oil. Add the scallion, garlic and onion. Cook slowly for two minutes, then add the cut-up oysters and clams. Pour on the cream and season with the salt and cayenne pepper. Bring very lightly to a boil, then add bit by bit the remaining butter and the chopped parsley. Simmer a few minutes and serve. Serves 4-6.

Hawaiian Crab

1/2 pound crab meat
2 egg yolks
Salt, cayenne pepper
2 tablespoons tarragon vinegar
1 cup vegetable oil
1 teaspoon Tabasco sauce
1/2 teaspoon sugar
1/2 cup plain whipped cream
1 green pepper, finely chopped
1 red pepper, finely chopped
4 tomatoes, skinned, seeded and chopped
1/2 cup finely chopped onion
1 teaspoon each chopped garlic and parsley
4 small avocados
1/2 pound bacon

First, make a spicy mayonnaise. Put in a bowl the egg yolks, salt, cayenne pepper and vinegar. Beat well. Then slowly beat in the oil. Sauté in a little salt and pepper for 5 to 6 minutes. Return the sauce to a simmer and stir in the crab meat, the onion and the mayonnaise. Pour into a heated serving dish. Strain the soaked cepes and add them in the sauce with the egg yolks. Add the crab meat, the sauce, and more salt and pepper for 10 minutes. Add the tomatoes, white wine, chives, garlic and a little extra seasoning and simmer for another 6 to 7 minutes. Add the tomatos, wine, chives, garlic and a little extra seasoning and simmer for another 6 to 7 minutes. Add the liquid from the scallops. Pour the mixture over the scallops, sprinkle the tops with grated Parmesan cheese and butter, brown quickly under the broiler and serve immediately. Serves 2.

Put point of oyster knife into back opening, lever up to break suction.

Pry open shell with the fingers.

Shell ridges (one per year) tell age of oyster. Pick those with four or five.

Loosen oyster from shell with knife.

How to judge the age of oysters and how to open them

Oysters Rockefeller

6 oysters on the half shell
1/4 cup heavy sour cream
1/4 teaspoon chopped garlic
Salt, black pepper
1 bag raw spinach
2 tablespoons Pernod or Kirschwasser
2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese
Browned bread crumbs

Remove oysters from shells and put in each shell 1 teaspoon of the sour cream which has been mixed with the garlic, salt and pepper. Put oyster on top and completely fill the shells with raw spinach which has been put through the meat chopper and mixed with the Pernod and cheese. Sprinkle the top with bread crumbs and a little more grated Parmesan cheese. Dot with butter, put oyster shells on a bed of rock salt in the broiling pan and brown the oysters under the broiler. Serve piping hot. Serves 3-4 as an hors d'oeuvre.


Coquilles St. Jacques Provençal

4 scallops
5 tablespoons butter
Salt, pepper
1 tablespoon chopped onion
Large croutons of fried bread
4 tablespoons cepes (dried wood mushrooms) soaked overnight in water
2 tomatoes, chopped
1 tablespoon white wine
1 teaspoon chopped chives
1 clove garlic, minced
Grated Parmesan cheese

Arrange scallops on top of the croutons on a hot serving dish. Strain the soaked cepes and sauté them in 2 tablespoons butter with a little salt and pepper for 10 minutes. Add the tomatoes, white wine, chives, garlic and a little extra seasoning and simmer for another 6 to 7 minutes. Add the liquid from the scallops. Pour the mixture over the scallops, sprinkle the tops with grated Parmesan cheese and butter, brown quickly under the broiler and serve immediately. Serves 2.

Guide Michelin.
Moules à la Poulette
à la mode de Foyot

2 quarts mussels
1 1/2 cups mixed diced celery, carrot, onion, leek
1 bay leaf, salt and pepper
1/2 cup dry white wine
1 tablespoon sherry
1/4 cup water
1 tablespoon flour
2 egg yolks
1/2 cup light cream

Soak the mussels in water with about 3 table­spoons dry mustard (this makes it easier to clean them). Wash in many waters and scrub well. When mussels are clean, put them in a pan with the diced vegetables, bay leaf, salt, pepper, wine, sherry and water. Cover and bring slowly to a boil and shake until the mussed shells open (discard any which do not open). Remove mussels and strain the liquid in which they cooked. Take off the top shells and arrange the mussels on a platter, scattering on top the diced vegetables with which they were cooked. Boil down the strained liquid a little. Work the flour, butter and garlic to a smooth paste and add this paste, bit by bit, to the liquid. Add the parsley and egg yolks which have been mixed into the cream. Reheat but do not boil. Pour this sauce over the mussels. Serves 4 as first course, 2 as main course.

Moules Panées

1 quart mussels
1/2 cup water
Fresh tarragon, chervil, parsley and onion, finely chopped together
Salt, pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon flour
3 heaped teaspoons finely chopped herbs
1 drop iodine
Browned bread crumbs, chopped parsley

Clean the mussels thoroughly as described in the previous recipe. Bring to a boil in a pan with the water, chopped tarragon, chervil, parsley and onion and salt and pepper. Shake over the flame for a few minutes. Remove and discard any mussels that have not opened. Strain the liquid through a fine cloth and pour it onto the butter and flour, which have been browned together. Add the cream and, if necessary, a little milk. Bring slowly to a boil, add the teaspoon of chopped herbs and simmer gently. Remove the smaller shells from the mussels. Lay mussels on half-shell in a fireproof dish. Add a drop of iodine to the sauce and pour the sauce over the mussels. Sprinkle well with bread crumbs and chopped parsley. Brown in the oven. Serve very hot. Serves 2.

Bouillabaisse

2 live lobsters
2 dozen large mussels
1/2 pounds red snapper
1 1/2 pounds Spanish mackerel
1 pound striped bass
1 pound red tail
1 pound smoked eel
4 leeks
2 carrots
1 small celery heart
2 white onions
1 fennel (finocchio) root
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons butter
2 teaspoons garlic, minced
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
Salt, cayenne, ground cloves
1/2 cup brandy
Sliced onion, carrot, celery, leek
1/2 cup dry white wine
2 cups water
1 bay leaf, a few peppercorns
1 crushed clove garlic
2 fennel teaspoons potato flour
2 teaspoons tomato paste
1 pound ripe tomatoes, skinned and thinly sliced
Slices of blanched potato (1 per serving)

Lobsters
2 white onions
2 pounds ripe tomatoes, skinned and thinly sliced
8 cups on water
10 pounds cod tail
2 pounds striped bass
1/2 pounds red snapper
1/2 pounds Spanish mackerel
2 pounds cod
2 dozen large mussels
2 dozen large mussels
2 dozen large mussels
2 dozen large mussels
2 dozen large mussels

Dice the leeks, carrots, celery heart, onions and fennocchio finely and evenly. Heat in a pan the olive oil and butter, add the diced vegetables, minced garlic and the grated orange rind and season with salt, cayenne pepper, a pinch of ground cloves. Cover pan and cook very slowly, without browning, for 2 to 3 minutes. Split the live lobsters, remove bags and veins, (daws and feet. Put lobsters in pan shell side down, cover and cook 2 1/2 minutes. Flame with the brandy. Cover the lobsters and cook a further 2 to 3 minutes. Set them aside.

Put cleaned mussels (discard any that are open) in a pan with a little sliced onion, carrot, celery and leek, the dry white wine and water, the bay leaf, peppercorns, a little salt and the crushed garlic clove. Cover pan, bring slowly to a boil, reduce heat and simmer 3 to 4 minutes or until the mussels are well opened (discard any that do not open). Strain the liquid into a bowl. Mix in another bowl the potato flour and 2 table­spoons cold water, blend in the tomato paste and mix all this into the strained mussel liquid. Pour the mixture over the lobsters. Cut all the fish into chunks, leaving in the bone, and add to the lobsters with the tomatoes. Bring the mixture slowly to a gentle boil. Put in the sliced blanched potatoes (1 slice per serving), cover pan and simmer very gently 15 to 20 minutes only. Before serving, arrange in a big pot with the potato slices and eggs, poached in the simmering liquid (1 per serving) around the edge. Surround with 1” thick slices of French bread which have been fried in 1/4 cup olive oil mixed with 2 teaspoons Spanish saffron (ground to powder in a mortar) and 1/2 teaspoon garlic, until they are nicely brown on each side. Serves 10.

How to kill and dissection a lobster

PLUNGE POINT OF HEAVY KNIFE INTO CROSS WHERE HEAD AND BODY SHELLS MEET.

REMOV E AND DISCARD SAC BEHIND EYES.

REMOV E AND DISCARD INTESTINAL VEIN.

REMOV E, RESERVE GREEN LIVER, ANY CORAL.

CUT OFF LARGE CLAWS AT THE JOINT.
Lobster Thermidor

2 1/2-pound live lobsters
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
4 ounces salt butter
1/4 cup brandy
1/2 cups finely chopped white onions
Salt, cayenne pepper
1/2 cup dry white wine
3 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
1/4 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese
1/4 cup light cream
Bread crumbs
1 bunch watercress

Split the lobsters in half and remove small bag from behind eyes and large vein from tails (see illustration of technique). Remove small and large claws but do not crack.

In a heavy pan heat the oil with 1 tablespoon butter, put in the lobsters shell side down, the claws on top, cover pan and cook slowly for 3 minutes. Heat brandy, flame it and pour over the lobsters. Cover pan again and cook slowly until the lobsters blush. Remove cover and cool lobsters. Pour off all the liquid and put it in a heavy sauté pan with 1 ounce butter. Heat a little and add the onion, season with salt and cayenne pepper and cook slowly, without browning, until the onions are soft. Add the wine and cook down until all the wine has disappeared.

Melt 3 tablespoons butter in a pan. Stir in the flour, off the fire. Season with 1/2 teaspoon salt and a good pinch of cayenne pepper. Mix in the milk and stir over the fire until it thickens and comes to a boil. Mix this sauce into the onions with the Dijon mustard, 1/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese and the light cream. Remove all the meat from the lobster, taking care not to break the tail and head shells, cut the meat up roughly and mix it into the sauce. Place the head and tail shells on a hot gratin dish (put a slice of raw carrot under each shell to prop them up). Fill each shell well with the lobster mixture, sprinkle the tops with a few bread crumbs and the remaining Parmesan cheese, melt the remaining butter and pour it evenly over the lobsters and brown under a hot broiler. Garnish the dish with a few small claws and put bouquets of watercress at each end. Serves 4.

Lobster Cardinal

ONE TO REMOVE WITHOUT BREAKING MEAT.

CLOSE FORMATION OF LARGE CLAW SHELL. SEPARATE TAIL SECTION FROM HEAD BY BREAKING APART WITH YOUR HANDS.

CUT EACH SIDE OF THE THIN UNDER PART OF THE TAIL WITH SHEARS.

REMOVE TAIL MEAT FROM SHELL IN ONE UNBROKEN PIECE, READY FOR SLICING.

PUSH SMALL CLAW SHELL BEHIND LARGE ONE TO REMOVE WITHOUT BREAKING MEAT.

CUT EDGES OF LARGE CLAW SHELL, REMOVE MEAT. DO THE SAME WITH CLAW JOINTS.

Separate tail section from head by breaking apart with your hands.

Cut down each side of the thin under part of the tail with shears.

Remove tail meat from shell in one unbroken piece, ready for slicing.

Push small claw shell behind large one to remove without breaking meat.

Cut edges of large claw shell, remove meat. Do the same with claw joints.

How to remove meat from a boiled lobster

Place in a deep pan the sliced onion, carrot and celery, the bay leaf and dill. Half fill the pot with water and bring to a boil. Plunge in the lobsters, cover the pot and cook the lobsters until they blush. Cool in the water. Remove, take the meat out of the shells and arrange on top of the following rice salad: Cook carrots and beans in boiling salted water until just soft. Drain and cool. Add cucumber and tomatoes to the drained vegetables. Put rice in a pan with the salt and cold water. Bring to a boil, stirring constantly, cut heat to a simmer, cover and cook without removing lid for 25 minutes. Put in a bowl, separate rice with a fork and chill. To make French dressing, put into a screw-topped jar 2 teaspoons salt, 3/4 teaspoon cracked black pepper, 1/2 teaspoon sugar, 1 teaspoon lemon juice, 3 tablespoons tarragon vinegar, 12 tablespoons vegetable oil and a raw egg. Shake until well blended. Using two forks, mix dressing with rice and add cooled vegetables. Arrange in a mound on a flat serving dish with the lobster meat on top. Pour over it the mayonnaise. To make mayonnaise, put in a mixer 2 large egg yolks. Mix in 1 good cup of the strained fish stock and stir over the fire until it thickens and comes to a boil. Mix in the heavy cream, reboil, reduce heat to a simmer and beat in the chilled lobster butter bit by bit with a small whisk. Mix a little of this sauce with the mushroom-lobster-truffle mixture and divide it evenly between the lobster shells. Cut tail meat into even scallops and arrange on top, placing a thin slice of truffle in between the scallops. Coat the filled shells with the rest of the sauce, sprinkle the top with both cheeses and with the rest of the butter, melted. Brown under the broiler and garnish with parsley. Serves 4.
Tempura

1 pound raw shrimp
\[\frac{1}{2}\] cup rice flour, 1 cup flour
1 teaspoon salt
large egg
1 cup water
1 teaspoon flour
1 green pepper
2 carrots
2 oyster plants
2 pounds spinach

Carefully shell the shrimp, leaving the tails on. Make a slit down the back with a sharp knife, but do not cut right through the shrimp. Remove the vein and fry the shrimp. Dry them well on paper towels and then dust them lightly and evenly with rice flour. Set aside.

Sift together into a small bowl the flour, \[\frac{1}{2}\] cup rice flour and salt. Beat the egg and water until blended and mix it carefully into the flour. Beat together for a few minutes until the batter is quite smooth. Chill the batter for at least half an hour.

Meanwhile, prepare the vegetables. Cut the green pepper into quarters, remove all seeds and cut each piece into finger lengths. Pour boiling water over strips of pepper and leave for 5 minutes. Drain. Cool. Dry well and dust lightly with rice flour. Peel the carrots and cut them into strips the same size as the pepper. Put in a pan with 1 teaspoon salt and 2 teaspoons sugar, cover with cold water and bring very slowly to a boil. Cool in the water. Drain, dry, and dust with rice flour. Prepare the oyster plant in the same way. Pour boiling water over the spinach and leave for 2 minutes. Drain well and then place between two plates with a heavy weight on top to press out all the water. Chill well. Cut into \[\frac{1}{2}\]" squares and dust lightly with rice flour.

In a deep-frying pan, heat soya or vegetable oil to 375°. Dip the tempura shrimp and vegetables individually in the batter, shake well to remove excess and fry a few at a time, for 1 to 2 minutes or until golden brown all over. Remove and drain on paper towels.


Shrimp Curry

\[\frac{1}{2}\] pounds large raw shrimp, unshelled
4 tablespoons vegetable oil
Salt, pepper
3 tablespoons olive oil, 2 tablespoons butter
1 cup mixed sliced apple, celery, carrot, onion
4 level tablespoons good quality curry powder
(less or more, according to taste)
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
\[\frac{1}{2}\] cup chicken stock
Cayenne pepper, Tabasco
2 cardamom seeds, cracked
1 ginger root
\[\frac{1}{2}\] teaspoon ground nutmeg
2 tablespoons garlic powder
\[\frac{1}{2}\] cup shredded coconut
3 tablespoons honey

Wash the shrimp well in water with a little lemon juice. Dry thoroughly on a cloth. Heat the vegetable oil in a heavy pan, add the shrimp with a little salt and pepper and shake over a brisk fire until they are red all over. Remove shrimp, cool a little, remove shells. Keep shrimp warm. Add the olive oil and butter to pan in which shrimp cooked, add sliced vegetables and apple, cover and cook slowly until soft but not mushy. Add the curry powder (use less than 4 tablespoons for a blander curry, more for a fiery one) and cook very slowly for 5 to 6 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add the flour and cook in the same manner for 4 minutes longer. Stir in, off the fire, the tomato paste and meat glaze. Carefully stir in the stock and mix until all is smooth. Stir over the fire until it comes to a boil. Season with salt and a little cayenne and Tabasco, add the cardamom seed, ginger, nutmeg, guava jelly, coconut and honey. Simmer the mixture slowly and gently until it is thick and creamy. Put through a strainer. Pour the strained sauce over the shrimp and keep warm while preparing the following vegetable garnish and condiments:

Vegetable garnish. Put \[\frac{1}{2}\] cup olive oil in a heavy cast iron skillet which has a lid. Heat a little, then add 4 onions, quartered, 1 eggplant, cut in large cubes and rolled in a little salt, 1 green and 1 red pepper, seeded and cut in large squares, 2-3 stalks celery, cut in 1" thick pieces, 2 leeks and 4 tomatoes, cut in 4. Season all well with salt, pepper and \[\frac{1}{2}\] tablespoon curry powder, cover with wax paper and the lid and cook slowly until the vegetables are cooked but still fairly crisp. Serve in a large casserole.

Curry condiments (use all or a selection). 1 large Bermuda onion, sliced wafer thin and mixed with 3 tablespoons olive oil and \[\frac{1}{2}\] teaspoon cayenne pepper

1 avocado, diced, mixed with lemon juice, seasoning and \[\frac{1}{2}\] cup shredded crisp bacon
1 cup diced green pepper mixed with 1 tablespoon grated orange rind
1 cup diced red pepper mixed with 1 tablespoon grated lemon rind and 2 teaspoons sugar

Freshly shaved coconut
Blanched, shredded, browned almonds

Large sticky black raisins
Chutney
Finely diced hard-cooked egg whites
Strained hard-cooked egg yolk
Guava jelly
Crystalized ginger, mint leaves, violets, roses
Bombay duck, fried in oil until crisp, and cut up
Deep-fried pappadums (thin Indian wafers)

Put each of these condiments in a small bowl. Serve the curry in one casserole, the vegetables in another, plain boiled rice in a copper dish and the condiments on a tray. Serves 6-8.

Shrimp Creole

2 cups raw shrimp, shelled and deveined
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons oil
4 mushrooms, finely sliced
2 tablespoons Marsala wine
1 tablespoon mixed finely chopped red and green pepper
\[\frac{1}{2}\] teaspoon meat glaze
\[\frac{1}{2}\] teaspoon tomato paste
1 cup cream
2 tablespoons sour cream
Salt, cayenne pepper
\[\frac{1}{2}\] teaspoon dried chilli pepper
2 sliced onions

Toss the shrimp in 1 tablespoon foaming butter and 2 tablespoons oil for 1 or 2 minutes. Remove, add 1 tablespoon butter and the mushrooms. Cook briskly for a couple of minutes, then add the Marsala and chopped peppers. Cook until the liquid is reduced. Add a little more butter, if necessary, and stir in the tomato paste and meat glaze. Mix in, very slowly, the cream, sour cream and seasonings. Replace the shrimp with the onions, which have been cooked in butter until brown and crisp. Simmer very slowly until sauce is heated through and shrimp are pink. Serve with the following rice: heat in a heavy pan with a tight-fitting lid 2 tablespoons butter and 1 tablespoon oil. Add a little chopped onion and 1 cup raw rice. Season. Cover with stock (fish or chicken) and bring to a boil. Add 3 tablespoons blanched, shredded almonds. Cover pan with waxed paper and the lid and cook for 25 minutes in a 350° oven. Remove. Mold in a loaf shape on an oval serving dish, pour the shrimp and sauce over the rice and garnish the top with almonds which have been blanched, shredded and fried in hot oil until they are golden. Serves 4.

Shrimp Bordelaise

2 pounds large raw shrimp
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons finely chopped shallots
\[\frac{1}{2}\] cups red Burgundy
1 crushed clove garlic
1 bay leaf
6 mixed peppercorns, black and white
2 tablespoons salt butter
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 cup mixed sliced onion, carrot, celery, leek
2 teaspoons tomato paste
2 teaspoons meat glaze
3 teaspoons potato flour
2 cups strong chicken stock
2 teaspoons red currant jelly
4 marrow bones

truffle, finely chopped

Heat the olive oil a little in a small heavy pan, add the shallots and cook slowly for 1 to 2 minutes without browning, then pour on the Burgundy wine, add the garlic, bay leaf and peppercorns and simmer for 10 to 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, heat the butter and vegetable oil in another small heavy pan, add the mixed vegetables and cook slowly until golden brown. Blend in, off the fire, the tomato paste, meat glaze and potato flour. Mix in the chicken stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Add the red currant jelly, narrow bones and heavy wine mixture. Simmer until all is reduced to a thick rich brown sauce. Strain the sauce. Add to it the truffle and the shrimp, shelled and deveined. Extract marrow from bones and add. Simmer gently until the shrimps turn pink. Serve with a rice pilaf. Serves 4.
Quenelles de Brochet

1½ pounds pike, boned, skinned and put through a fine meat chopper
4 ounces sweet butter
¾ cup plain flour
4 eggs
1 cup milk
Salt, cayenne pepper
4 ounces finely ground beef kidney suet

Sauce
Melt the butter in a small heavy pan, stir in, off the fire, the flour, 2 whole eggs, the milk, ½ teaspoon salt and a pinch of cayenne. Stir over the fire until it thickens and comes away from the sides of the pan like cream puff dough. Spread the mixture (called a panade) on a platter and let it get quite cold. Mix together the ground suet and panade, then mix in 2 large (or 3 small) eggs. Rub the mixture through a fine strainer and chill a little. Combine with panade.

Form teaspooms of the mixture into cork shapes on a lightly floured board (see illustration for technique). Have ready a large pan of hot salted water which has come to the boil and then been reduced to a simmer. Carefully lower the quenelles into the water and poach without boiling until they are firm to the touch, about 15 minutes. When set, arrange in a hot flat serving dish and pour over the quenelles the following sauce:

Take a teaspoon of the quenelle mixture, quickly roll around to form a ball. Drop onto a lightly floured board and roll back and forth into a long cork shape. With palm of the hand, gently roll back and forth into a long cork shape. Avoid fingermarks or breaking.

How to make quenelles de brochet

Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a pan and stir in, off the fire, 3 tablespoons flour. Season with salt and cayenne pepper and mix in 1 cup fish stock (you can make this with the skin and bone of the pike. Bring to a boil with ½ cup dry white wine and ¾ cup water, skin off scum, add ½ cup sliced onion, carrot, celery, 1 bay leaf, a few peppercorns and a little salt. Simmer ½ hour and strain). Stir sauce over the fire until it thickens and then add ½ cup light cream. Stir until sauce comes to a boil and add, bit by bit, 2 teaspoons sweet butter. Mix 2 egg yolks with 2 tablespoons dry sherry and 1 tablespoon cream, pour over the hot sauce on the mixture, and pour this over the quenelles. Sprinkle the top with melted butter and brown under a very hot broiler. Serves 6.

Brandade de Morue

2 pounds good quality salt cod (soaked in water for 24 hours)
3 ounces sweet butter
¾ cup good quality French olive oil
¼ cup finely chopped fresh parsley
2 teaspoons finely chopped garlic
Light cream

Put butter, oil, parsley and garlic in a flame-proof casserole and stir over a very slow fire until the butter dissolves. Put cod in a pan, cover with water and bring to a boil. Remove, drain well and flake into small pieces. Add to casserole and stir constantly over a slow fire for a long time, adding slowly a little extra butter, oil and light cream as the mixture thickens. (It is impossible to specify exact amounts to be added as this is determined by the heat, consistency of the cod, etc). The cod should be reduced to a light creamy consistency. Serve in a buttered au gratin dish with chopped parsley on top. Serves 4.

Mousseline de Saumon à la Chantilly

¾ pound salmon
1 onion, 1 carrot, 1 bay leaf
¼ cup dry white wine
1 cup sweet butter
3 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
Salt, pepper
2 tablespoons sherry
2 tablespoons cream
1 cup fish aspic
A few sprigs parsley
1 tomato

Put the salmon, onion, carrot and bay leaf in a pan with the white wine and a little water. Bring slowly to a boil. Simmer for 15 to 20 minutes. Cool in stock. Skin and bone salmon. Melt 3 tablespoons butter in a pan and stir in the flour, off the fire. Stir until smooth, add the milk, season with salt and pepper and stir over the fire until the mixture boils. Pour onto a plate to cool.

Pour the salmon in a mortar with ¾ cup butter and the cooled sauce. When well pounded, add the sherry, cream and a little more seasoning. Fill a soufflé dish almost to the top with the mixture, smooth over and put in a cool place.

To garnish, melt a little fish aspic (see directions under Filet de Sole Eventail) in a pan and stir over ice until on the point of setting. Put a thin coat of the still-liquid aspic on top of the salmon mousse, dip a few sprigs of parsley into the aspic and arrange these at even intervals on top of the aspic. Peel the tomato, cut the skin into small flowerpetal shapes, dip these in aspic and put one at the bottom of each parsley sprig. Put in a cool place, then fill the dish to the rim with more aspic on the point of setting. Chill in the refrigerator until set. Serves 6. (This mousse can be made with ham, chicken or veal in place of the salmon, and coated with chicken aspic.)

Harengs Calaisienss (stuffed herrings)

4 fresh herrings
2 finely chopped hard-cooked eggs
2 finely chopped cloves garlic
2 finely chopped shallots
1 tablespoon chopped mixed fresh parsley, thyme, tarragon
Salt, black pepper
2 slices white bread, soaked in ¼ cup water
½ cup strong chicken stock
1 or 2 peppercorns
1 bay leaf
6 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon tomato paste
4 ripe tomatoes
1 small onion, very thinly sliced
1 tablespoon flour
1 tablespoon Tabasco sauce
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1 lemon, thinly sliced
¼ cup finely chopped parsley
Paprika

Remove herring heads, slit them down the back with a sharp knife and remove the bone and guts. Wash in lemon juice and water and dry well. Open out for stuffing. Mix in a bowl the eggs, the herring roe, finely chopped, the chopped garlic, shallots, herbs, and season with salt and pepper. Squeeze the soaked bread until dry, mash with a fork until smooth and mix into the ingredients in the bowl. Mix well and carefully fill the herrings with this stuffing. Fold them over and press down so the stuffing will not come out. Make a few shallow slits on the top of the skin with a very sharp knife and place herrings in an oven-proof dish. Melt a little butter in a pan with salt and freshly cracked pepper and a few drops of lemon juice and pour this over the herrings with ¼ cup of the stock, peppercorns and bay leaf. Bake them in a 350° oven for 25 minutes.

Meanwhile, melt 2 tablespoons butter in a pan, add the tomato paste and the tomatoes, cut in pieces, a little salt and a little minced garlic. Cook briskly for 2 minutes. Then add the remaining stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Simmer gently for 10 minutes and turn and rub through a strainer. Return to the pan and add the thin slices of onion. Mix together the flour, the rest of the butter and the Tabasco and Worcestershire sauces. Add to the sauce and simmer 2 or 3 minutes. To serve, pour the sauce on the bottom of a serving dish and arrange the baked herrings on top. Arrange around the dish the thin slices of lemon, half of them covered with chopped parsley and the others with paprika. Serves 4.
Turbot Hollandaise

2½ pounds turbot steaks
1½ ounces salt butter, melted
Peppercorns, bay leaf
Salt, cayenne pepper
3/4 cup dry white wine
Hollandaise sauce
6 large croûtons of fried bread or 6 baked crescents puff pastry

Wash turbot in lemon juice and water and dry on a cloth. Put in a buttered baking dish with the melted butter, peppercorns, bay leaf, a little salt and the white wine. Cover with buttered waxed paper and poach for 25 minutes in a 300° oven.

Meanwhile make the Hollandaise sauce. Put in a small glass bowl 3 egg yolks, 2 tablespoons tarragon vinegar, 2 tablespoons heavy cream, a little salt and cayenne pepper. Stand the bowl in a pan of hot (not boiling) water over a slow fire and beat with a whisk until it begins to thicken. Add, bit by bit, 5 to 6 ounces sweet butter and, lastly, two drops of lemon juice. Stand in bowl in a pan of cool water until season with salt and cayenne, put on each fillet about 2 tablespoons tarragon vinegar and 3 ounces sweet butter. Substitute light cream for the heavy cream. Pour the combined sauces over the fish and glaze under a hot broiler.

Serves 4.

Truite Grenobloise

1 river trout
Salt, pepper
Salt butter
Flour
3/2 teaspoon finely chopped garlic
2 tablespoons finely chopped shallot
1 small cucumber, peeled, seeds removed, finely diced
3 firm tomatoes, blanched, skinned, seeded and shredded (reserve seeds)
2 limes, peeled, sectioned and diced
3 lemons, peeled, sectioned and diced
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley

Wash the trout in lemon juice and water, cut off the head and split down the back with a sharp knife, cutting down each side of the backbone. Remove bone and guts, wash trout in lemon juice and water and dry with a cloth. Season the inside of each fish with salt and pepper and put in a little butter. Reshape and dust with flour. Heat 1/2 ounces salt butter in a pan and brown the fish on one side. Remove and arrange on a hot flat serving dish. Add to the pan the chopped garlic and shallot, finely diced cucumber, the shredded tomatoes and the lime and lemon sections. Rub the tomato seeds through a strainer and add to the mixture. Season with salt and pepper, cover pan and cook slowly for 3 minutes. Carefully pour this mixture over the fish, surround with lemon slices and sprinkle with parsley.

Serves 4.

Filet de Sole Bonne Femme

4 fillets of sole (and bones)
1 cup sliced sautéed mushrooms
White wine sauce
Hollandaise sauce

Follow the directions for poaching fillets given in the recipe for Sole Marguery but instead of mussels stock, poach the fillets in 1/2 cup dry white wine and 1/4 cup water with a bay leaf and a few peppercorns. When poached, remove to a hot flat serving dish and pour over the white wine sauce (follow directions for white sauce given in recipe for Sole Marguery, but do not mix in the Hollandaise). Scatter over the sauce the sliced sautéed mushrooms and pour over the mushrooms the Hollandaise sauce (made according to directions in previous recipe) and glaze under a hot broiler. If the Hollandaise is made ahead of time, it may be held until needed by standing the bowl in a pan of warm (not hot) water and covering the bowl with aluminum foil.

Serves 4.

Filet de Sole Marguery

4 fillets of sole (and bones)
Salt, cayenne pepper
2 pounds large mussels
1 cup sliced onion, carrot, celery
Bay leaf, peppercorns
1/2 cup dry white wine
1 tablespoon water
6 firm white mushrooms
1/2 pound shrimp, boiled, shellled, deveined
2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley
3 tablespoons butter

Wash fillets in lemon juice and water and dry. Arrange on a greased baking dish, white side down (the side which was nearest the bone), season with salt and cayenne, put on each fillet a few dabs of butter and fold over lengthwise. Pour over them the stock from mussels which have been thoroughly cleaned and cooked as follows: Put mussels in a deep pan with salt, the sliced vegetables, bay leaf, peppercorns, white wine and water. Bring slowly to a boil and simmer three minutes, until mussels have opened (discard any which are still closed). Strain liquid and pour over the sole fillets. Cover sole with bones and poach for 15 minutes in a 550° oven. Remove fillets and arrange down a hot flat serving dish. Halve the mushrooms, slice them diagonally and sauce them quickly in 1 tablespoon hot salt butter and a little cayenne. Add the shrimp, the mussels, removed from their shells and bearded, and the parsley and scatter this mixture on top of the fillets. Melt in a pan the 3 tablespoons butter, stir in the flour, off the fire, season with salt and cayenne and strain on 1 cup of the stock in which the fillets were poached. Stir over the fire until it thickens and then add the light cream. Remove from heat and mix into this white wine sauce the Hollandaise sauce (follow directions in previous recipe for Turbot Hollandaise but use only 2 egg yolks, 2 tablespoons tarragon vinegar and 3 ounces sweet butter. Substitute light cream for the heavy cream). Pour the combined sauces over the fish and glaze under a hot broiler.

Serves 4.

Filet de Sole Ventail

(shown on cook book cover)

2 fillets of sole
1/2 pounds salmon, skinned and boned
5 egg whites
1/2 cups light cream
Salt, cayenne pepper
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
6 tablespoons water
3 rounded tablespoons flour
5 tablespoons plain gelatin
1/2 cups milk
1/4 cup heavy cream
1 truffle
5 cups strong fish (or chicken) stock
1 tablespoon tomato paste
1/4 cup dry sherry
6 Dublin Bay prawns (2 jars)
1 bunch watercress

Wash fillets in lemon juice and water and dry. Put salmon through a meat chopper, then put it in an electric mixer, add 2 egg whites and beat 4 to 5 minutes. Slowly add the light cream, beating all the time. Lastly, mix in 2 teaspoons salt and 1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper. Spread this sauce on the wrong side of the fillets (the side that came away from the skin), fold them over lengthwise and arrange them in a baking dish. Pour over the fillets a little lemon juice and water, season with a little salt and pepper, cover with waxed paper and poach 15 to 20 minutes in a 350° oven. Remove and chill in the dish. Place the cool stuffed fillets on a wire rack over a baking pan and carefully coat them with the following chaud-froid sauce:

Put the oil and water in a pan and heat a little. Mix the flour with 2 tablespoons gelatin, a little salt and pepper and mix this into the oil-water mixture, off the fire. Mix in the milk. Stir over the fire until the sauce comes to a boil, remove, stir in the heavy cream and stir over ice until the sauce is on the point of setting. When fillets are coated, put them to set in the refrigerator. Decorate with pieces of truffle cut into small decorative shapes.

Make a fish aspic by putting the stock, tomato paste, sherry, remaining gelatin in a pan, adding 3 stiffly beaten egg whites and beating over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Draw aside and let stand, without moving, for 15 minutes. Strain mixture through a cloth wrung out in cold water. Put half the aspic in the refrigerator to set and stir the remainder over ice until it is on the point of setting. Take fillets out of refrigerator, coat them with the almost-set aspic and chill again. To serve, arrange fillets on an oval flat serving dish in the shape of a fan. Chop the rest of the aspic and arrange it between fillets, garnish with the prawns and put a bunch of watercress at each end of the dish.

Serves 8.
NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS

continued from page 8

Bubble, it's handblown, handout, another Takashimaya exclusive.

Some ironstone and ovenware I saw the other day already has me rearranging my cupboard shelves to make more space. Both sets are Raynor imports.

The ironstone is, as you'd expect, white, and offers a large variety of serving bowls and storage jars, plus plates, cups and saucers in handsome modern shapes. The ovenware is brown and sturdy, with a high glaze reminiscent of early lustreware. Common to both sets are charming little red ceramic handles attached to dish and jar covers by means of a metal ring. The ceramic handles are toggle shaped, rather like the fastenings on those fleece-lined duffle coats youngsters wear these days.

One of the brown covered jars looks like an old-fashioned beanpot, and that's just what I'm going to use it for when I have the neighborhood children in for early supper. Two pots filled with oven-baked beans, plenty of frankfurters (is there a child who doesn't like them?), Boston brown bread, and nobody—not even my haskethall-playing nephew—should go home hungry.

CONTEMPORARY IRONSTONE

Mary Cutler is a woman I can admire but never emulate. Her guest towels are always monogrammed in colors that go with her bathroom wallpaper, her closet hangers are covered to match the shelf molding, her scarves add just the right note to her costume, her—well, it's just too depressing to go on. But the last time Don and I were there for dinner I thought she had gone a bit too far. Is it worth the expense, after all, to have match boxes specially made up to match place mats? True, the mats were certainly handsome.

They were of a lineny-weave fabric, but stiffer than linen, white with a gold geometric stripe down each side. The gold motif was repeated on the napkin, and when coffee was served I noticed that the match boxes at each place had a similar motif embossed on gold.

COMPANIONATE MOTIFS

The effect, Mary told me later, was achieved not so much by forethought as by luck. She bought the mats for practical reasons—the handsome woven fabric is rayon and the stiffness that makes them lie so neatly on the table doesn't wash out; it's a coating that improves their washability. The match boxes? Well, her sister found them at Lord & Taylor in New York, sent her a box, and it was just happy coincidence that the Greek key design was a perfect mate to the geometric stripe on the mats.

I'm going to order some of the matches even though I have no Greek-key table linen. They are attractive, unobtrusive and will look very nice on my individual white china ash trays.

Continued on page 119
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Dishes wash bright...

as the pennies you save

New formula ELECTRASOL

20% more detergent in every package
Costs less than any other detergent on the shelf
Stops spotting on glasses, dishes, silver

You're the winner all the way when you choose to use New Formula Electrasol!

It saves you money... saves you work, actually helps your dishwasher do a better job for you because its exclusive formula washes so clean, rinse water slips off in sheets!

Here's the way to obtain the results you've always wanted... and isn't it great to know it's so economical, too!

America's most economical dishwasher detergent

Another famous product of Economics Laboratory, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

Buy Easter Seals

MARCH, 1959
what's cooking for tonight?

Remember Lobster Supreme, with sherry? You saw the recipe in House & Garden's Cordial Cook Book. If you need it tonight, or any night, you'll find it quickly and easily if you have H&G's Cook Book binder. It's a sturdy cover of Cerulean Blue and white lettering, with a pinch-back, designed to hold all the Cook Book sections that appear in the magazine each month. Order yours now by sending $1.50 with the coupon below. If you wish copies of the preceding Cook Book these may be ordered at 10¢ per copy.

"If you've already filled your first H&G Cook Book binder, it's time for Volume Two."
Your St. Charles kitchen, as different as a John Frederics Original

Imagine having your own one-of-a-kind kitchen built entirely around your personality... created with all the care and skill a master designer would apply to an original hat or gown.

With every possible choice of conveniences, full freedom in color selection, and every magical appliance you could dream of placed to meet your ideas and individual needs.

All this should be yours. Remember, your family and close friends see you most often in your kitchen—and your custom-built kitchen by St. Charles will keep you always at your best.

See and learn more about these wonders at your St. Charles dealer's showroom.

St. Charles Custom Kitchens

Send for this fabulous new kitchen book!

Display Centers: Merchandise Mart, Chicago • 101 Park Avenue, New York City • 8660 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles and at more than 200 St. Charles dealers... see your Yellow Pages.
Sidings of Alcoa Aluminum is certainly no spoil-sport where fun is concerned. It requires no upkeep other than occasional washing to make it sparkle like new. Baked-on colors give a lasting freshness. You don’t even have to own a paint brush . . . and think of the money you’ll save! Alcoa has a word for the lighter, brighter living that aluminum siding can bring you. It’s Care-free! Look for the Alcoa Aluminum Care-free tag when you build or remodel your home.

SIDING OF ALCOA ALUMINUM —it’s Care-free!

BY JAMES A. BEARD

Most of us are acquainted with the great wines of France. We know them all, at least by name, and they are standard stock for the well furnished cellar and for all good restaurants. But it is the small wine of the country, the very special wine of an individual district, that is the little gem which may make a lasting impression on palate and mind. Such wines are sometimes invigorating, sometimes gay and delightful, and some have no equal as young, fresh accompaniments to certain dishes.

Now, thanks to the great restaurants and some of the little ones along the traveler’s route—as well as to some of the bistro and great restaurants in Paris—we have these wines at our command. In our own country, too—since the fallacy of “this wine will not travel” has been exploded—we find many of these delightful and delicious wines in the shops in the larger cities. We can perpetuate at home our joys in tasting some of these little-known pleasures.

From the Loire Valley

As an example, a wine called Muscadet, which we wrote about a year ago when we discussed the valley of the Loire, has become increasingly popular in this country, though before World War II it was completely unknown. It is delicate; it is youthful. It has vivacity and charm, as well as a fruity flavor which makes it a most delightful wine. Try it with seafood or as an aperitif with that delightful combination of oysters on the half shell and pork sausages, so popular in Brittany and Charente.

There are other two wines from the Loire valley that are little known to the average wine bibber. One is Chinon, the favorite of Rabelais. If you should be in Paris and have not done so before, visit the restaurant Mouton de Panurge, with its Rabelaisian waiters, its off-beat food presentation and fine Chinon. You will have an evening to be well remembered.

The second is Bourgueil, which is delightfully fruity and fragrant, made from the same grape, the Cabernet Franc, used in Bordeaux wines. This wine from St. Nicholas de Bourgueil, however, never has the depth or finesse of the great Bordeaux. The Hôtel Grand Monarque in Chartres, where one dines exceedingly well, features both the Bourgueil and Chinon. Try either one of them with the quail of the countryside or with the Poulation Grand Monarque, which is an excitingly good dish prepared with morilles.

Delicately finds

Farther down the Loire, in the region which produces the great favorite, Pouilly Fumé, one finds Quincy, made from the Sauvignon Blanc grape. If you enjoy a light, pleasantly dry wine with body and personality, you will find Quincy completely captivating. It is now imported into this country, and already has established itself as a popular, inexpensive good wine, just as it has in Europe.

Two other wines from that particular district, which come from the Pinot Chardonnay grape, are the Solutré and the Pouilly-Vinzelles. The Solutré is sometimes called Solutré-Pouilly. These, like Pouilly Fumé, are dry, light and delicious with a lovely perfume. Both are available here in limited amounts.

From south of the Bordeaux district, near Bergerac—famous for Cyrano—there is a wine of rather sweet nature, generally considered a great dessert wine—Monbazillac. It is certainly a wine for the end of the meal or with fruit or petits fours in the evening.

Near Sete on the Mediterranean, from whence come some of the finest dry vermouths in France, you will find one of the justly famous sweet wines, the Muscat du Frontignan. As its name suggests, it is rich with the Muscat grape, therefore its sweetness is enhanced by the inimitable spiciness of that fruit. Muscat de Frontignan has been heralded and praised for centuries. In fact, there are those who claim that it was the English who were responsible for teaching people to drink wines other than the great sweet ones. Paul Géraldy continues in that vein in this short poem in praise of Muscat du Frontignan:

FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET describes 16 products of Alcoa Aluminum to make your home Care-free.
Write Alcoa, 1880-C Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Nos pères en buvant, naguère  
Un vin de soleil enchanté  
Léger, doré, sucré, fruité,  
Risolent de tend dans leur verre  
Toute la France et tout l'été.  
Aujourd'hui des Messieurs austères  
Boivent des vins secs en grognotant  
C'est un goût qui vient d'Angleterre . . .  
Le vin qui réchauffait Voltaire,  
C'est le Muscat de Frontignan

In the valley of the Drome, there is a very well known wine which goes back to Roman times, called Clairette de Die. It is a fruity wine made with Clairette and Muscat grapes and it has a spicy, rather heavy, quality to it that does not particularly appeal to my palate, but is, I would say, worth your tasting and having among your wine memories.

We have often mentioned the wine known as Chateau Grillet from the Rhone valley—a white wine of great interest and character. The Cote Rotie and the Hermitage Rouge, while they cannot be said to be as little known as the Chateau Grillet, should be included in any wine adventure. They are always good and sometimes exceedingly great. Recently, one of my classes tasted an Hermitage Rouge, 1953, with a duck. It was the first time for many of the students and the enthusiasm and discussion on this particular wine were most interesting and exciting. Hermitage Rouge is full, rich and round. Knowing this wine is a must for any wine lover. The white Hermitage, too, is unusually rare, sometimes almost bone dry. One example is the fascinating rose of Chante Alouette (Song of the Lark) which is well known for its luscious flavor and its unusual keeping quality as a white wine.

In the adjacent and mountainous section of the Jura, one finds a wine which to me is more interesting for its background and story than for its taste. Chateau Chalon, the most highly prized wine of the Jura and a straw yellow in color, is made from Savignan grapes and aged for six years in barrels that are never refilled. This treatment results in the formation of a film of yeast comparable to the flor which forms in the wines of Jerez in Spain. Chateau Chalon has a strongly characteristic taste, rather reminiscent of some of the light sherries. It is bottled in a distinctly squat container and is known to be a wine that will live to great age, probably because of its treatment during the fermentation. Certainly this is a wine to try and savor for its flavor, its history and its story.

There is a luscious rosé from the Arbois, one of the finest in all France. It has a distinctive character of its own, totally different from Tavel or the light rosés of the Cassis district.

Two wines that come from the mountainous districts of the Savoie are the Seyssel and Seyssel Mousseux. The Seyssel Mousseux is bottled and sent to the United States and labeled Blanc de Blanc. It is a private-labeled wine, exclusive with two or three of the great wine and spirit houses and is the most exquisitely light sparkling wine other than Champagne.

I have often mentioned the gay light rosés of Provence and the Riviera. There are also several most palatable and pleasant light white wines from that district. A white wine from Cassis in long, Moselle-type bottles has been available in this country for many years. It was almost a daily potable for me during part of the war years when I was in Marseilles. At that time I developed a real affection for the wine and ever since then have drunk it with a pleasant nostalgia.

Two startling and exciting wines from the Côte de Nuits have just made their appearance in New York and several other parts of the country. I am certain they will be much sought-after, as they become better known. One of these, the Rosé de Marsonney, is a new experience for rose drinkers. It has character and an assertion that few pink wines have ever achieved. The white wine, the Chardonnay de Marsonney, is newsworthy for several reasons: It comes from what is basically a red wine section and it has excitement, a full excellent nose and a robust quality which makes it a more than agreeable accompaniment to meat and poultry.

One of the most favored wines of Henry the Eighth, who was no mean gastronome, and a wine which was often drunk at the court of Louis XIV in Versailles, is a comparatively little-known red wine from the Champagne district called Bouzy. Fruity and palatable, it is one of a long list of wines worth your seeking out.

The wines I have mentioned are only just beginning to break into the wine-drinking programs of people who are building cellars. All are a challenge to the taster; and if you have a vinous curiosity, you will be pleasantly repaid by searching for them.

Among twenty Cordials by Cointreau, there's a flavor that can be the crowning touch to your dinner tonight. There are liqueurs, fruit-flavored brandies and specialties—Cointreau in quality, Cointreau in reputation. • Cointreau Liqueur, the crowning touch to a perfect dinner, 80 Proof. Produced and bottled by Cointreau Ltd., Pennington, N. J.
Authentic reproductions of a graceful Early American idea of featuring twin beds with the bonnet canopies, shown curtained and draped to please the most sophisticated feminine taste. Catalog on request.

**ADD A ROOM with Beautiful Fleetlite Double Windows**

Whether you're planning a popular family room or an extra bedroom for your growing family, insist on all the beauty, comfort and convenience that only good windows can provide. Quality Fleetlite aluminum windows combine the comfort of double glazing, complete weatherstripping and "blanket of air" insulation with the convenience of self-storing storm windows and screens that require no painting, putty or seasonal changing. With Fleetlite double windows, an extra room is an investment that will increase the value of your home and pay dividends in better living. Let us give you information as well on Fleetlite "hurricane-tested" Sliding Glass Doors and new Sliding Mirror Doors.

Write for catalogs, giving your name and address:

- DOUBLE WINDOWS
- SLIDING GLASS DOORS
- SLIDING MIRROR DOORS

**SPRING COLOR, continued from page 55**

Fern greens, verdant and cool, are good mixers
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Fleet of America, Inc., Dept. HG-39
2015 Walden Avenue, Buffalo 25, N.Y.
Fruit golds drench a room with sunlight

8. “Ariel” Lattiswood blind, comes as draperies: cord & pulley or roller shades; 3’x6’ (cord & pulley) $18.15. Columbia Mills.

Opposite:
2. “Carol” cotton chintz. F. Schumacher.
18. Tropical linen. Scala­mandrè.

THE FINEST FOR YOUR KITCHEN

Opposite:
2. “Carol” cotton chintz. F. Schumacher. $2.95 yd.
3. Chemisford New Era cotton guaranteed against light fading. S. M. Hexter. $5.65 yd.
11. “Breathe” cotton and rayon upholstery material. Kravet Fabrics. $11.45 yd.
15. “Floriscope” rayon and cotton. Cohama. $5.95 yd.
18. “Ariel” Lattiswood blind, comes as draperies: cord & pulley or roller shades; 3’x6’ (cord & pulley) $18.15. Columbia Mills.
24. “Sudetex” cotton. Ben Rose. $3.75 yd.
### H&G Color Stores

You can buy all types of home fashions in House & Garden's "Fern, Flower & Fruit Colors" at the following stores... exclusive headquarters in their communities for H&G colors.

#### ARIZONA
- Tucson: Johnson's Furniture Co.

#### CALIFORNIA
- Bakersfield: McCart & Bultman
- Berkeley: Jackson
- Beverly Hills: J. W. Robinson
- Fresno: Turpino's
- Glendale: George Sweeney Furniture Co.
- Hayward: Jacksons
- Hollywood: Sunset Interiors
- Long Beach: Frank Bros.
- Los Angeles: J. W. Robinson
- Oakland: Jacksons
- Palm Springs: J. W. Robinson
- Pasadena: J. W. Robinson
- Sacramento: Bruner's
- San Francisco: Jacksons
- Vallejo: Jacksons
- Walnut Creek: Jacksons

#### COLORADO
- Denver: Bethune & Moore

#### CONNECTICUT
- Hartford: G. Fos & Co.
- New Britain: B. C. Porter Sons
- Stamford: Bloomingdale's

#### DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
- Washington: Woodward & Lothrop

#### FLORIDA
- Orlando: Barnes Draperies & Floor Covering
- Sarasota: Phill Hall
- Winter Haven: Jame Herman, Inc.

#### GEORGIA
- Atlanta: Davidson's
- Columbus: Davison-Paxon Co.
- Rome: Wyatt's Inc.
- Savannah: L. A. Savannah
- Valdosta: C. C. Varnedoe & Co.

#### IDAHO
- Boise: Monica's

#### ILLINOIS
- Danville: Sandusky Furniture Store
- Elgin: Nell's of Elgin
- Rockford: Larson's Furniture, Inc.
- Sterling: Dunbar Furniture Co.

#### INDIANA
- Evansville: Town and Country Interiors
- Fort Wayne: Adams & Walden Furniture Co.
- Frankfurt: McKown's
- Liberty: W. A. Fosdick & Son
- Muncie: C. Cree Gable, Inc.

#### IOWA
- Cedar Rapids: Smulekoff's
- Sioux City: Youngers

#### KANSAS
- Dodge City: Eckies Dept. Store, Inc.
- Hutchinson: Wiley's
- Topeka: C. A. Karlan Furniture Co.

#### KENTUCKY
- Owensburg: S. W. Anderson Co.
- Alexandria: Hemenway's
- Lake Charles: Hemenway's
- New Orleans: Hemenway's
- Shreveport: Hemenway's

#### LOUISIANA
- Baton Rouge: Hemenway's

#### MAINE
- Portland: Lancaster Furniture Co.

#### MASSACHUSETTS
- Boston: John H. Pray & Sons Co.
- New Bedford: Alpert's of New Bedford
- Worcester: Sawyer's

#### MICHIGAN
- Kalamazoo: Stewart-Clarke Furniture Co.
- Lansing: Bretz Drapery Shop
- Midland: Whaley Interiors
- Petoskey: Petoskey Housefurnishing Co.

#### MISSISSIPPI
- Hattiesburg: Pioneer Furniture

#### MISSOURI
- Marshall: Missouri Valley Stores
- Jefferson City: Stix, Baer & Fuller
- Richmond Heights: S. B. F. Westroads

#### NEBRASKA
- Chadron: Midwest Furniture Co.
- Grand Island: Wolfbach's

#### NEW HAMPSHIRE
- Keene: Bowler, Jones & Page Inc.

#### NEW JERSEY
- Jersey City: Zimmerman's Interior Decorators
- Summit: Zeigler's Furniture Shops

#### NEW MEXICO

#### NEW YORK
- Brooklyn: Abraham & Straus
- Hempstead: Abraham & Straus
- Jamestown: Jamestown Sample Furniture
- New York: Bloomingdale's

#### OHIO
- Bath: Gehr Andrew Co.
- Bucyrus: Lamb's Inc.
- Chillicothe: Ebenhack and Son
- Dayton: Kiefer-Kimley Co.
- Fostoria: H. O. Ahlens Co.
- Lancaster: Buchanan's
- Lima: Johnson's Furniture & Gift, Inc.

#### OKLAHOMA
- Norman: Landlaw Furniture Co.

#### OREGON
- Salem: Henry Meyer Furniture & Interiors

#### PENNSYLVANIA
- Allentown: Schoen Furniture Inc.
- Harrisburg: Bowman's Dept. Store Inc.
- Kline Village: Bowman's East
- Leomin (West Shore Plaza): Bowman's West
- Philadelphia: Gimbel's
- Pittsburgh: Gimbels
- Reading: L. Hummel's Sons
- Wilkes-Barre: Fowler, Dick & Walker

#### SOUTH CAROLINA
- Charleston: Condon's
- Greenville: Meyers-Arco Ltd.

#### SOUTH DAKOTA
- Aberdeen: Olwin Angell Store
- Mitchell: Johnson's Inc.

#### TENNESSEE
- Bristol: Heaves & Reynolds
- Knoxville: Miller's Inc.

#### TEXAS
- Abilene: Ernest Grimson's
- Dallas: Tichle-Gotthelf
- Houston: Sunland Furniture Co.

#### UTAH
- Provo: Dixon Taylor Russell

#### VERMONT
- Barre: Hooker's Wayside Furniture

#### VIRGINIA
- Charlotteville: Margaret Miller Inc.
- Norfolk: Willis Furniture Co.

#### WISCONSIN
- Eau Claire: Wm. Samuelson Dry Goods
- Milwaukee: Kuntzmann-Essig
- Racine: Porter Furniture Co.

#### WASHINGTON
- Seattle: Rahr's Inc.

#### WOODSTOCK
- London: Simpsons London Ltd.
- Regina: The Robert Simpson Regina Ltd.
- Toronto: The Robert Simpson Co. Ltd.

**WINE CELLAR**

continued from page 92

good for any natural wine. Fortified wines (those with an alcohol content of 14 per cent or more, like sherries) are more robust and may stand upright on a shelf like spirits. But you can store more bottles in less space if you lay them all on their sides.

One of the simplest ways to store wine in limited space is in an upended whiskey case or, better still, in a Spanish sherry case with wooden dividers. You will also find a variety of ready-made wire or wood racks available in various sizes, as well as honeycomb racks of galvanized metal to stack side by side in an expandible storage arrangement. If you have the space and the inclination, it's not hard to build a permanent storage rack. The simplest is made by using two 1" by 4" boards for crosspieces—jigsawing one with scallops for the bottle necks to rest in, the other with slightly deeper scallops for the pants.

The measure of a truly satisfactory wine stock is variety. But again there is no need to invest in a vast stock in order to achieve a good balance. Many wine shops are glad to sell mixed cases, or if your family is not large, you can insure variety by acquiring part of your stock in half-bottles.

Wine with as much advantage as it is possible to do it is in the spring. Wine is generally bottled in the late spring or early summer and arrives at the wine merchants' in early fall. So come spring again, most shops have an inventory clearance. If you'd like to buy more than you have room for at home, your local wine shop may be willing to serve as an auxiliary wine cellar. All wine shops are equipped to store large quantities under ideal conditions, and many of them will accommodate a customer's stock without charge for at least a year.

Few people today feel the need of storing vieux de garde—wines that will not mature for four or five years to come. For one thing, since our cooking tends to be simple, we are more apt to want the simple, hearty, young wines. (They are carefully filtered so sediment is no problem.) The rosés, southern Burgundies and regional wines are all delightful when they are young. The great wines of Burgundy, Bordeaux and the Rhine, however, do require time in the barrel and time in the bottle to reach full maturity. But if you want to buy them when they are new, the more practical course, again, is to let the wine shop store them for you.

HOUSE & GARDEN
**SHOPPING INFORMATION**

All prices approximate. Include Federal tax.

**Cover**
Sunflower cotton twill, 36" wide, 36" repeat; $3.75 yd. Made by Howard & Schaffer.

"Cantaloupe" orange cotton, 36" wide, $1.19 yd. Made by Fuller Fabrics.

"Lemon Ice" drapery cotton, 54" wide, $1.29 yd. Made by Indian Head Mills.

Love seat: pecan frame and stretchers, foam rubber reversible seat and back cushions; coil spring seat; 67" x 32" x 30"; $496. Commode: pecan frame, marble top, gold-washed alloy hardware; 34" x 11", 31" high; $310. Bench: exposed pecan frame, removable upholstered unit; 28" x 28" x 18" high; in customer's fabric, $108. At Vanleigh Furniture Co., through decorators.

Coffee table designed by Elizabeth Constantine and Lewis Krevolin; oiled cherry base, clay inlay in natural earth colors; 48" x 24", 12" high; $225. At America House, 32 E. 52nd St., New York.

Rug, "Cantaloupe," designed by Bittan Valberg; Acrilan, 6 x 8', at F. Schumacher, through decorators.

Venetian lamp, $180 the pair; beaded flower arrangement, $95, footed bowl, $25; clock, $121; leaf plate, $2.50; onyx cigarette box, $65; onyx lighter, $15; French porcelain birds, in pairs, $29.50, $12.50, $49.50, $82.50, $104.50. At Bonwit Teller, 721 Fifth Ave., New York.

Brackets, Italian pottery, 6½" wide, 8½" high; $17 the pair. At R. H. Stearns, 140 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Silk pillows, from a hand-made collection at Karl Mann, 16 E. 55th St., N. Y.

**Spring color Page 54:**
Printed linen, "Sara," made to order in any color, $10.50 yd. Made by Eagle- sham Prints; through decorators.

Haitian rug, 4 x 6', $45. At Bloomingdale's, 743 Lexington Ave., New York.


Faience head, two-faced; $262.50. At Frederick Victoria, 154 E. 55th St., New York.

**Page 57:**
Desk, Italian Directoire, walnut finish, 54" x 24", $245; captain's chair, walnut finish, 26½" x 23", in muslin, $101.50; both from Contessa Collection. Lamp table, walnut finish, 30" diam., 21" high, $197. All by Mount Airy Furniture Co. Love seat, walnut finish, cane inserts, 54" x 33", in muslin, $140; club chair, mahogany legs, 26" x 33", in muslin, $211.50; both by Erwin-Lambeth. At John Stuart, through decorators.

Club chair slipcover and curtains: "Concerto" cotton satin, 36" wide, 17½" repeat; $2.60 yd. On love seat, Everglaze chintz, 36" wide, $1.50 yd. Both Everglaze tested crease resistant. On captain's chair: cushion covered in black wool felt, 72" wide, $6 yd. Made by Continental Felt Co.


Cushion on love seat, 15" square, Durcon filled, silk cover; $7.55. Made by Bloomcraft.

Bench, "Faux Bois," a French artificial wood finish on wood; cane seat, brass feet; 22½" x 16", 17½" high; $195. On lamp table: plate, $25; box, $30; both English papier maché. At Doris Dossauer, through decorators.

Blackamoors, hand-decorated Italian ceramic, $375 the pair; tea set, 23 pieces (8 shown), $95 the set; tray, French tile, $9.50. Lamp, ceramic base from Holland, $185, silk shantung shade, $24. Painting, Venetian panel (one of a pair), $480 the pair. Desk lamp, French tole, $39.50. Desk set, three pieces in natural pigskin (memopad shown), $150 the set. At Bonwit Teller, 721 Fifth Ave., New York.


Potted podocarpus, $150. From A. Denis, 101 W. 28th St., New York.

**Page 58:**
Sofa, fruitwood legs, foam rubber and down cushions; 90" x 33", 31" high. In muslin, $85; Chair, foam rubber back, foam rubber and down seat cushion; 31" x 33", 29½" high. In muslin, $405. Table, walnut with brass gallery; left or right drawer; 42" x 24", 24" high, $345. Table, cherry with ebony inlay, 32" diam., $300. Made by Charak.

Fabric on sofa: "Decorator's Spotshed" treated velvet; 54" cotton, $11.40 yd. Made by J. H. Thorp; through decorators.

Fabric on chair: hand-woven Siamese silk, 40" wide; $20.25 yd. Made by Thaiobok Fabrics; through decorators.


Red box, papier maché, $60; plate, $21; French tile cachepots, $97.50 the pair. Louvered screen, walnut, 8' high, $750.

Our whole family smiles more now... Chrysler Air Conditioning is in!

"It only took the men a couple of hours to hook Chrysler Air Conditioning to our furnace. And pardner! You should feel the difference. We'll have Montana Spring—all year long."

"I may not look it, but I'm really smiling...now the Airtemp's in. It's got a special Climate-Minder Control that keeps me always comfortable—automatically. Turns on air conditioning when it gets too warm. Turns up the heat if it gets too cool."

"We're happier with Chrysler—saved almost half the cost by using our present furnace. Healthier, too. The exclusive Chrysler electrostatic filter purifies the air we breathe. Traps up to 20 times more dust and dirt. Kills germs electronically, And rides our home of smoke, odors and other fumes."
IN THE MARKET
FOR CARPET?
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
has the one
acrylic carpet fiber—
EASTMAN VEREL
that meets the high
quality standards of
Sears carpet tests
Before you buy... take a long, long
look at Sears Harmony House car-
pet of Eastman Verel—the only
acrylic fiber that met every exacting
test Sears laboratories could devise.

Sears Harmony House carpet of Eastman Verel looks and feels the
way a luxury carpet should... firm,... yet pleasing to the touch... lush...
springy.

Marvelously resilient and
durable, too... Verel shrugs off family
footsteps... is easy to care for...
mothproof for life... immune to
carpet beetles... allergy-free.

In fact, Sears has picked Verel
for two exciting Harmony House
carpets.

“RADIANCE”—A Sears First
100% Verel loop pile in 7
Harmony House tweeds and
solid colors of sparkling clar-
ity... high-style sub effect.
$8.95 sq. yd.

“CARAVAN”—an exclusive
Sears “Dura-Blend” quality of
30% Verel, 20% nylon ...
hi-cut plush pile... 4 coordi-
nated Harmony House solid
colors, $11.95 sq. yd.

See “Radiance” and “Caravan” at
Sears Retail Stores, Catalog Sales Of-
cices... or order from your Sears Spring
Catalog, Call Sears for samples to be shown
in your home without obligation.
Sears guarantees satisfaction or your
money back. Budget your purchase if
you wish on Sears Easy Payment Plan.

FREE SAMPLE—
Mail this coupon to: Personal
Service Dept., Sears Roebuck
and Co., 925 South Home Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE
STATE

Mail this sample request: "Radiance" or "Caravan." Verel is the trademark for Eastman modified acryl fiber. Only the fiber is made by Eastman, not the carpets described here.

Eastman MODIFIED ACRYLIC FIBER
CHEVEREL
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC.,
subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company,
260 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

SHOPPING INFORMATION
continued

At Doris Dessauw, 228 E. 51st St., New York.
Linen closet
Pages 60 to 63:

Flowery print, "Breath of Spring" towels, sheets, blankets, bedspreads; check, "Country Flair." Solid color towels and sheets, "Royal Velvet." Automatic blanket, "Crown Jewel";
"Duracale" sheets and pillow cases. Made by Fieldcrest.

"Stratapanel" storage system: six plastic
drawers, each 17.5" wide, 22.5" long, 6" deep and three slide panels.
$75 complete. Made by Robert A. Schless & Co., available through archi-

tects, building supply dealers, deco-

rators.

Interior lining: "Calico" Con-Tact
plastic, 18" wide, 49c yd. Made by Comark.

Brass hardware on doors, $4.90 each;
on pull-out shelves, 75c each. Paul As-

sociates, 208 E. 50th St., New York.

K-V Shelf Support Assembly: set of
four standards, 16 clips, $1.98. Made by

Guides for sliding shelves, 75c pair.
Made by Washington Steel Products.

Magnetic catches in molded nylon case,
natural or walnut brown finish, 59c each. Made by John Sterling Corp.

Needlepoin

Pages 84, 85:

Buccilla "Fleur de Lis" kit, 18" x 23", $13. Color combinations: black with
Larkspur, Tangerine or Canary,
worked patterns only: 18" x 23",
$2.98; 23" x 23", $3.98; 30" x 30",
$3.98.

"Snowflake" kit, 27" x 27", $18. Col-
ors: Tangerine, Green Olive or Mar-
gold. Worked patterns only: 20" x 20",
$1.98; 21" x 27", $2.98; 27" x 27",
$3.98.

"Sea Shell" kit, 18" x 23", $13. Color
combinations: black with Cerulean
Blue, Canary or Green Olive. Worked
patterns only: 18" x 23", $2.98; 23" x 23",
$3.98; 30" x 30", $5.98.

"Ruban Rose" kit, 20" x 20", $12. Col-
ors: Canary, Tangerine, Marigold,
three tones of Sandalwood, or tones of
Sky Blue. Worked patterns only: 20"
x 20", $2.98; 21" x 27", $3.98; 27" x 27",
$5.98.

Wrought iron bench; cushion 14" x 20"
x 1½"; in muslin, $23.50. Made by
Gallo Original Iron Works.

Ottoman: cushion 23" x 23" x 4"; in
muslin, $49.50. Made by Schoenbeck.

HOUSE & GARDEN

you'll save money—
and have lots of fun, too, because
HEATHKIT high fidelity equipment
is designed for your easy, quick
assembly—even without previous
experience!

write for free
catalog
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write for...
claret glasses, $2.75 each; Royal Crown Derby dinner plates, $32 each; teak tray, 17 1/2" diam., bowl insert, 5 1/2" diam., $14.05. At Black, Starr & Gorham, 594 Fifth Ave., New York.


Page 108:


2. Glazed earthenware dishes, 5 1/2" wide, $1.85. At La Cuisiniere, 133 E. 55th St., New York.


4. Copper fish boiler, 13" long, 5 1/2" wide, $29.95. Chrome lobster cracker. At La Cuisiniere, 133 E. 55th St., New York.

5. White shell, 6 1/2" wide, 95c; antique copper mold, tin lined, $25. At La Cuisiniere, 133 E. 55th St., N. Y.

6. Copper fish mold; one quart capacity. At La Cuisiniere, 133 E. 55th St., New York.

7. Fish scaler, stainless steel blade. At Bazar Frangais, 666 Sixth Ave., New York.

8. Kitchen shears, 7 1/2" long; nickel plated, $2.95; chrome or copper plated, $3.95; red, yellow, green, turquoise or pink handles. Made by Wiss.

9. Oyster opener, 7" long, $1.50; Sabatier boning knife, 6" stainless steel blade, $3.10. At La Cuisiniere, 133 E. 55th St., New York.

10. Fish platter, Strasbourg rose pattern; 24" long, 10" wide; $35. At Bonniers, 665 Madison Ave., New York.


12. Copper curved fish mold; one quart capacity, $7.50. At Bazar Francais, 666 Sixth Ave., New York.


WINE CELLAR

 Addresses of stores

Sherry wine & Spirits
679 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N. Y.

Alabaster Company
679 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

Bloomington Bros.
Lexington at 59th Street
New York 22, N. Y.

Lehmann Et Cetera Shop
769 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N. Y.

Basket Bazar
133 W. 3rd Street
New York 12, N. Y.

PAINT WALLS THE MODERN WAY...WITH SUPER KEM-TONE!

The bed with the withdrawing personality

We believe beds and bedrooms are to be seen, not hidden in a wall, and we devote ourselves to making them outstandingly beautiful.

No greater glory than the new "One Look" fashions for bedroom and bath which Fieldcrest has been pleased to assemble for you. In "Breath of Spring", for example, sheets, blankets — yes, even bedspreads — have all combined in a floral fantasy. Your bedroom becomes a perfect exhalation of the spring spirit, and even the bath accessories join in the fun to give both rooms "One Look".

Underlying the frivolity, of course, is the rigorous perfection that Fieldcrest has always demanded of itself in each of its products — the smooth strength of its sheets, the airy lightness of its blankets, and so on down the line.

So unless you are fanatic ally loyal to beds that conceal in the wall, won't you have a look at "Breath of Spring" — either in its separate components or as a total bedroom and bath decor.

The bed that folds back into a wall compartment was invented in 1909. Known the world over as the Murphy Bed, it served a useful purpose for one-room apartments, for slapstick comedy situations and for getting rid of relatives. Also for that small minority of people who prefer to sleep folded into the wall. While Fieldcrest has no objection to the Murphy Bed, and in fact makes sheets and blankets well suited thereto, we cannot claim any great enthusiasm for this bed with the withdrawing personality.

Two kinds of table settings

I especially love: the happy-accident kind, where new and old silver, plain and decorated china, Victorian and modern glassware all blend together in a pleasing jumble; and the disciplined kind, where new and old silver, Victorian and modern glassware all blend together in a pleasing jumble; and the disciplined kind, where new and old silver, Victorian and modern glassware all blend together in a pleasing jumble; and the disciplined kind, where new and old silver, Victorian and modern glassware all blend together in a pleasing jumble...
SPRING FLOWER SHOWS
and
Home and Garden Tours

Every year at this time those exciting heralds of spring, the flower shows, make their appearance across the country to inspire spring garden planners with bursting color and freshness. Greenhouses both amateur and professional have been working for months to prepare the handsome flowers, shrubs and trees that will transform armories and auditoriums from Boston to Oakland into a fairyland of beautiful gardens to stimulate the winter-weary eyes of millions of Americans. Here is a short listing of important shows which you should plan to attend, if you are anywhere near these cities at the time. This is by no means a complete listing, so watch your newspapers for announcement of other rewarding shows in localities near your home.

Feb. 21st-March 1st
Detroit Flower Show
Armory, West 8 Mile Road

Feb. 28th-March 8th
Cleveland Home and Flower Show
Public Auditorium

March 6th-March 12th
National Capital Flower and Garden Show
National Guard Armory, Washington, D.C.
Theme: “Nature on Parade”

March 7th-March 14th
42nd International Flower Show
New York City Coliseum
Theme: “A Garden Community”

March 9th-March 14th
The Philadelphia Flower Show
Commercial Museum

March 10th-Mar. 15th
New England Spring Flower Show
Horticultural Hall & Symphony Hall
Boston, Massachusetts

March 10th-Mar. 15th
Northwestern Ohio Garden & Flower Show
Toledo Civic Auditorium
Theme: “Gardens of the Roman Empire”

March 14th-Mar. 22nd
Chicago World Flower and Garden Show
International Amphitheatre

April 18th-April 26th
California Spring Garden and Home Show
Exposition Building, Oakland

Here are some forthcoming Home and Garden Tours with the addresses to which you can write for further information:

Feb. 28th-April 1st
The Natchez Pilgrimage
P.O. Box 21, Natchez, Mississippi
(30 antebellum houses)

March 4th-March 6th
March 11th-March 13th
March 14th
Colonial Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Va.
(Theme: “Old World Plants in New World Settings,” Special tours of gardens and homes not usually open to the public.)
Tour of Homes and Gardens
St. Simons—Sea Island
Box 435, St. Simons Island, Georgia
(18 places to visit in a seaside setting)
THE 3 STAGES OF FAMILY LIFE

continued from page 110

size of the average family also means that the budding and blossoming stages are over sooner than they used to be. Today the statistically average mother has her last child when she is 27, from which it follows that she is likely to be a grandmother before she is 50. At the same time, her average life span has been moved forward to 70 and more. The stage of independence now lasts a long time.

What should these middle-aged grandparents do? Where and how should they live? Should they sell their suburban home and return to smaller quarters in a city apartment? Members of the clergy and medical profession tell us that many grandparents who have done this have been coming to consult them in their restless unhappiness. Should they hold on to their big house so that the children and grandchildren have a home base to which (psychologically at least) they can always return? Both of us recall vividly how much this meant to us in the years after our own marriages, and one of us now observes his daughters, happily married—with households of their own, often returning to home base, to renew, Anteuslike, their inner strength.

Keeping the old house might well be the first choice of many of us, speaking sentimentally. It might indeed be pleasant if we were still living in a more simple and stable society in which the Old Homestead of song and story could be kept up after the children leave. But life has changed. The spacious setting that makes for gracious and happy living during the children’s growing up years becomes an unnecessary burden and expense when they have grown. Hence grandparents turn to smaller houses that maintain the essence of home but make fewer demands on their time and energy. This gives them a chance to develop new hobbies and interests which serve the double purpose of insuring their happiness and of making them independent of their married children with their children.

What is of paramount importance is the maintenance of a home base, one to which children and grandchildren can turn, sometimes in reality, perhaps even more often in their thoughts. So long as the new and more conveniently planned house has some room where they can come to stay, it will serve its basic purpose.

“What I appreciated most, after I married and left home,” a middle aged woman once said to us, “was that for years there has been a vacant room in my parents’ home, and I had a key to the front door of their house.” Her parents lived twelve hundred miles away.
FOR THE BLOSSOMING YEARS continued from page 77

Entrance is dignified but wastes none of small lot

Young friends take off from Romberger house. The community, on an island in Newport Bay, Cal., is an ideal spot for teen-age activities. Boating, swimming, tennis are right at hand all year round.

Entrance hall has dropped ceiling in contrast to 1½ story ceiling of living room. Young crowd goes straight to girls’ study, right, without traipsing through living room.

Authentic American Colors...
for Traditional or Modern

Cabot’s House & Trim Paints
COLORFUL, LONG-LASTING Choose from a range of dramatic deep tones to modern soft pastels, or your favorite early American shades. All non-fading and unusually durable because Cabot’s patented Collopaking process keeps the oil and pigment together to bind the film firmly in the wood.

- Porcelain finish... no brush marks
- Excellent hiding power... lasting gloss
- Tough, flexible, long wearing film

SEND FOR FREE! COLOR BROCHURE

PAUL A. STRAUB & CO., INC., 19 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.
Sprawling on the floor for a game of cards, Anne and Kathie Romberger’s friends find this a house where they can be themselves and have fun.

Living room is divided from dining area by a shoji screen that also serves useful purpose of concealing several speakers of sound system. Sound comes through shoji’s fabric panels.

Dining area also looks out on a court. Clerestory windows above built-in buffet bring in light at east end of house. Movie screen pulls down above buffet. Speakers for organ are concealed in this wall.

From living room you can look through entrance hall to front door, across patio at right to study. Rombergers say they can also keep an eye on activities in the study from their bedroom.

How to select a fashionable new piano

If you plan to buy a piano, this big, new fashion portfolio will help you select the style and finish best for your home.

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO THE
EVERETT PIANO COMPANY
SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.
Sterling by Celsa

Sterling silver and black Zytel candlestick $19, $38 the pair including Federal Tax. At fine stores everywhere, or write:
Celsa Corporation of America, 1 East 57th Street, New York 22.

FOR THE YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE continued from page 31

Garden areas are happily related to house

Green garden all year is achieved with evergreen ground covers of different shading and textures. View of this area through glass walls on south and east sides of house is delightful surprise because north and west sides, where you enter, are windowless.

Low brick wall which includes fireplace is line of demarcation between study, left, and living area. Extended outdoors as terrace border, it helps create illusion that room extends beyond windows. Both brick wall and stone floor are easy to care for.

Interior garden court is open to the study above as well as to the master bedroom. Two brick walls as high as the house give the court complete privacy from outside. It is paved with brick, makes a pleasant breakfast spot most of the year.

PREWAY speaks PRESTIGE

PREWAY is first and foremost a line of superbly efficient built-ins, the pioneer in the field... appliances that have an ageless, sculptured look in design, combined with the finest functionalism in performance. Of course PREWAY is somewhat more expensive—but quality always is! The builders of better homes from coast-to-coast know these facts, know PREWAY as the best, most complete line of built-ins they can install. Look for PREWAY in the houses that you see... and write for a full-color folder showing everything that PREWAY makes. It's yours for the asking.

PREWAY, Inc. 5359 Fourth Street, North, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
SINCE 1917 - Pioneer manufacturer of built-in appliances... refrigerator-freezer combinations, gas and electric ovens and surface units, ventilating range hoods, dishwasher.
As we turned into the bay where the ship docked we entered Man's realm of pyrotechnics. The shore was tinged with a thick haze of smoke in which yellow fires smoldered and huge red spheres of flame seemed to be suspended, making us feel we had inadvertently sailed into the mouth of Dante's Inferno. It turned out to be the refinery, the principal industry of Curacao, which employs more than a tenth of the island's population.

Even discounting its dramatic display, Man seems to have made the better show in Curacao. Since there is very little water, most of the island is a near-desert of cactus and divi-divi trees, and only a few gardens have large displays of either flowers or foliage. But the houses more than make up for it. Painted every color you can imagine, they are festooned with scrolls and traceries of painted wood and in many cases lopped with the steep tile roofs and baroque gables typical of Dutch architecture. A long-ago governor of Curacao, we were told, suffered from headaches, and when he complained to his doctor was advised they were caused by the sunlight reflecting from the white houses. He promptly issued an edict forbidding white houses. The story may be apocryphal but we didn't see any white buildings. Warm colors predominate—deep brick reds and pale pinks, yellows in all tints, and bright orange in the tiles. But here and there a deep green or pale blue cools them off a bit. Some buildings are one color in front, another on the side and still another in back. The effect is particularly striking in a town where the houses are squeezed against each other. In the afternoon, when we drove around the island we found the same colors on massive 18th century plantation houses like Brievengat and on the smallest huts, each with at least one imaginative touch of trimming.

Curacao is famous for its freeport shopping and the list of goods it imports is a long one. The bargains in perfume and liquor to be found at stores like the Yellow House, El Louvre or Penha are as good as they are well advertised. Fortunately, most of the shops are grouped in a few blocks near the harbor so that you can browse through all of them in part of a day. But bargain hunting is only part of the sport of shopping, so we concentrated our detective work on the less familiar imports or native crafts of Mediterranean souvenir interest. Much of the merchandise in Curacao turned out to be the same as that on the counters at home but we did find some antique faience and silver at Fanny's shop. We also found some very attractive baskets and straw mats at the

Continued on next page
IN THE CARIBBEAN continued

Home Industry Exchange.

The native market is fun for looking but there's not much to buy there except food. Fruit, vegetables and fish are brought into Willemstad by schooner from Venezuela and sold from the decks of the schooners as they tie up at the quai. Bit by bit the colorful display is carried off in fantastic arrangements on the heads of the shoppers. Unfortunately we can't report on how it was cooked or how it tasted, since our ship sailed before the dinner hour.

We reached Caracas, a long, thin city in a cigar-shaped valley, after a 45 minute drive through dark green mountains from La Guaira, its port, and here again we were greeted with color. The streets were a tangle of posters exhorting us to Vote Blue, Vote Green, Vote Yellow, Vote Red and on through the rainbow. This was not a color preference poll, we discovered, but a political election all of the parties in Venezuela identify themselves by hue. In a country that does even its electioneering by color we were not as startled as we might have been by our next vista: a forest of modern apartment houses painted in the brightest of clashing pinks and reds, blues and yellows. It was a low-cost housing development built by the Venezuelan government to replace the shacks (also gaily painted and decorated with Coca Cola signs and old license plates) perched on the sides of the hills where the poorest workers had been living. The colors gave these great blocks of apartments an élan not common in housing developments. But we were told that the occupants were finding it difficult to adjust to a tenth-story view of Caracas after a life firmly tied to the soil and their own goats, chickens and gardens. All of Caracas seemed caught up in a headlong rush into modernity. Everywhere we drove buildings were coming down or going up, and whole quarters looked so shiny new that we could almost believe they had been set down there overnight.

In both new and old buildings we found provocative ideas. Wide louvered doors and windows in old houses and openwork concrete walls in new skyscraper apartments screened the strong sunlight, without blocking the flow of air. Both gave decorative patterns to the surfaces of the buildings. The traditional Venezuelan house presents an opaque exterior to the street and turns inside to patios for light and air. In modern versions of this introspective plan we saw how attractive great glass

Continued on page 128
Guard your pots with a metal grid

A steel grid keeps hot kettles from sliding off the stoves on the Santa Paula during heavy weather. A similar device clamped to the back of a kitchen range would prevent an inquisitive child from showering himself with the contents of a hot saucepan.

Organize your seasonings according to use

Each cook in the galley of the Santa Paula has a large tray in which he keeps all the seasonings he likes to use. He carries it with him to the different work areas, stores it with those of the other cooks in a central cabinet. At home, a lot of last-minute fumbling with floury hands for a forgotten spice might be prevented by clearly labeled trays that keep together the condiments used for each kind of cooking—salad, pastry, meat, poultry, fish.

Send for the new 16-page full color book with detailed examples of the very best in new and remodeled kitchens. The book illustrates exciting color combinations and basic layouts for new and remodeled homes. You will find this exciting new book helpful as you plan your own new trend setting kitchen.

SEND TODAY for your copy of "How to Plan a Trend Setting Kitchen"
How Mrs. Arthur Murray dances thru personal correspondence niih

Mrs. Arthur Murray
How New York
The Spa is Privately operated by the State of New York.

Services Operated by The State of New York.

Keeping in touch could be a chore—on top of my weekly TV show and helping to run our Arthur Murray dance studios. But I've found a way. Brief Notes by White & Wyckoff. Simple decorated notes with a warmth that shows you care. And the "personal" size allows room for news and remembrances, without filling a giant page.

Trade blues for bloom!

Spring at The Gideon—"a refresher-course" in relaxed, carefree living taken against a background of pine-perfumed mountain air... velvety grounds... plush-comfort accommodations... and meals (special diets, too) prepared to the king's taste! All this plus the rejuvenating magic of the famed Saratoga Spa next door. For booklet or reservations, write, wire, or phone...

Myron H. Woolley, Mgr.
Privately operated at The Saratoga Spa, Saratoga Springs, New York

The Spa is Owned and its Heath Services Operated by The State of New York.

SWIMMING POOL BEAUTY
starts with Ramuc Enamel

South Stationery By
White & Wyckoff
Holyoke, Mass.

--America's No. 1 swimming pool paint, proved in over 72,000 pools--
--Goes on easily, leaves tile-like finish--
--Long-lasting, natural rubber-base paint--
--Won't powder, blister, flake--
--Fade-resistant--
--In many attractive pantel colors--
--Beautifulities and protects--

Inertol Co., Inc.
484 Freelinghuyzen Ave., Newark 12, N. J.

Ft. Worth, Dallas, New York, Chicago, Cleveland

Florida Minded?

A 4c stamp brings you all the facts!

Send for the CAPE CORAL Story
See for yourself why families from every state in the nation have bought homesites in Florida's new fast-growing waterfront city!

Yours for the absolutely FREE!

CAPE CORAL CHALLENGES COMPARISON!
CAPE CORAL INVITES INSPECTION!

CAPE CORAL, on Florida's beautiful Gulf Coast, is offered and sold on merit alone—for as little as $20 down and $20 per month!

MEMBERS OF:
Lee County and Fort Myers Chamber of Commerce
Dade County Chamber of Commerce
Florida State Chamber of Commerce

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY:
Gulf Guernsey Land & Title Co., Dept. W4
1771 N. Tamiami Trail, Fort Myers, Florida
Please mail my FREE copy of "The Cape Coral Story" in full color.

Name
Address
City Zone State

House & Garden

Continued

noted colored pennants flying from house tops and were told they indicated which party the owner was supporting in the elections. Politics robed in color again! At the farm we saw vegetation planted in concrete-walled beds of gravel, through which was pumped water carrying the necessary minerals for growth. It is hoped that "hydroponics," as this system is called, will enable Aruba to grow its own vegetables in spite of the water shortage. The water can be "recharged" and re-used and very little is lost through evaporation.

Our relaxation came in the evening when we dined at the Bali Indonesian restaurant, which is on a houseboat tied to a pier in the harbor. It has only half a dozen tables so while our dinner was being cooked we lounged in comfortable chairs on the deck, and watched the lights in the harbor. In about half an hour we were summoned to a table set for rijsttafel, the classic Indonesian dinner. At each place there was a printed sheet explaining the meaning of the name (rice table) and describing the eight categories of dishes that accompany the rice.

Out of the several hundred possibilities, I5 gave us ample opportunity to test the basic principle of rijsttafel: every mouthful should produce a new combination of flavors. It was such fun trying to identify the ingredients, the variety was so stimulating and the flavors so good that it seemed an ideal party meal. We carefully saved the Bali's description as a guide to reproducing it at home. It ended with coffee and brandy on the pier outside.

From the minute we landed in Jamaican pattern and color, handmade and natural, and competed for our attention. The blue, green and yellow houses there are covered with a lace of iron grillwork. Blue mountains and blue sky make a background for the brilliant green traycer of ferns and Flamboyant trees and the sea of basketwork textures in the markets is punctuated by the vivid primaries of the vendors' clothing. Even native woods display bold stripes. Plates of malioe, morsots and petteles of lignum vitae, bowls and trays of cedar, and table tops of gwanga are among the best buys in Jamaica.

We found well-designed wood articles in downtown Kingston both at Hill's Galleries and at the Victoria Crafts Market, which displays almost every kind of Jamaican handicraft. We liked especially the naturals made of coconut shells, the thick ceramic bowls in straw cases, the lacy rugs, the strings of red, orange, black, brown
and white beads that were sold as necklaces but could be made into bead curtains or screens, and, of course, the baskets. They came in every size and shape for every use, and the smartest were lined with bright-colored cotton prints. A seemingly endless variety of hats, handbags and place mats completed the array of straw-work.

The Victoria Crafts Market is specially organized to present indigenous products to the tourist, but there are also interesting things in the native markets of Kingston, like carved wooden spoons, decorative terra cotta pots and amusing penny banks in the shape of birds and fish. The Crossroads Market is a good one to visit, but if you do, it is wise to take a guide, and very unwise to take a camera, as any attempt to take photographs may cause a riot, and you'll find the color of the produce hard to remember.

In the country no one seems to mind picture-taking. We saw even more ornamental arrangements of fruit along the road from Kingston to Ocho Rios, which we carefully recorded as source material for table decorations. Bunches of oranges and grapefruit tied into tight columns with vines hung like lanterns from the roadside stands and every basket of bananas and melons was a decorative composition.

Food is served at the table with as much style as it is sold. Breakfast at the hotel began with a crystal bowl of ice heaped with wedges of papaya, melon and pineapple and garnished with slices of lime. Lunch ended with fruit salad as refreshing as it is sold. To make it, fillets of fish are sautéed in a white fish sauce; then marinated in a cooked sauce of oil, vinegar, spices, chopped onions and peppers; and served in a scooped out orange. The centerpiece on the luncheon buffet was a pyramid of pink lollipops, with as much style as it is sold.

We weren't in Jamaica long enough to taste all the seafood specialties but we did find one recipe to bring home, escabache de pescado. To make it, fillets of white fish are salted; then marinated in a cooked sauce of oil, vinegar, spices, chopped onions and peppers; and served cold with chopped red and green peppers. It is as refreshing as it is pretty.

The last of our Caribbean islands was Nassau. There the colors in the houses paled to ice cream tones: strawberry pinks, banana yellows and pale mint greens with white stucco icing. The darkly polished wood of the doors and shutters gives them character. Here was still another orchestration of color to remember and try. Nassau also provided us with some additions to our collection of patterns: wooden lattices with the basic crosswork interrupted by medallions, sunbursts and stars. We found more baskets to buy and a variety of useful boxes made of tortoise shell.

We made one more stop before we reached New York—Port Everglades, Florida. But this was home country so we finally took out time to sit in the sun and fill in the missing details in our notes. As soon as we've tried out the ideas we saw on this cruise, we're going back for more. —D.O.

COMING NEXT MONTH

How to make the most of the gift of LEISURE

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND MARCH 19TH

PIONEERS IN Dry-Wall

TO THE LADY OF THE HOUSE—Your eyes, your looks, your nerves and your health are important to your family. Friendly walls help safeguard all four; they can be built into your present home.

QUIET, FRIENDLY WALLS

and Floors and Ceilings

For a quiet, restful home—the answer is Dry-Wall—with Homasote Insulating-Building Panels (in sizes up to 8' x 14'). You get quiet rooms; sound is absorbed—not echoed back. Bathroom privacy is assured. The slam of a door is muted. You have top insulation against heat and cold, against moisture and air-infiltration. (Freedom from drafts cuts doctors' bills.) Your rooms start dry and stay dry; they are comfortable, healthy, free from mildew. Homasote's friendly linen surface absorbs the glare of light; the walls and ceilings are kind to your eyes.

In the bedroom above, note the charm of walls covered each with a single large panel of Homasote—of corners and joints achieved without moldings or tapers—of an ornamental ceiling. There are also sound-deadening Homasote panels under the wall-to-wall floor covering. (They are comfortable to walk on.) Look carefully before you buy. Mail the coupon for full details on Dry-Wall and Homasote building materials. All are money-savers.

HOMASOTE COMPANY

Trenton 3, New Jersey

Homasote of Canada, Ltd., 224 Merton Street

Toronto 12, Ontario

Send me the literature checked below:

☐ Dry-Wall
☐ Striated Homasote
☐ Exterior Finishes
☐ Underlayments
☐ Homasote (79-pg.) Handbook—10c

Name.

Address.

City. Zone. State. . . . . 0.
In an Orlyt greenhouse the gardening is easy.

It's true . . . the gardener with an Orlyt greenhouse has no weather problem . . . winter or summer . . . it's never too hot, never too cold, never too rainy, never too anything. The weather is always just right, because in an Orlyt you have "climate-control".

A GARDENER'S DREAM COME TRUE
In an Orlyt, you can happily indulge in your most gratifying hobby any time you please—propagating, hybridizing or growing just about anything you like . . . 365 days a year. What's more . . . your plants are at comfortable bench height, up where you can see and tend them without back-breaking bending or squatting.

AN Orlyt FOR EVERY NEED
Sparkling, maintenance-free, Aluminum Orlyts with time-tested glass panes are permanent and a delight to the eye. Choose from dozens of sizes, styles and models with prices starting at about $400. Designed with all the know-how of century old LORD & BURNHAM, the world's largest, most progressive greenhouse manufacturer.

"CLIMATE CONTROLLED"

PAY AS YOU GROW
Sunnyts are now, low-priced, Aluminum, glass-to-ground models with completely automatic Heating, Ventilating and Summer Cooling. It's a gardener's dream come true. Build-it-Yourself Sunnyts start of about $650 delivered. Remember a Sunnyt needs no foundation. On 3-year, No-Money-Down, Pay Plan, a Sunnyt can be yours for as little as $22.00 a month.

WRITE FOR THE NEW FREE COLOR CATALOG 60-3

LAWN QUESTIONS AT THE GRASS-ROOT LEVEL
With a few concise but vital answers from Dr. R. Milton Carleton, who believes that if you want to grow good grass on top you must start it properly at the bottom.

First of a series

Q. Why does it seem so much harder to grow a good lawn than to grow a good flower garden?

A. Perhaps because in your lawn you crowd as many as 40 to 60 individual plants into a square foot of space. In the flower garden you seldom average more than one plant to 2 or 3 square feet. As your grass plants struggle to survive the competition, you complicate matters further by cutting away the healthiest and most vigorous part of the grass plant—the growing tip. Of course you don't do this to make things hard for the plant, but because you are trying to force a low, compact, artificially dwarfed habit of growth, entirely different from the upright habit of most garden flowers.

Q. But isn't it true that cutting grass blades encourages the grass plants to multiply and put up more leaves?

A. It is true that you threaten and badger your grass plants into making new growth when you cut them. But the growth limitations you impose upon them add up to produce an environment in which the vigor of the individual plant is suppressed to produce a uniform whole. In other words, your lawn grasses can survive only if you give them special help.

(Continued on page 132)

SOW SEEDS EARLY TO PRODUCE BETTER PLANTS
Starting seeds ahead of time indoors is a short cut only to earlier bloom.

It is a mistake to assume that you will save work by starting seeds indoors before it is warm enough to sow them outside. It is probably also a mistake to assume that early seed starting will, of itself, ensure better plants. On the contrary, if your timing is faulty and the growth of your seedlings is checked severely because of transplanting shock or temperature changes that are excessive, your final crop—the flowers—may be poorer than if you planted the ordinary way. If, however, you are willing to count more work simply as more pleasure, and to give heed to proper timing for the germination and growth needs of each kind of plant, then we commend to you the step-by-step plan opposite.
March is the month of real beginnings: for your lawn (look to fundamentals below ground); for your plants (start early seeds indoors); for spring itself (see notes on things it's time to do).

The good green carpet you mow so proudly once a week is merely the frosting on a horticultural cake that has several layers and a great variety of ingredients. Beneath the careful grooming that makes turf unique among growing plants and provides a picture as pleasant as a summer’s day lies a carefully built structure of earth and nutrient, of seed and root, of water, air and sun.

Separate pots made of peat and wood pulp may be grouped 40 or more to a standard flat and filled with a sand-loam mixture to give limited number of plants a really good start.

Three seeds to a pot ensure at least one vigorous seedling that may be left undisturbed in original medium for continuous growth until it is safe to harden plants to cool spring nights and set out permanently in the open garden.

Sand covering protects seeds from tendency to rot at ground line, reduces light and conserves moisture that hastens effective germination. After seedlings develop two pairs of true leaves, cut off all but the best plant in each pot.

Proper pruning is the key to beautiful shrubs... makes your place a showplace! Take the 'huff and puff' out of your pruning this year. These fast cutting pruners are so light, so easy to use, you'll realize instantly this is a real gardener's tool.

At your hardware store, garden supply center or building supply dealers.
Put this Dramatic New
TWO-COLOR TREE
in your home landscape

LAWN QUESTIONS
continued

Q. Are you saying, then, that in trying to have a good lawn, I’m going against nature?
A. Probably. Although that in itself is not important. What is important is that you understand the artificial nature of the conditions under which your lawn grows if it is to be successful. Once you do understand those conditions, or at least the most important of them, much confusion will be cleared away and lawn making will be less of a riddle.

Q. What is the beginning of wisdom for someone like me who wants to start from scratch?
A. As an inexperienced lawn maker, the first question you should ask yourself is this: “If I were to upset a 100 gallon barrel of water in the middle of the area on which I want to plant a lawn, where would the water go?” To that there would be a multiple answer. Most of the barrel of water, on a soil suitable for lawn purposes, would pass downward to the natural sub-surface drainage channels and disappear within a few minutes. A little of it would flow out along the surface of the ground, but long before it reached the edge of the lawn area it, too, would have percolated downward and disappeared. A still smaller amount would pass off into the air by evaporation, but again, if the soil were suitable for lawn purposes, not all of it would get to the underground drainage channels. Much of it should be blotted up by spongy elements near the surface of the soil and held for later use—presumably by your future grass. On very sandy soils water disappears quickly, and instead of being trapped underground almost all of it will pass down and away, since there will be little to absorb and hold it. On a heavy clay soil, particularly if the surface is quite level, water may remain on top for a long time, often until a good deal of it disappears by evaporation, the rest penetrating slowly if at all. On clay ground that slopes, the water may run off without penetrating at all. However, if your heavy clay soil contains spongy organic matter, the water will be held before it can run off and gradually will wet the clay particles. Again, however, much of it may be lost through evaporation. In soils of mixed sand, spongy matter and clay, much water will be held a long time and sudden surpluses will drain away.

PRIVATE PARKING SPACE
continued from page 90

Plan your personal parking lot for attractiveness as well as for the convenience of your friends

No interlocked fenders here if the minimum distances between parking lanes, turning radii, pavement markers of H&G's ideal home parking lot are followed. Dimensions suggested above could be adapted to areas much smaller in size.

Impromptu parking planter may be framed of old rail ties or 4" by 12" timbers in crib pattern and laid where drive and lawn meet to suggest same parking lanes as built-in lot.

Plants that relieve paving add color and texture as well as pattern to parking. Squared timbers fixed in place with iron stakes suggest lanes for cars, prevent wheels from overrunning plants. Rados residence; Richard J. Neutra, Architect.
Adjacent garage-guest areas provide maximum convenience for family, ensure dry-shod loading and unloading for visitors. Stone chip paving is no winter problem in South. Owners: Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Adler, Memphis, Tenn.; J. Duke Moody, L. A.

Undercover approach is part of the architecture of this California house as well as of the design of the landscape and motor entrance. Cars unload along covered walk, park under roof overhang at far end of drive. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Degolyer Jr.; Geraldine Scott, L. A.

Plants that soften space offset the uncompromising if useful rectangle that makes parking for many cars a matter of driver's choice. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Israel Zion (see pages 78 to 81), Robert Zion-Harold Breed, Landscape Architects.

Continued on next page

Make lawn care...CAREFREE! with an International Cub Lo-Boy

Beautiful, well-kept lawns and grounds add to the charm of country living. With the powerful Cub at your command, you'll find new pleasure and ease in mowing, mulching leaves, clearing snow, caring for lawns and gardens. You ride your work away with no more effort than driving your car...with time to spare for other activities.

An International Harvester tractor dealer near you will gladly demonstrate the Cub Lo-Boy with the type of mower and other equipment for your particular requirements. For his name, and copy of the illustrated Cub Lo-Boy Catalog, write

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Dept. HG-3, P. O. Box 7333, Chicago 80, Ill.

now a lovelier lawn is

QUICK...CLEAN...EASY...

Ames ROTO-EDGER
ROTARY LAWN SHEARS

For faster, easier lawn trimming and edging. Guaranteed efficient, self-sharpening. The unsurpassed tool of its kind. From O. AMES COMPANY Quality Tools Since 1774. Available at your nearest garden tool dealer.

$6.95
OTHER MODELS
FROM $4.95

Ames also manufactures the famous lines of Ames Aire Casual Furniture and Ames Maid-Metal Household Furniture
LAWN QUESTIONS
continued from page 132

Q. What has all this got to do with starting my lawn?
A. Just this: in the disappearance of your barrel of water you can see the reason why the first and most important step in lawn making is to study and analyze your lawn site. No turf expert or landscape architect worth his salt would undertake a lawn project of any size without such a preliminary study. Nor should you.

Q. What is the procedure?
A. Part of your analysis concerns the soil itself and had better be reserved for separate treatment later. The other part of it concerns grading and sub-grading the site, especially the slope of the land and the natural path the runoff water takes when rains fall that are too heavy for the soil to blot up at once. Except on lighter sandy loams where water disappears almost too rapidly, and where a flat lawn has some value, a perfectly level lawn should never be allowed to exist. Drainage problems on such a lawn are almost unavoidable. At the same time it is silly to talk about the ideal slope to maintain. You don't usually have much choice. You must work with the front or back yards you already have inside your lot lines and with no real control of the drainage beyond them.

Q. But suppose I do have room to maneuver and to make changes in the slopes?
A. Then the ideal gradient is between 1/8 and 1/4 inch fall per lineal foot of surface. That means that 4 to 8 feet from the house walls your lawn should be one inch lower than at the house line. On steeper slopes, some washing may occur in every rain. On flatter ones surface water may not run off freely. Carrying this further—if your house stands 40 feet from the front walk, a common enough setback, and on a level lot, you will have to add about 5 inches of soil at the house line and remove 5 inches at the sidewalk line in order to achieve a slope of 1/8 inch in one foot.

Q. Is this a real problem in these days of bulldozers?
A. It may be—and for two reasons. The first, while modern machinery has proved a boon in many ways, the bulldozer can be Continued on page 138

PRIVATE PARKING SPACE continued

Wide open space with privacy is a combination not so simple as it sounds, even on a multi-acre lot. Here house itself and a hedge of American beech achieve both. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Richard Deutsch, Greenwich, Conn.; James Fanning, L. A.

Parking, in its place, is ideally near street, accessible to house, unobtrusive in the landscape. Forecourt of this Connecticut house is clear of cars which are parked in an expanded part of the drive beyond. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodgson.

Parking lot, not boat basin, is what you want—and what it calls for is good grading, an adequate storm drain or dry well, and effective catch basins. Good drainage is vital in rocky areas, like this one. Another view, of whole area, on page 91.
A good parking lot should be usable 24 hours a day, with well designed, well placed, all-weather lights.

Pedestrian convenience is no less important in making guests feel at home than provision for efficient parking of cars. Walks and steps must be safe day or night, well lighted by glare-free low-level light.

Adequate stairs are part of the traffic pattern where home parking facilities are well designed. These steps (at Williamsburg, Va., like step above) are made of wood timbers, lit by directed beam supplied by inconspicuous fixture with lens-like glass panel.

Lamps by day should be as inconspicuous as they are visible by night. These simple and functional rainproof boxes flank path between parking space and entrance of Hodgson house. Wiring for adjustable fixtures is in conduit.

NOW—make all your outdoor jobs power easy! Simply buy a HOMKO Motor Arm and add attachments to fit your various gardening needs. All steel constructed and equipped with Briggs & Stratton 3 h.p. engine, the Motor Arm converts these units into modern power tools . . . lets you build up a set of the finest outdoor power equipment made . . . gradually . . . economically.

A UNIT TO MEET ANY GARDENING POWER NEED!

WESTERN TOOL AND STAMPING COMPANY Dept. H-62, 2725 Second Ave., Des Moines 13, Iowa

Write today for full color illustrated brochure on complete line of HOMKO reel and rotary mowers.

"Better than 5 Wheelbarrows"

Do you own a wheelbarrow? If so, here's wonderful news for you — news about THE COUNTRYMAN'S CART which is SO MUCH more useful than a wheelbarrow!

When you've owned it a week you'll wonder how in the world you ever did without it! The all steel COUNTRYMAN'S CART has many, many more uses than a wheelbarrow. Holds 3 times the volume, 5 times the weight. Pushes much, much easier thanks to TWO BIG 30" wheels.

Even women and children find it much easier than a wheelbarrow to use. The weight balances on the axle — you don't carry it in your hands! And it won't tip over!

THE COUNTRYMAN'S CART is built by Vermont craftsmen to last 100 years. Leave it outdoors all year long. Just paint it every year or so. Hard use can't hurt it. Tilted, welded construction keeps things like loose dirt and sand from spilling out the sides. Removable tailgate makes for easy dumping.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Use the Cart around your place for three months. If you are not delighted, just send it back and we'll refund every penny of the purchase price!

Write TODAY for FREE illustrated circular, attractive prices. Sold only by mail.

THE COUNTRYMAN'S CART

Vermont-Ware
Hinesburg, Vermont
Box 903
NOTES FOR THE MARCH

First weekend

Northern tier: It takes very little in the way of virtuosity to convince the winter-bound gardener that he is about to get a headstart on spring. He can go down into the basement (or into the storage wall) and clean up his garden tools. He can repair and renew old seed flats (see page 131). He (or you, to abandon the indirect approach) can even go outdoors, in the warmth that signals the coming of the equinox, and clean up the boundaries. This is a more practical task than many other forms of leaf raking. Despite appearances, it is, in fact, insurance that later in the season you will have fewer marauding insects, fewer slugs and grubs, fewer mice (fresher rabbits, too, perhaps), a lower ragweed pollen count, less trouble with poison ivy, honeysuckle and bindweed, fewer weeds in general and, unless you are careful, fewer songbirds. On the first counts: using what is sold as a billhook or brush hook and pruners, move in on the hedges and fences; eliminate—and burn the first counts: using what is sold as a billhook or brush hook and pruners, move in on the hedges and fences; eliminate—and burn. Grass becomes greener in spring, often browner in summer, is frequently missing by the following March. Overseeding (not overall but at the wrong times), overwatering, too-close mowing, not to mention quality top-dressing and mulching—all these symbols of good husbandry may make northern lawns especially vulnerable to winter ills and disease. It is not enough, once mistakes in the previous year's upkeep program are recognized, to resolve to do better. And you need not weaken in well-doing. But you must repair incidental damage already done. Two things are now indicated: application to good turf of a standard general purpose lawn fungicide (which will alleviate some troubles without causing others). Re-seeding of spots where turf is either dead or so obviously wretched that it might as well be. Scattering the seed (till it is as visible as a light dusting of powder, snow would be) is the first essential. Equally essential—and this may startle you: to avoid stirring up the bare patches in the hope it may help the seed sprout. In four cases out of five, you will only encourage the germination of more crabgrass and other weed seeds to start (and start faster) than the freshly sown good grass. Our recommendations, then: spread top quality seed on the bare spots before night freezing of your ground ceases for the year; refrain from scratching or raking your ground before or after seeding; sit back and let the last freezings and thawings of the ground embrace the new grass seeds without excessive stirring.

Second weekend

North and north central: Interest in and preoccupation with lawns are on the increase ("Are you ashamed of your shabby lawn?" "Do your neighbors laugh when you get out your lawn mower?""). Grass becomes greener in spring, often browner in summer, is frequently missing by the following March. Overseeding (not overall but at the wrong times), overwatering, too-close mowing, not to mention quality top-dressing and mulching—all these symbols of good husbandry may make northern lawns especially vulnerable to winter ills and disease. It is not enough, once mistakes in the previous year's upkeep program are recognized, to resolve to do better. And you need not weaken in well-doing. But you must repair incidental damage already done. Two things are now indicated: application to good turf of a standard general purpose lawn fungicide (which will alleviate some troubles without causing others); re-seeding of spots where turf is either dead or so obviously wretched that it might as well be. Scattering the seed (till it is as visible as a light dusting of powder, snow would be) is the first essential. Equally essential—and this may startle you: to avoid stirring up the bare patches in the hope it may help the seed sprout. In four cases out of five, you will only encourage the germination of more crabgrass and other weed seeds to start (and start faster) than the freshly sown good grass. Our recommendations, then: spread top quality seed on the bare spots before night freezing of your ground ceases for the year; refrain from scratching or raking your ground before or after seeding; sit back and let the last freezings and thawings of the ground embrace the new grass seeds without excessive stirring.
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Third weekend

North temperate zone: Wherever deciduous shrubs and trees lose their leaves before a period of winter dormancy, the last weeks of winter are pruning times. But before you address yourself, snippers in hot hand, to the challenge of a prunable branch, consider what to prune and why. In general, observe one caveat: never prune without a clear purpose. Prune only to remove dead or injured wood, to promote growth in a different direction, to encourage production of flowers or fruits, to keep your plant at peace with its surroundings. There are two principal types of shrub growth—that in which branches spring from but one or two trunks, and that in which multiple stems or canes rise from the ground to form a clump. Examples of the former: magnolia, dogwood, rose-of-Sharon, witch-hazel; of the latter: forsythia, barberry, lilac, spiraea, most viburnums. These types may result from natural growth habits or from your ministrations. But to go along with nature (always preferable in the absence of a really compelling reason to do otherwise), prune the single or few-trunk types only above the point of principal branching. Thin clump-types at the base, eliminating the oldest or least productive stems first and shortening the branch tops only where you must to keep them within bounds or to balance flower and leaf buds. For the first type of pruning, the small saw and the secateurs, or hand pruners, are usually best. For thinning clumps, saws often do more harm than good; so long handled pruners or, with light canes, a berry hook (hook-like blade on long thin handle) is especially useful. . . . Above all, study your plant and project its probable growth a season or two ahead in your mind's eye before you cut.

Fourth weekend

Indoors—last call: There are two notches, one above the other, in the door jamb in the north wall of a greenhouse in a New York suburb. The upper notch marks the highest point reached just before Christmas by a certain shadow from the greenhouse frame. The lower notch marks the same descending shadow's height at the time of the vernal equinox. The first shadow, indicating winter's lowest sun, marks annually the rebirth of hope ("Spring is coming; the days are getting longer!") The second means that everything in the greenhouse will now be growing too fast, including the insects. Daytime temperatures will be rising too high for the automatic roof vents to handle. Night temperatures may go too low when the automatic heat does not come on by sundown, too high during gray and windy days when the heat stays on. Hosing down, instead of being a pre-breakfast pleasure will be a pre-commuting chore—with this plant needing to be "run dry" because it is going dormant, that one calling for more and more water because it is suddenly beginning to grow rapidly after a winter's sulk. At times like this, running a greenhouse calls for two heads and six hands. Upshot: watch, above everything else, the ventilation as your greenhouse shadows pass the mark of spring. The air is not yet warm enough to make a great difference in its ability to maintain naturally high humidity, especially in view of the increased demands of the plants for moisture. Yet the intensity of the sun because of its diurnal rise above the horizon increases markedly the temperature of the greenhouse air. Result: loss of buoyancy or, even worse, because of the open-and-shut weather prevalent in March, either a feast or a fast.
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continued from page 134

A. Then use a rotary tiller, setting the tines to turn the soil eight inches deep. This loosened soil is much easier to put into good condition for seeding and final leveling than the hard-packed stuff that is left by most grading.

Q. Suppose I can’t achieve this ideal grade on all the areas where I want to plant my lawn?

A. In a sandy or gravelly soil neither run-off nor drainage should be a problem. In a stiff clay soil, however, you may have to resort to special means for providing under-drainage, especially where heavy rainfalls are prevalent. (And before you ask—the way to find out what kind of soil you have is to dig plenty of holes.)

Q. Special means such as what?

A. If there is any doubt about the capacity of your soil to handle run-off or to absorb it in a matter of hours at most, you should lay drainage tile under your entire lawn or as much of it as necessary to carry off surface water during spring thaws or summer and fall rains.

Continued on page 140
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LAWN QUESTIONS
continued from page 138

Q. What is involved in laying drain tile?
A. This is a job that, if required at all, must not be skimped. To skimp it would be to risk the good money it will cost you to do it. Lines of drain tile should fall, like the surface itself, from 1/16 to 1/8 inch in every foot. The trenches should be about 30 inches deep and the drain lines 6 feet apart. These lines should all lead to the lowest part of the lawn where some kind of outlet should be provided to carry off the water collected by the drain. If a final outlet is not possible, either collect the water where it will do no harm or else don't build a lawn. Tile lines should fall evenly from high point to low and the line should be covered with tar paper and sand after you lay them and before back-filling the trenches. This will prevent the joints in the tile from filling up and clogging. Do your rough grading, if you can, after tiling and before preparing the surface seed bed.

Q. Doesn't this involve a great deal of labor and expense, just for the sake of a little grass?
A. It's not a little grass, but a lot—remember? And consider one fact: if you do your job well, your soil should be in good working condition for a half-century or more. Certainly it will be out of your reach. You will be unable to roll up the sod later and repair damage without even greater expense and inconvenience. Improve your soil now, assuming it needs it, or you may miss your chance to do it at all.

Q. Isn't it easier and less expensive to mix sand with a heavy soil than to lay tile drains?
A. Most of the people who glibly recommend adding sand to a heavy soil apparently live where good loams are prevalent and clay is no problem. To mix enough sand into clay to produce a fine mellow soil for a sizable lawn would cost a small fortune. You would need at least a third as much sand as clay in your finished mixture. Otherwise the sand would act like the aggregate in concrete, with the clay particles acting as cement. In most metropolitan suburbs washed sand may run to $5 or more a cubic yard delivered. In a small lawn, no bigger than 20 feet by 50 feet, 10 yards of sand might be required to treat heavy clay, and even then you might not have a really satisfactory result.

Q. But suppose my problem is not so much one of unusually poor sub-soil or an unusually difficult grading dilemma, but rather just preparing for seeding a level area of run-of-the-land soil that has already been roughly graded. Do I have to hire bulldozers and surveyors and do a lot of fancy landscape work?
A. No. We have been talking about some of the extreme cases. Not the average situation. Not only do you not need a lot of expensive labor or equipment but you can improvise perfectly adequate procedures yourself. For example, a ladder from 10 to 20 feet long laid along a slope with a carpenter's level fastened to one rail will do a very good job of showing how the surface lies. Marked variations from desired grades can be noted for later attention by driving stakes down to the level of the bottom of the ladder rail. The tops of the stakes will indicate the fill you need to bring the surface up to the desired point. The ladder also can serve as a drag grader that will do as good a job as a $20,000 land plane. A strong rope tied to the ladder at both ends forms a handle for dragging it across the soil surface, leveling off minor high spots by pushing the soft earth ahead of the rails and filling depressions by dropping the collected earth into them. Excess soil is either retained by the first rail or collected between rails and dropped off when a bigger hole is reached.

Q. Won't the ladder bounce around on heavy or uneven soils, without actually leveling it?
A. Maybe. But lay a board along the rungs with a few cement blocks on that, pick up an extra hand or two on the rope and you will be in business again. Besides what do you want for the $20,000 you just saved?

(Next month: Questions and Answers on Lawn Soils)

Fight Mental Illness
Beginning: A new age of elegance in broadloom...

Beau Chateau by Karastan

A mood of elegance, born of fine tradition, is entering the modern scene. Karastan's new Beau Chateau carpet graciously blends your love of the past with your flair for the contemporary. It is soothingly soft, wonderfully deep, steeped in color. The merest hint of herringbone in its weave is subtly enriching... adding the touch of drama that today's rooms demand. Only the newest, most advanced Kara-loc looms could produce such luxury and elegance at such a conservative price. 16.95* square yard.
Today's fine homes are built with Fir Plywood

8 WAYS FIR PLYWOOD ADDS VALUE and LIVABILITY ALL THROUGH THE HOUSE
SUBFLOORING • WALL SHEATHING • ROOF DECKING • INTERIOR PANELING • BUILT-INS • SOFFITS • GABLE ENDS • SIDING